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Plagues of the East 

by George T. Sipos 

 

 

 

It is always a revelation to read literature anthologies from 

South-Eastern Europe. They surprise the reader with many 

common threads running in between the texts, regardless of the 

country of origin of their authors. While technically separated by 

ancient languages and modern borders, the peoples of the South-

Eastern European space share unique cultural traits coming not 

only from an ancestral background, but also from a history of 

oppression and resistance against the vicissitudes of history, the 

ongoing desire of migrant invaders and greedy empires to engulf 

them, as well as being constantly looked down upon by the better, 

more “civilized” Europe, the one stretching beyond the Western 

borders of Hungary, Poland or Czechia. Edged between the 

mighty Russian/once-Soviet empire (and its former territories), 

and Turkish/once-Ottoman empire on one side, and Germany and 

Austria/once-Holy Roman empire on the other, the land between 

the Mediterranean and the Baltic Seas is really where Europe 

became Europe.  

The lives of the peoples inhabiting that strip of land is what 

stood historically in the path of and deterred the demise of 

Western Europe for centuries. And it was that sacrifice that on 

one hand united the South-Eastern European peoples in a 

common weltanschauung, and on the other made them 
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undesirables for the Western side of the continent and the world. 

And while an actual “wall” separating them from the rest of 

Europe existed only briefly during the Soviet occupation of the 

entire region, the ideological “curtain” separating the East and the 

West of Europe has been there for centuries and continues today, 

regardless of political statements attesting otherwise. For 

ultimately, what truly matters is what people experience. And 

what is evident in the current anthology as much as in any other is 

that the peoples of the region know instinctively that the 

separation between them and the “good” Europe is very much still 

in place today, in the era of the European Union stretching from 

Russia’s to France’s Western borders.  

The awareness of that separation (and its painful 

materialization on the ground, in the lives of the people) is in my 

opinion one of the main unifying threads and excellent discussion 

topic that The Viral Curtain, this new anthology of Science 

Fiction and Fantasy stories, brings to the table. And while a 

literary challenge based on a writing prompt is not always a recipe 

for successful and engaging literature, the talented writers brought 

together by the editor, Darius Hupov, created through their 

characters an almost unified vision of the European East. Hupov’s 

anthology creatively and imaginatively joins the quite active 

pandemic literature movement that traversed the years 2020 and 

2021, and which started perhaps with the stunning anthology 

edited by Ilan Stavans, And We Came Outside and Saw the Stars 

Again, published late summer in 2020 at Restless Books and 

followed brilliantly in November by the poetry anthology 

Together in a Sudden Strangeness: America’s Poets Respond to 

the Pandemic, edited by Alice Quinn and published by Knopf, as 

well as many other individual and collective works of fiction and 

non-fiction published in many other languages.  
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The original prompt, launched at a meeting of the “Syndicate 

9” SFF Club of Timişoara in Romania, was in fact simply stating 

that “A hemorrhagic fever appears in one East European country 

and spreads rapidly. All Eastern European countries are put in a 

tight quarantine.” It thus continued a long and esteemed tradition 

of SFF literature dealing with pandemics caused by deadly viruses 

and leading either to the end of humankind or radical changes of 

the world as we know it. From the more recent José Saramago’s 

1995 masterpiece Blindness to Ling Ma’s 2018 Severance, Max 

Brooks’s 2006 World War Z or Emily St. John Mandel’s 2014 

Station Eleven to the older (and more classic) 1954 I Am Legend 

by Richard Matheson or the 1969 The Andromeda Strain by 

Michael Crichton, to name only a very select few, the science 

fiction/fantasy literary realm of destructive pandemics is a rich 

and generous one. Different about the prompt proposed by the 

members of “Syndicate 9” is the added political aspect: the 

pandemic, one taking place in as near or far future as permitted by 

the writers’ imagination, but after the end of COVID-19 (the virus 

at hand, so to speak, when the project was launched) has only a 

geopolitically limited impact: it starts in East Europe triggering an 

immediate quarantine of the entire area. What we don’t know—

and it is, as such, left up to the authors to deal with—is whether 

the virus can infect people outside the region. Naturally, if this 

were a regular virus, there would be no reason whatsoever to even 

consider the biological aberration of a virus limiting its spread 

within certain regional borders. But many of the writers in the 

anthology did in fact imagine a reality in which the virus does 

stop at human-made borders. For this virus is not a biological 

entity, but a political one. 

And viruses have all the right to be political entities in 2021 as 

much as they are biological ones, as the COVID 19 pandemic has 
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fully demonstrated. If a virus can be stopped by the sheer will and 

propaganda of political leaders, as we have seen with former US 

president Donald Trump or Brazilian president Jair Bolsonaro 

(although both ended up infected by the virus whose existence 

they denied vehemently), or can be defeated without following 

any elementary rules of hygiene, simply because mobs of people 

are being told that they are being manipulated in having their 

freedom taken away, then why couldn’t a virus also stop at the 

border? There certainly is a strong element of “tongue-in-cheek” 

attitude in the formulation of the prompt behind The Viral 

Curtain, one that touches on the absurd. But then again, wasn’t it 

from the very fringes of Europe, from Romania and Ireland that 

the literature of the absurd originated in the wake of World War 

2? It is only fitting that a virus that started in Eastern Europe 

should decide to remain confined to that geopolitical area.  

And it is on this absurd premise that stories like Kostas 

Charitos’s are predicated on. The tragicomic effect of the debate 

whether Greece belongs or not to Eastern Europe so that it must 

or not enter quarantine, one that will be ultimately determined in 

the heart of the European Union, far away from the Hellenic 

shores, in Brussels (of course!), but that is also open to an un-

necessary and futile referendum of the people of Greece, 

dominates Charitos’s story, one layered with multiple political 

innuendos, such as the reference to the 2015 economic bailout 

referendum that is almost staring the reader in the face. In the end, 

the debate in the story (also bitterly entitled The Greek Issue) does 

not only turn grotesque—numerous other geographical options 

are added to the list of geopolitical and cultural regions Greece 

could join through the referendum, with Africa and South Korea 

among the most sadly hilarious—but it is left almost completely 

unresolved, in a very Eastern European/Balkan cultural paradigm 
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manner. The main character opts to fill in his own response and 

choose “the world” as the space for Greece to belong to, thus in 

effect imploding the entire idea of a geographically limited virus. 

In yet another story, You Will Go, You Will Return by 

Hungarian writer Sándor Szélesi, the virus becomes a pretext for 

the desire to escape the political space of Hungary and by 

extension that of Eastern Europe, one that is cursed by an 

inescapable political virus traversing history itself. The main 

character is a farmer who is forced in the end to plow and saw his 

ancestral land with his own progeny, his grown-up son and 

daughter and their children, all taken away by the virus as they 

were trying to cross the border and escape into Austria, where the 

virus was ostensibly and impossibly ineffective. Symbolically, the 

last communication the farmer receives from his runaway son is a 

text telling him that the “wall” (that had been supposedly created 

by both Hungarian and Austrian forces to prevent people from 

crossing the border) was only an “idea”, so not a physical, 

material construction. This might well be the most powerful 

political and emotional statement in the anthology, as it indicates 

that the separation between the East and the West of Europe is 

nothing real, but an ideological device aimed to keep people apart 

and determine who is a second-class citizen and who belongs to 

European elites. One other politically relevant moment is the 

meeting between the Hungarian farmer and a Belgian counterpart 

(Belgium certainly plays an important role in the psyche of South-

Eastern Europeans…) who boasts about having inherited his 

farmland from ancestors going back 500 years. Péter, the 

Hungarian farmer, cannot help but wonder what that must feel 

like, given the fact that his family had been dispossessed of their 

ancestral land four times during the twentieth century alone. The 

scene brings yet again to the fore that perpetual sacrifice that 
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Eastern European peoples had to make throughout history losing 

their land, their homes, their families as they stood against Tartar 

and Mongol and Ottoman and Russian invasions, all while in 

Western Europe countries major cities and palaces and colonial 

empires were being built, and wealth and prosperity was being 

accumulated. 

Other regional(ized) scenarios emerge as well from The Viral 

Curtain. In Ivana Molnárová-Dubcová and Marek Brenišin’s 

story The Scorpion Sting, the European East is a wild place, left 

behind by the West and vulnerable to biological experiments by 

the mafia and new enriched elites of profiteers clearly reminiscent 

of the actual beneficiaries of the political regime changes of the 

1989-1990 era. To them, causing an epidemic provides the added 

benefit of stumbling upon a potential immortality vaccine in a 

rewriting of ancient and modern hermeneutical stories of alchemy 

and the pursuit of the creation of the philosopher’s stone. On the 

other hand, the vaccine in Alexey Vert’s (the pseudonym of 

tandem writers Alexandra Zlotnitskaia and Victor Koliuzhnyak) 

story turns out to also be a potential panaceum universalis, 

although it has its own unintended consequences.  

Inspired by the recent COVID 19 pandemic and the reactions, 

policies and consequences it triggered worldwide, The Viral 

Curtain is completed by stories of imaginative fantasy, dystopian 

or science fiction focused on the trials and tribulations of 

humanity itself in the face of individual death and potential for 

thorough elimination of the species. 

In the end, it must be noted that the majority of the literary 

pieces gathered here by Darius Hupov and his editorial team were 

originally written in languages other than English and 

subsequently translated either by the authors themselves or by 

professional translators. On one hand, that mix of narratorial 
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voices in translation gives the texts, when read in sequence, an 

excellent feel of diversity, with each writer’s individual narrative 

voice coming through the text in a fresh, albeit linguistically 

mitigated manner. On the other hand, English language readers 

might find themselves startled at invectives coming out of the 

page unfiltered, ethnic slurs and curses which, while very 

powerful in their original languages, seem to become mere (and 

often un-necessary) shocking linguistic elements in English. 

Cultural and linguistic restrictions and taboos in English make 

some of these quite uncomfortable to experience on paper, but all 

the more salient as localized expressions of interactions between 

the differently ethnic, racial and religious groups and peoples of 

the region and which go back millennia. There are also sometime 

startling regional and sub-dialectal linguistic mixes within the 

same story, whereby readers are faced with unbridled and creative 

usage of both British and American English colloquialisms from 

one page to the next. Albeit refreshing, the effect might be a bit 

off-putting to some native English readers.  

A creative take on pandemic literature within the science 

fiction and fantasy space, The Viral Curtain represents a strong 

and very promising start for a potential series of similar projects 

of SFF literature in English translation, one very much-needed of 

wider circulation of the works of gifted and imaginative writers 

from a lesser-known literary space. 
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The Greek Issue 

by Kostas Charitos (Greece) 

 

 

“Fuck the Soviet Union. It suits them well, the bloody 

commies.” 

As soon as he passed eighty, Grandpa got into a series of 

weird habits, three of which are way too annoying: the tele which 

is always switched on, the endless cursing and his cheating at 

chess. 

“I don’t think they even know what communism is over 

there,” I say. 

“Fucking Soviets. Let them burn to death. You wanted our 

homes, didn’t you? You’ll get shit.” 

Grandpa has a selective memory, mainly of things from his 

youth, when there was still a Soviet Union and the stone-broke 

Reds would come to get our precious homes. Dad says it’s some 

kind of dementia; I believe he’s smart as a whip and he pretends 

he’s crazy whenever it suits him. Truth probably lies somewhere 

in the middle. 

“Actually, our homes belong to the banks,” I tell him. 

“Bulgarian scum, you’re next.” 

Here we go again. He’s going to send all of Eastern Europe to 

hell before the news report on the haemorrhagic fever is over. The 

ninety-inch screen is teeming with hospital beds and coffins in 

morgues. It seems the media got a brand new toy. We hadn’t seen 
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a proper epidemic in years. Every once and a while we get 

terrorised about some new virus, they force-feed us a quarantine 

and three weeks afterwards, “Sorry, false alarm.” This time things 

look more serious, but it could just as well be the media 

overblowing things. There’s a banner running on the bottom end 

of the screen. Russia, Lithuania, Ukraine and a bunch of other 

former Eastern European countries pass before our eyes like an 

express geography class.  

“The European Union will discuss the Greek Issue at their 

next meeting,” the host says, but before he has the time to 

elaborate, the power goes out. It could be just a coincidence, but 

since the grid got fully privatised, we get these power cuts all the 

more often. 

“Fucking DEI,” Grandpa says. 

The electricity company is now called DEDDIE, but I can’t be 

bothered. I look at the tele, which has turned into a huge black 

hole on the wall. We got a subsidy to buy it, due to Grandpa’s 

supposed dementia. I wait for a few moments gazing at the dark 

frame. It would be nice if suddenly cool water started pouring out 

of it, if the room flooded and Grandpa got outdoors for once, but 

of course nothing happens. I move my pawn to e5 and stand up. 

“I’m going to work,” I say. 

A torrent of curses addressed to Stalin, Kasparov and Lada 

makes my exit a tad more triumphant. 

 

# 

 

“Chink stuff.” 

Sifis has broken a microvoltaic again. They’ll take it out of his 

wage, along with the rest of this month’s blunders. At least he’s 

on a monthly contract, while I’m on a day-by-day payroll. 
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“They’re making them shoddier by the day.” The guy next to 

me keeps dissing the Chinese and their faulty photovoltaics. Boss 

believes he’s just too hasty. Truth probably lies somewhere in the 

middle. 

“How come you don’t break anything?” he asks me. 

“I do half your work.”  

“You won’t get the bonus like that.” 

“It’s just for the pocket money. Until I finish school.” 

“What did you say you were studying?”  

“Sociology.” 

“Right. Learn the job because I see you staying here for a 

while.” 

The job is not difficult. We turn the old drones to solar-

powered ones so as to reduce their carbon footprint. We just 

solder the solar panel on the frame, we replace the old battery and 

connect two wires. The problem is that we do all that in a mouldy 

semibasement surrounded by an army of old sewing machines. 

Boss says he bought them at a bargain and he’ll soon switch them 

to solar power. I believe he found them here, since the place was 

previously used by illegal immigrants who made clothes. Truth 

probably lies somewhere in the middle. 

“They’ll get a quarantine up their arses, and they’re going to 

like it” Sifis says, struggling to squeeze a 12V battery into an 

octuplet-engine drone. 

“Who? The Chinese?” 

“The Chinks? You a knucklehead? The Russians!” 

“So what?” 

He looks up at me as if I connected the poles the wrong way.  

“Where do you think our batteries come from?” 

I look at the battery in front of me. There’s a label with tiny 

letters on it. Three different scripts. Chinese, Latin and Cyrillic.  
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“No idea,” I say. 

“A factory in Warsaw makes them.”  

“Warsaw is the capital of Poland.” 

“So what? Poland belongs to Russia, doesn’t it?”  

Sifis is a top-notch electrician but geography isn’t exactly his 

forte. A smell of acid stings my nostrils. The soldering iron has 

reached 300o C.  

“Doesn’t matter, we’ll get Chinese ones,” I say, touching the 

iron on the drone along with the solder. The metal melts, and the 

solar panel’s supporting spikes get welded on the frame. 

“Good luck with that”, says Sifis with a sigh. 

I wipe my face with a towel. The temperature is rising fast. 

Unfortunately, there’s no air coming through the broken 

windows—they’re covered with posters of Trump and Putin. Boss 

thinks they motivate the workers by showing them what we can 

achieve if we try hard enough. I look at the clock on the wall. 

Two more hours for the eight-hour shift to end. Of course, we 

only get paid for four. Flexible shifts according to the boss, sheer 

exploitation according to us. We would like truth to lie 

somewhere in the middle. I once asked Sifis why he doesn’t 

demand to get paid for overtime and he looked at me as if I had 

asked him to drink alcohol-free beer. At school, they say there’s a 

threshold beyond which the proletariat cannot stand the repression 

any more and all hell breaks loose. I think that this will happen in 

Greece when they ask us to pay in order to be able to work, but 

I’m not even sure about that. 

 

# 

 

The bicycle ride to school helps me clear my head of 

photovoltaics and my lungs of the basement’s moist air. It smells 
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like thyme and oregano. Since they moved us next to the 

Agricultural University, our flora got upgraded in no time and 

everybody’s happy with it—especially those who found the 

chance to grow some free weed. The only problem are the stray 

bees that escape the hives, so I have to be careful not to get stung 

while I cycle. When I reach school, I find the gang at the canteen 

having coffee and discussing the new quarantine. Unfortunately, 

Myrto is not there. Her face, with the fringe falling over her 

forehead, and her voice are always like a ray of light amidst the 

constant murmur in the hallways. The gangs at our school are 

weird. They start talking about yesterday’s football game and end 

up discussing the fans’ social stratification. Naturally, today’s 

topic is the quarantine. Orpheus and Mitsos have opposite views, 

as usual. Panathaikos fan, Olympiakos fan, liberal, communist. 

Northern suburbs, Western suburbs. Short, tall. There’s quite a lot 

that sets them apart. The only thing they have in common is that 

they both have a crush on Myrsini. Not that it helps them in any 

way. 

“So only Eastern Europeans catch it?” Mitsos says.  

“Did you listen to the news?” Orpheus answers. 

“Now you’re going to say the news tell the truth.” 

“The Russians definitely experimented on them when they 

were all part of the Warsaw Pact. They messed with their DNA.” 

“Yeah. They replaced it. Instead of a double helix, all the 

Easterners have a hammer and sickle.” 

“Then why are they putting them on quarantine?” 

“It’s just an excuse. They don’t want any immigrants.” 

“Where did that come from?” 

“As soon as war breaks out in Egypt, you’ll see where it 

comes from.” 
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Myrsini extends her hand before the tension builds up. 

Temporary truce before the female deity holding the sacred 

frappé.  

“That’s all crap. They’re just not exactly hot for them so they 

found a way to lock them up.” 

“Who? The immigrants?” they both ask in unison. 

Myrsini sips her coffee and looks at them as if they asked who 

proposed the separation of powers. 

“And you’re always trying to sound political. It’s the 

Easterners they’re not hot for,” she says. 

The two rivals think about it. That’s what they teach us here. 

To take the other view into account. Truth usually lies somewhere 

in the middle. 

“Then why did they accept them into the European Union?” 

“To piss the Russians off. But they keep looking for an 

opportunity to get rid of them ever since.” 

“Between you and me, it suits them well,” says Orpheus. 

“Yeah, right. Let only the Aryans stay, the chosen ones, the 

Western European rot,” Mitsos says, but before the conflict gets 

going again, Myrto pops up wielding her celly triumphantly.  

“We are having a referendum,” she says, and everyone’s eyes, 

except mine, flare up like Christmas lights.  

 

 

# 

 

“Fuck Europe.” 

Grandpa has shifted his interest from Eastern to Western 

Europe. He doesn’t use modifiers because in his mind Europe 

means only the Western part. That’s how he grew up, I can’t 

blame him. The strange thing is that there are a lot of people my 
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age who still believe that. He moves his knight to c3 and smiles at 

me. I move it to c4, where it should actually land. Grandpa 

smirks. 

“They want to set as apart, along with the commies, fucking 

wankers,” he says. 

If anyone were to put it bluntly, Grandpa is not far from the 

truth. A whole conference to decide whether Greece should be 

quarantined, if it belongs to the Eastern sector, that is. How 

flattering. The tele keeps showing scenes from the Brussels 

offices, officials in suits, the revered MEPs. They will not be the 

ones to make the decision. A committee consisting of health 

ministers will deliberate in order to solve the Greek issue. 

According to the host, our government checkmated them. They 

called a referendum so that we’ll decide where we belong 

ourselves. They obviously know nothing about chess. Checkmate 

means to ensnare the opponent’s king. I don’t think the Europeans 

are ensnared at all. The referendum result is not binding for the 

ministers. They will just take it into account. The last time this 

happened, they just tuned out.  

“They don’t give a rat’s arse about us.” 

More and more, Grandpa’s thoughts seem to echo mine. They 

just sound as if they have passed through a filter that removes my 

sociology varnish. I take a look at the epidemics app on my celly; 

the haemorrhagic fever has moved up in the global ranking. 

Poland and Romania are having it rough. The epidemic is 

approaching, but we’re too busy thinking about the referendum—

perhaps because it’s been years since they last asked for our 

opinion on anything. I move the black bishop to b4. Grandpa 

stares at the board lost in thought. I fill up a glass of water, leave 

it next to him and say goodbye. A “damn the Germans, Hitler and 

Bayern Munich” follows me on my way out. 
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# 

 

“That Chinese as well? Is there anything not made in the 

Middle East?” Sifis says, holding up the replacement rotor that 

just arrived.  

“Far East,” I say, rubbing the spot I just soldered with 

sandpaper so that the seam won’t show. 

“Whatever, a few paces further. It’s not the end of the world.” 

“They’re almost a continent apart.” 

“Which side are you on, now? Mine or the gooks’?” 

 If a stereotype encyclopaedia were ever to be written, I think 

that Sifis should be the editor-in-chief. I wipe the sweat off my 

forehead. Solar panels are fine, they’re just not fit for everything. 

The solar-powered fan on the roof is acting up, rotating 

irregularly; one moment you think it’s going to stop and the next 

moment it goes frantic, like it’s about to chop your head off. 

“Tear up a Putin,” Sifis tells me, realising I’m too hot. 

I go to the window and rip a poster for the air to get in. A 

slight breeze coming through the opening cools me. I waver for a 

moment, and then I tear up a Trump as well. I wonder if the boss 

knows that both lost the elections or whether he thinks they’re 

still in charge. Not that it matters. 

“What do you intend to vote?” I ask Sifis. 

“No.” 

“No what?” 

“That we do not belong to the Eastern Bloc.” 

I ignore the fact that he’s using Grandpa’s terminology. 

“Sure. We’re pure Westerners,” I say. 

“To tell you the truth, I don’t really give a damn. As long as 

we escape the quarantine,”  
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Sifis says clicking the drone’s rotor into place. He switches it 

on. There’s a sizzling as if someone’s frying chips. 

“Not to mention that we’ll solve the virus problem,” he adds. 

“How’s that?” 

“Didn’t you hear? Only Easterners catch it.” 

I wonder what Sifis did during science classes at school. He 

probably messed with the power outlets. 

“Did they mention the reason for that?” I ask him. 

“It’s something they eat or drink. I didn’t quite get it.” 

“It must be the vodka.” 

“You think so? Thank goodness I hate it. I prefer brewskis. 

What will you vote?” he asks me, trying to start the drone, which 

remains stubbornly still. 

“I’m working on it,” I say, and duck out of the way because 

the Chinese rotor dislodges and brushes past my head. The blade 

gets nailed on the door, right through Trump’s eye. 

 

# 

 

The school is on fire, and it’s not just the heatwave. 

According to an inside joke of ours, you can seduce a sociology 

girl with just three words: elections, referendum, revolution. You 

can have my word it doesn’t work. At least not with Myrto; I have 

been all over her for the last two months, but she still doesn’t 

respond. To tell you the truth, the whole referendum thing is 

getting on my nerves. I was just about to convince her to go on a 

date with me, and now every afternoon we have to endure endless 

discussions about what we should vote. Not time for chatting up. 

We have to listen to Orpheus and Mitsos all the time, arguing 

about the two referendum options.  

“We are the cradle of Western Civilisation.” 
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“Yes, but our GDP is the same as the Easterners’”. 

“Greece and France, sisters in arms.” 

“Have you ever heard what the minimum wage in France is?”  

“The West is our natural ally.” 

“Take a look at the map. The Balkans are the natural 

extension of Western Europe.” 

“We’ll escape the quarantine.” 

Orpheus finally ends up with Sifis’s central argument. That’s 

where great minds meet. Right then Mitsos flares up, he flushes 

redder than usual, even his reddish hair seems to be on fire, and 

he throws a tantrum. 

“I’ve told you a thousand times, the referendum is just an 

excuse. They’ll quarantine us anyway. If we opt for it ourselves, it 

will save us the humiliation.” 

That’s the way with Europeans. They like democracy, as long 

as it doesn’t get in their way. If you don’t go with the flow, there 

is the whip. I feel Myrto’s hand tagging at me. Maybe she made 

sense out of all my innuendos and she’s finally responding. Or 

maybe she’s just too tired of Mitsos’s and Orpheus’s cockfight 

and the whole referendum thing and she wants to talk about 

movies. Sadly, truth lies way too far away from the middle. 

“Look at that, they changed it. It’s not just yes or no any 

more. There’s a third option,” she tells me. 

“Which is?” I ask, not that enthusiastically. 

“Africa.” 

 

# 

 

“Fuck the blacks.” 

I’m not sure if Grandpa is referring to Africans or my chess 

pieces. Truth is, he found the whole Africa affair a bit too hard to 
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digest. Actually, he hasn’t realised that we’re talking about 

Maghreb. All Africans are the same to him: black as coal, selling 

plastic cheap watches at open air markets and eating people when 

no one’s looking. There is, however, a trend in favour of the 

African solution. Its representatives are now called to take part in 

television panels. Their basic arguments are somewhat lacking: 

the Mediterranean, similar weather, similar habits and, of course, 

it will save us the quarantine. If I’ve got this right, they’re trying 

to attract the undecided ones, a significant part of the population 

that like neither Western nor Eastern Europe and will wait till the 

last minute to decide.  

The host is reeling off the virus’s similarities with Ebola: 

filament-shaped virus, haemorrhagic fever, high mortality rates, 

lack of a cure. He recites them in a light-hearted tone, as if they’re 

the new fashion trends. “Thankfully, Ebola is found only in 

Africa,” he wraps it up, meaning that if we vote for Northern 

Africa, we’ll have an Ebola outbreak in Greece. This is the kind 

of shows Sifis must get his information from. Meanwhile, 

Grandpa moves his knight to b5. He looks at me, but he is not 

getting away with it. 

“It’s pinned,” I tell him as he attempts to move his king one 

square to the side without getting noticed. 

He puts it back in its place mumbling through his teeth, as if I 

made up the rule and it has not always been a part of the game. As 

I wait for him to play again, I think that Africa is a feasible 

choice, albeit not due the bullshit the guy at the panel kept 

throwing at the audience. It’s other things we have in common. 

Corrupt governments, sold out to foreign corporations that take 

advantage of our resources. And, of course, the people. We might 

have a different skin colour, but we’re all happy in our misery, we 
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keep grumbling about the worthless politicians and then we vote 

for them again. Yes, Africa is a feasible alternative. 

“Fuck Gadhafi,” Grandpa says, castling his king. 

The screen is showing scenes from the Arab Spring and the 

once almighty general’s deposition. It seems Grandpa has 

forgotten about the time when he was our close ally. Perhaps we 

are not so much alike the Africans, after all. We keep waiting for 

spring to come, but we are doomed to live the Greek winter. 

 

# 

 

On my way to work, I see that the social media are on fire. 

Africa was just the beginning. All of a sudden, all sorts of weirdos 

came forth, who have discovered other places in the world we 

could belong to. They established a movement, disregarded 

geography altogether and submitted their proposal. It’s insane, but 

people, instead of thinking about the safety measures they must 

take, think that they can keep the infection away with a 

referendum. As if countries are containers and after our vote we’ll 

turn off the faucet that brings the virus to these parts. I couldn’t be 

bothered less, but since I spend quite a few hours every day with 

Sifis, the situation is starting to get to me. 

“I’m thinking about going for South Korea,” Sifis says. 

“You mean North Korea.” 

“North, South… They’re both Koreas, aren’t they? What’s the 

difference?” 

A conversation about geography with Sifis can easily make a 

man lose their faith in humankind. 

“In North Korea there’s essentially a dictatorship for seventy 

years now.” 

“And we had one for seven.” 
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“You do know it’s all set up by trolls, right?” I tell him. 

“What? The dictatorship?” 

“No. The proposal to vote for North Korea.” 

“I dig their cell phones.” 

“They make these in South Korea.”  

“And their cars.” 

“South.” 

“You mean there’s nothing North Korea is famous for?” 

“Sure. For their failed nuclear programme. Also, for the fact 

that their leader is in full control of the state and the media sing 

his praises from dusk till dawn. And, of course, should anyone 

oppose him, they’re a goner.” 

“See? Why shouldn’t I vote for them?” 

Suddenly, I’m feeling as if I left my queen unprotected for 

Grandpa to prey upon. Save for the nuclear programme, my 

description of North Korea does not sound very different from the 

state my country’s in. And they truth lies neither in the middle nor 

to the sides. For a few moments, Sifis looks to me like a 

misunderstood political genius. 

“Which Korea did they nuke first?” he asks me and the world 

returns to its normal course. 

 

# 

 

I’m lurking outside the amphitheatre, in case Myrto comes out 

alone. They’re having Political Sociology. That class used to bore 

me to death because of Kamboukis. Normally, he should have 

retired years ago, but the guy thinks that if he leaves, the school 

will get blown to smithereens. The only thing I remember from 

his lectures is post-democracy. He had busted our balls saying 

that countries like Hungary or Poland, which, while technically 
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republics, are in fact governed by a privileged elite which 

manipulates the citizens. As if the Greek system is better. 

As soon as the class is over, the sophomores pour our 

staggering. Myrto is wearing a red shirt with Che Guevara’s 

picture on it. I bet there’s a new proposal to vote that we belong to 

Cuba. Viva la revolución. I walk towards her to chat her up, but 

Myrsini appears. There goes my plan to walk her to the canteen. 

We greet each other. The two of them start talking. About the 

referendum, of course. Kamboukis gave them an assignment, to 

find the pros and cons of each proposal. Myrsini is going on about 

North America. 

“We watch their movies, we listen to their music, we eat their 

food, English is officially our second language nowadays.” 

“From a cultural point of view, we might be closer to them 

than to Western Europe,” I chime in. 

“It’s too far away, though. Doesn’t make sense 

geographically.” 

“Correct,” I agree. 

“What about the Middle East?” Myrsini asks. 

“When did they propose that?” I say. 

“A couple of hours ago. It’s on my app feed,” Myrsini says 

and shows me the memorand on her celly. 

I smile, thinking of Sifis and his confusion were he to choose 

between Korea and the Middle East.  

“It’s true that we have always got along with the Arabs,” 

Myrto says. 

“And they have oil. Perhaps we can convince them to give us 

a discount if we vote for them,” I wisecrack. Myrto laughs. 

“Have you got any stronger arguments? Kamboukis is not 

going to fall for that,” Myrsini says. 
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“Religion,” I say, and they both look at me as if I just 

sacrificed a rook for a pawn. “Their mullahs,” I go on. “Can you 

spot any great difference? They have power, they are on good 

terms with the state and they keep telling us how to lead our lives. 

They are in total control.” 

They both nod, as if they just found out how things work in 

Greece. 

“Okay, but who’s going to vote that they live in a theocracy?” 

Myrsini says. 

“Nobody, but what do you care? I’m talking about 

Kampoukis’s assignment.” 

“Then minorities are a common trait as well. If you belong to 

a minority in our country, you’re in deep shit, just like over 

there,” Myrsini says. 

“And the princely families. They all have the same surnames, 

they inherit power and they have never worked in their lives. 

Does this remind you of anything?” Myrto says. 

Yes, it does. We walk slowly, spotting similarities and 

differences between us and other countries. Colour, religion, 

society, language, habits. A whole lot of things that make us alike 

but different as well. I wish we had more time, so that we could 

have a serious dialogue about our identity, but there’s only one 

day left to decide. 

At the canteen, Orpheus and Mitsos have laid out a map of 

Europe on the table and stare at it along with the rest of the gang. 

A thick red like sets a big part of it apart. Greece is exactly on the 

border. 

“Eastern Europe?” I ask. 

“Almost. Actually, it’s the fences these countries built after 

the war in Syria,” Orpheus answers, holding a red marker. 
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“That’s ironic. Now, instead of keeping refugees out, they’ll 

keep their citizens in,” I say. 

“You’ve forgotten the Evros fence,” Mitsos says. 

Orpheus places the tip of the marker on Greece’s north eastern 

border, lingers for a while as if it’s a big decision he has to make, 

and then follows the river until the Aegean Sea. It looks more like 

a scar, a wound on the old Continent’s body, bleeding steadily. 

“So what?” Orpheus says. “We’re still out.” 

“Let’s add Frontex,” Mitsos says. He grabs a black marker 

and starts drawing ships in the sea, one after another. They form 

an arc starting from Alexandroupolis, curving near Crete, crossing 

the whole Mediterranean and stopping at Gibraltar. 

“It seems we’re all in prison, after all. We just haven’t 

realised it yet,” Myrto says behind me and, despite the heat, a 

shiver runs through me. 

 

 

# 

 

Grandpa: I don’t give a flying fuck about anyone. 

Sifis: I don’t give a damn. As long as we escape quarantine. 

Maybe South Scandinavia. 

Myrto: Abstention. Do you really believe anyone’s going to 

take it seriously? 

On referendum day, I hold a little opinion poll, with such a 

small and one-sided sample that, if I showed to a pollster, they’d 

slit their wrists. Not that they have had any success in the last 

twenty years, but at least they fail magnificently in a scientific 

manner. The result of my survey shows that no one believes that 

anything is going to change, but I simply cannot stay at home 
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waiting for the results. I’ve made up my mind to vote. I just don’t 

know what. 

When I reach the polling station, I feel like I’m crossing the 

border to another world. On the outside, badges, leaflets, 

representatives of all trends, shouting, laughing, fighting. Inside 

it’s all quiet. Just a hallway lined with blue tiles and green walls. 

My footfalls echo like a hammer driving the nail in my country’s 

coffin. The air is dry, smelling of incense. I stand at the queue lost 

in thought, trying to rationalise my vote—I’m just one person in 

millions, it’s not that important what I select. But as soon as I get 

the ballot papers in my hands and get behind the screen, I feel 

dizzy, like having a vertigo; I feel as if the future of Greece is in 

my hands, that if I choose wrongly everyone’s going down with 

me. 

Western Europe, Eastern Europe, North Africa, the Balkans—

the ballot papers pass before my eyes as I leaf through them, 

thinking where we belong after all, what we are, who our friends 

and foes are. Blank vote. An impeccable piece of white paper. It’s 

at the end of the pile. I hadn’t thought about that. We have the 

right to select that we don’t belong anywhere. A nation alone, 

without any allies. Maybe that’s the solution. As much as we are 

alike, we are also different. Just like people. Grandpa, Sifis, 

Myrto, myself. With our pros and cons. Our flaws and our 

advantages. The trouble starts when we all try to fit into the same 

frame. 

I throw away all the ballots and hold the white one in my 

hands. There’s just one thing I cannot accept. After all those 

classes at school, all those theories about society, I’m going to 

choose that we are alone, that we have no one by our side. I pick 

up the pen, look at the blank paper for once more and write with 

big capital letters: THE WORLD. I take a deep breath. I feel a 
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little better now. No; we are not alone. We’re all together, 

although some like to draw boxes around us. 

I leave the screen behind me, dragging my feet and wondering 

whether I chose wisely. Blank votes and abstinence don’t count. I 

let the others decide what Greece is on my behalf. An olive tree, a 

vine, a ship. Those are, according to the poet Elytis, my country’s 

ingredients. With them I can build it again from scratch. I 

approach the ballot box. At the school desk they use as a bench 

sits the lawyer in charge and next to him, a policeman oversees 

the procedure. They are chit-chatting with a priest. He probably 

came by to bless he procedure. That explains the incense. I don’t 

know what country Elytis lived in, but it must have been very 

different from what it is now. And truth certainly does not lie in 

the middle. The three basic ingredients of modern Greece are 

standing right before me. 

Grandpa, Sifis and Myrto were right, after all. Referendums 

don’t matter. What matters is what we do before we are called 

upon to vote. I, for one, plan to do three things as soon as I get out 

of here. I’ll let Grandpa beat me at chess for once, I’ll quit my job 

and ask Myrto out. Not necessarily in that order. I take a deep 

breath, reach out, hold the envelope for a few moments above the 

slit and let it fall. I think of thousands, millions of envelopes 

floating in the void like autumn leaves, ending up at the bottom of 

the ballot box simultaneously. Written on all of them, with big red 

letters, are these two words: THE WORLD. I smile, turn towards 

the three pylons of our country who are chatting in front of me 

and extend my thumb in a sign of victory.  

“Happy quarantine to all of us,” I wish to them, and they turn 

and stare at me in puzzlement as I walk to the exit. 

 

Translated by Hephaestion Christopoulos 
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You Will Go, You Will 

Return 
by Sándor Szélesi (Hungary) 

 

 

 

“They have closed the airports, the borders, everything“ said 

Ákos. Péter lost his appetite pushed the plate and slice of bread 

away then stared at his hands. He didn't look at his son. “Austria 

won’t take anyone. People are turned back from the western 

border. They call it a Virus Curtain now.” 

“Then why set off at all?” Péter said. “This motherfucker 

can’t be stopped. We’ll have to cope with it right here.” 

“Well…” His son seemed sceptical. “In Austria, there are no 

known cases. That’s why people say that we should set off. As 

soon as we make it to the west we’re safe.” 

Dear God, we’ve heard this on this land way too often, Péter 

thought, but all he said was: “Or we’re not and we’ll take the 

disease with us.” 

Silence descended upon the dining table. Ákos stopped eating, 

so did Nóra and Ildikó. So much for the beef stew. 

“This hemorrhagic fever is different from what Covid was 

like a few years ago” Nóra remarked quietly. “Back then it only 

took a few months to find out where it’s coming from, we had the 

hotspots, the proper measures were imposed and all we had to do 
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was abide by them. Masks and closed schools. That was about it. 

Now, we know nothing.” 

“And there’s way more casualties. One in every three people 

dies.” 

“What really bothers me” Ákos went on “is the fact that there 

are no cases outside Eastern Europe. This can’t be right. What’s 

more, it’s downright enigmatic. It’s supposed to be spreading by 

coughs and sneezes. At least this new mutated version. It’s not the 

ticks or the gnats anymore… And viruses don’t usually stop at 

borders. Viruses don’t stop anywhere.” 

“Well, I don’t think there’s a magical explanation to all this.” 

“That’s not what I said. But the fact remains that the disease is 

limited to Eastern Europe. I mean, if it were only the Arabs, the 

gipsies, or the Jews who live here, I’d get it. Any group that has a 

unique genetic code. Men or women… Anyone with blue eyes or 

red hair. I could accept that. But there’s no genetic code that 

would apply to Eastern Europeans as such. Irrespective of race, 

gender, eye colour. What sort of a virus is it that stops infecting 

people at the western border? People die in Fertőrákos but there’s 

not one case in Fertőmeggyes? Because that’s how it is…” 

“Enough of this!” Ákos’s dad said and he stood. The chair 

creaked on the floor tiles as Péter Straszner collected the plates 

slid their contents back into the pot then walked into the kitchen 

and scooped everything in the bin. We never throw food away, his 

mom used to say. Well, now we do. When he returned to the table 

Ildi started to speak. 

“I’ll do the washing up.” 

Peter nodded and retired to his room to stretch out for a bit. 

That was his after-lunch habit on Saturdays and Sundays. A sixty, 

ninety-minute, maybe a two-hour nap. It felt like he needed it. It 

may be his age. Over fifty a little rest won’t hurt. During the week 
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he can’t afford it driving the tractor… Although every now and 

then he fantasized about having a bit of a lie down in the shades 

by the bales of straw like when he was still a kid but who had the 

time anymore? Oh, those happy nineteen-nineties! 

He was woken by the sounds of his children’s muffled 

argument in the living room. 

“Some countries will still take us in” his son said. “We could 

go to Dominica or somewhere in Africa where you can still fly 

to.” 

“You won’t get tickets” Nora replied. “Let it go, bro.” 

“And all this crap came from Africa anyway” Ildikó added. 

‘Or wasn’t it brought in by some tick species that became 

common here due to climate change?’ 

“We must give it a try! Let’s pack up the family and go.” 

“I’m not going anywhere.” Peter stood in the door frame. “I 

don’t know how I could face myself if I took the disease to people 

who wouldn’t have been infected otherwise. And anyway, if it’s 

inside me, I have a seventy per cent chance of survival. And if it’s 

not why run away?” 

“Because even if it’s not inside you right now it just might be 

next week.” Ákos was shouting now. “Because you’re responsible 

for us too, Dad. Not just for strangers. For me, for your daughter, 

for your daughter-in-law and for your grandchild who might want 

to meet you.” 

Péter stiffened. 

“Ildikó is pregnant?” 

His son and his daughter-in-law didn’t speak but their silence 

spoke volumes.  

“That’s not how we wanted to tell you” Ildikó said quietly 

after some time. 
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“Too many things are not how we wanted them to be” Ákos 

added even more quietly. “For one thing, this is not how we 

wanted to have a baby. But at least you get it now, Dad. That’s 

the reason why I want to get away from this country. The 

mortality rate is horrifying. In a few weeks, there won’t be 

enough doctors. No obstetricians. No hospital beds. No nurses… 

There’ll be no one to help.” 

“Go then” Péter agreed finally. “I’ll stay, that’s for sure, but 

let me know if I can help with anything.” 

 

# 

 

“Mystical bullshit” Peter was scoffing. “A virus that won’t 

spread over the border to the west. As if we could escape our 

fate…” 

Ákos and Ildikó had gone home, and Nóra withdrew to her 

bedroom to watch some series. Péter made some coffee, poured it 

into his favourite bluish-green mug, added some milk and walked 

out to the porch. His house stood at the edge of the villages, at 

about two-thirds up on a low hill. He could see the whole 

countryside from there. He shielded his eye with his hand and 

looked into the sunset. She smelled the stubble field that remained 

after the wheat had been reaped, and the dry breeze coming from 

the dusty earth. The subsiding summer heat. They were lucky 

with the harvest. The ever more frequent storms avoided them. 

They could finish up in time. That was good. Even if there were 

half as many of them for the job. This bloody hemorrhagic fever 

did spread fast and on hearing the news people got frightened, 

locked themselves up, and avoided contact with others. Although 

many were panicking Péter wouldn’t be influenced and went to do 

what had to be done. His grandfather used to say that there was no 
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such state of affairs when a farmer should be nervous, provided 

there are crops to work with. All life took was a pair of hands and 

persistence. 

This shrewdness wasn’t lost along with his grandfather. Péter 

believed in it himself and he saw that when there was no work the 

end came more readily. The old man died after a hip fracture. Him 

falling down the stairs wouldn’t have been fatal in itself. After 

that, though, he was forced to lie in bed for three months. It was 

the bed that killed him, not the accident. 

Coffee in hand, watching the sunset from his porch, Péter 

Straszner felt caught between two worlds. He could still peer into 

his grandfather’s life. He worked together with his father. Then 

his father was gone, too – lung cancer carried him off a year 

before the coronavirus pandemic – and he had to fend for himself. 

Ha had a family by then. He felt strong and up to date. He read 

books on end and learnt everything about the most sophisticated 

agricultural technologies. He tried to adapt to climate change, 

regulations, demands. He made the most of every opportunity, he 

handed in application after application. He launched a new 

business or a co-op, whatever was needed at the time. He always 

kept up with the latest technology. Now, he suddenly felt like his 

own grandfather. He realised that he hadn’t read a periodical for 

two or maybe three years. He now lived off what he had already 

learned using the tools he had already bought. Am I too old? he 

wondered. Could be. He should pass on the torch to Ákos. But 

then again, his son wasn’t ready yet. 

Péter drank the rest of the coffee from the mug. Ákos would 

never be ready. This life was not for him. 

Ha turned around to return to the house but suddenly he found 

himself facing Nóra. His daughter had tears in her eyes, her face 

resolute. Péter got frightened. 
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“What’s wrong, honey?” he asked. 

Nóra took two tentative steps then suddenly threw her arms 

over her father’s neck. 

“Ákos wants to leave right now.” She was sobbing now. 

“You’re coming with us, Dad, right? You’re coming, right?” 

 

# 

 

“It’s time to go” Ákos insisted but by the time they’d packed 

up the situation has changed dramatically. A partial curfew was 

imposed. This only made Ákos more determined, however, Ildikó 

was scared. 

“We won’t pass the roadblocks by car.” That was her opinion. 

“Then we’ll avoid the main roads” Ákos offered. “I know a 

few bypasses in the forest. No way, they put up roadblocks there.” 

“Sure, but even if we make it out of the county how are we 

supposed to cross the Danube?” 

“We won’t. Let’s head towards Slovakia.” 

“The Slovakian border is even more difficult to cross. It’s 

guarded by armed police. Maybe we can try the Danube in 

Budapest. If we can sneak into the city, we’ll go over one of the 

bridges.” 

“Yeah, but then we’ll have to leave the city as well. What if 

we can’t get out of Budapest?” 

“Isn’t it the most infected area?” Péter asked.  

“And what does it matter now?” Ákos snapped. “Surely, 

there’s a way to get out of Budapest. Everything is just a matter of 

money in this country.” 

“And then there’s the border.” 

“We’ll definitely walk across there. We leave the car behind 

and slip through to Austria in the forest.” 
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Ildikó didn’t seem convinced but suddenly, Nóra sided with 

her brother. 

“Let’s go!” she said. “As soon as we can. What’s the worst 

that could happen? If we’re caught, they bring us back here. The 

Austrians won’t shoot. Will they, Dad?” 

“There was a time when they did. And if they didn’t shoot, 

ours did.” 

“But that was a long time ago. Even you weren’t alive then.” 

Péter nodded. 

“I’ll stay and the house and the lands won’t go, either. Once 

you’re forced back home, I’ll be waiting here.” 

“But then at least we gave it a go” Nóra insisted turning to 

Ildikó. “Let’s get out of here! To the West! Then, when this whole 

thing blows over we’ll come home. Everything must end once. 

Right? Covid ended. This one will, too.” 

“The point is” Ákos added “that by the time the baby comes 

we should get somewhere where you have access to proper 

medical care. That’s what we want. Mostly, this why we’re 

setting off.” 

“Have you changed your mind by any chance, Dad?” Nóra 

asked. 

Her father was shaking his head. 

“No, honey. It’s all right. Someone has to look after the farm. 

And the house. Should people get word of our leaving they’d 

carry everything off.” Péter’s words hung in the air. “Also, we 

have quite a history with this land. I may have told your brother 

about it but you don’t know that after the war your granddad was 

resettled in Germany. Most of the ethnic Germans here had to go 

and our family was no exception to that… They came to get us in 

forty-six, put everyone on freight trains and half the village was 

taken to a place outside Hamburg. Your granddad was seventeen. 
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In a way, he was lucky as he didn’t have to go and fight in the war 

but he couldn’t escape resettlement. He walked home through 

Germany with his mom. He wanted to live and die here whatever 

happens.” 

“So, if he’d stayed in Germany we wouldn’t be threatened by 

the hemorrhagic fever” Ákos put in. 

“And you never meet Ildikó, and Ildikó never has your baby” 

Nóra snapped indignantly. She was angry with her brother now. 

He shouldn’t be talking about family tragedies like this. 

“So that’s one more reason for me to stay.” Péter chose not to 

hear his son’s words. “It wouldn’t be proper to give up the land 

your grandfather had walked back two thousand kilometres for.” 

Ákos sighed. 

“Sorry, Dad.” He turned to the women. “Get ready. We’re 

leaving as soon as the sun goes down.” 

 

# 

 

The habits of old kicked in: Péter collected the family 

jewellery, slipped them in a belt that you could wear hidden under 

your clothes then gave the belt to Ákos. It had his wedding ring, 

his wife’s jewels, his mother’s necklace, eighty years’ worth of 

family heirloom that did not go eight feet under with the dead. In 

the meantime, he was pondering over how things have been 

around here for a millennium or so. You pack up, hide all your 

valuables in a bag or saw them in your clothes, roll them up in 

your socks and you run… In November, after the failed 

revolution, Péter’s grandfather was told to run. His mouth was too 

big for his own good. He had relatives in Germany, didn’t he? But 

his grandfather had stayed to take flowers to his mother’s grave. 

They’d come home in forty-six, his mom was laid to rest here, 
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and he wasn’t going anywhere, either… And he’d wanted to raise 

his then six-year-old son here. 

A few years ago, he went to Belgium to visit a small-scale 

state-of-the-art farm. The owner boasted that his family had had 

the lands for more than five hundred years. Péter thought then that 

his own family had seen four expropriations only in the twentieth 

century. How can you stay on a land like that, how can you get 

on, how can you expand honourably? 

Ákos took the belt with the jewellery and put it on right away. 

Then he held his father. He held him longer than ever before. 

Nóra broke down again and she didn’t stop crying until she got in 

on the backseat next to Ildikó. They rolled down the windows and 

waved as if they were setting off on a family holiday. Those 

waves weren’t the real thing, though. There was no vigour or 

stamina to them. Ákos was the first to pull back his hand to grab 

the wheel instead, then Ildikó, who immediately rolled up her 

window. Nóra’s arm stayed outside the longest. Péter saw it until 

the darkness finally swallowed the car. 

Then he went back to the house, turned on the television and 

watched some silly Hungarian series with none of the characters 

having any credibility to them. He was just sitting in his armchair 

which had taken his shape by now and he was just not willing to 

stand. He felt like a beer or a glass of wine even but he just 

couldn’t move. He switched the channel and started watching the 

news. The hemorrhagic fever kept spreading, mortality was way 

higher than with any other disease in history. Nobody understood 

why the virus did not infect anyone outside Eastern Europe but 

some politicians had already come up with the idea of an Austro-

Hungarian Republic. Vaccines were not yet available but maybe if 

we annexed the country to the west… 
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“Geographically, we’ll still be in Eastern Europe, though” 

Péter muttered under his breath. 

His mobile phone rang. After about ten rings he decided he’d 

had enough, scrambled to his feet and grabbed the phone. It was 

the Mayor of the village. 

“Péter, we need you. Are you all right?” 

“If you’re wondering if I am sick, Géza mate, I’m not. I’m 

totally fine.” 

“That’s nice to hear. When did you last come to the village?” 

“I haven’t been anywhere for days. I have here everything I 

need.” 

“Well, I don’t know if you’ve heard or not but…  But the 

virus has reached us. We have at least four hundred cases. We’re 

not getting doctors or nurses. Only advice.” 

“And what can I do to help?” 

“You have the only excavator in the village. You should bury 

the dead.” 

 

# 

 

In the evening there were five bodies, the next morning there 

were twelve, eighteen at noon, twenty-seven by nightfall the next 

day. Only in this one village. Péter had to dig a pit – but the pit 

they’d planned proved too small before he even started working 

on it. 

He left home at six in the morning. He sat in the cabin of the 

old Neuson 6503 and rolled to the countryside south of the 

village, far from the road by the thin grove near the Cserfes Gully. 

The village did not own this land – one of the dead farmers did 

but the Mayor’s Office expropriated it due to the emergency. The 

owner was the first one to be taken by the hemorrhagic fever. 
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Péter had known him for fifty years. They played in the dust as 

kids, they went to school together and they played footie together 

using their schoolbags as goalposts. Later, they worked together 

on the fields. Even on this one where he was now digging the 

mass grave. 

The sun had hardly gathered some strength when military 

trucks appeared with human-shaped bags on their beds. They had 

nowhere to dump them yet so they drove on. Later the Mayor 

called Péter and asked him to dig an even bigger pit as all the 

neighbouring villages would probably send their dead here. A 

bigger pit? The Neuson 6503 can dig down three and a half 

metres. Wider, the Mayor said. Wider. At ten in the morning, they 

kept some sort of record, at five in the afternoon – not anymore. 

Before leaving home Péter had packed some lunch but he 

never touched it. He lost his appetite. He hardly drank at all, 

maybe a sip or two from the water bottle he had with him in the 

cabin of the small excavator. Sometime during the afternoon, a 

stranger appeared in full protective clothing. He checked the pit, 

waved, said something that Péter didn’t understand then left. A 

few minutes later the Mayor called again. He asked Péter to finish 

up the pit as the first shipment of bodies was about to arrive. 

However, he should start digging the next one, say ten-fifteen 

metres further down. 

Péter obliged. He backed up the machine and started working 

on the new pit. Later, two military trucks arrived. From the first 

one, a bunch of bagged bodies were dumped into the pit, from the 

second one lime was poured on them. Once they left, Péter 

thought it was time for a break. He climbed down from the cabin, 

leaned against the excavator, and stared at the ground. He thought 

he should take the heavy disk harrow through the field and the 

plough in the whole thing. Late spring, early summer was wet, 
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there was a lot of rain, the level of the groundwater was pretty 

high, the lower-lying fields were downright swimming. Wheat 

sprouted, no problem there, but later, before the harvest, Péter 

found signs that suggested the presence of the fungi that cause 

leaf-blight. It had arrived on the wind. 

The winds brought it. The waters fed it. Stubble-stripping and 

deep ploughing. It caused no problems that year but now was the 

time to stop it from staying through the winter and triggering all 

sorts of troubles next year… The hemorrhagic fever virus is 

airborne. It does exactly what its name suggests. There’s no 

vaccine to fight it. Earth should be pushed on the dead. 

Péter took a few deep breaths. He could afford it here away 

from the village, away from everyone. No airborne viruses can 

threaten him out here. A ton of lime was all that reminded him of 

humanity. A ton of lime on top of the next pit. Suddenly, he 

decided he’d finish up the second job and stop digging altogether. 

Should Géza call him again he’ll bluntly tell him to take his 

excavator and find someone else to dig a new pit with it. But the 

Mayor never called again. His deputy did. Géza had caught the 

hemorrhagic fever and was now dying at home. Péter didn’t mess 

about. Leaving the Neuson 6503 by the half-finished pit he 

walked home. 

In the evening, he realized that he hadn’t eaten all day. He 

whipped up some scrambled eggs and he thought he’d grate some 

cheese on it. He hesitated a bit between cheddar and Parmesan – 

then decided on cheddar. The edge was somewhat mouldy, so he 

cut it off. Finally, he grated the cheese on the eggs and ate it with 

a slice of stale bread left over from a few days before. He thought 

about baking some fresh bread. He took out the earthenware dish. 

Then he put it back in the cupboard. He didn’t even feel like 

switching on the telly. He was just sitting there in the dark, on his 
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lap a book that he’d read twenty years before. He took it off the 

shelf because… Because he took it off, he felt like it, but then he 

didn’t start reading. He didn’t even open that book. At ten or so 

his phone went off. He looked at the display and suddenly, he 

moved much quicker. His son called. 

“Hello, Ákos!” 

“…Dad…” His voice kept breaking up, Péter could hardly 

make out the words. “Listen… thought… the whole thing… the 

haemorrhage… border quickly… back.” 

The line got disconnected. Péter was staring at his phone for 

some time, holding it in his hand, hoping it would go off again. A 

vibe started but it didn’t signal a call, just a text. Péter opened it. 

Ákos sent it. It said: “an idea dad the virus curtain is an idea”. 

That was all, no more texts, no more calls came. 

He plugged his phone in the charger and put it on the small 

nightstand before tipping over on the bed fully clothed. They set 

off in the nick of time. Wherever they’d end up they’d be better 

off than here… He was mulling over this and he didn’t even 

realise when he fell asleep. 

 

# 

 

The rumbling of engines ushered in the next morning. This 

was quite unfamiliar as Peter’s ears were used to the chirping of 

birds. Heavy military trucks were rolling along the main street of 

the village. The tarmac was trembling under the convoy, it wasn’t 

built for that sort of punishment. The wall of the two-hundred-

year-old little church standing in of the bends started cracking. 

South of the village, the trucks turned onto the dirt road. They 

were heading for the pits. 

Péter’s phone started ringing again. 
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“It’s Anna, Péter” the caller said. She was the other deputy of 

the Mayor. “It’s Anna. Listen! Géza is dying. Dénes is dying, 

they’re both bleeding. Listen, Péter! You must go to the field with 

your tractor and bury the dead. You’re fine. You are fine, right? 

… Say something…” Her voice faded like she was turning away 

from the home. “Are you sure he has to go?” 

“Did he pick up?” asked a distant male voice. 

“Yes” Anna replied. 

“We only have someone to man the excavator he left out 

there’ the man said blandly. ‘If he has some sort of protective gear 

tell him to put it on. If he has a mask, he should be wearing it or at 

the very least he should put a scarf over his face.” 

“You must go, Péter.” Anna turned back to the phone. “You 

must go.  Did you hear? Put on a mask and some protective gear. I 

don’t know anyone else who could do this. It’s Anna… Please, 

go.” Her voice got caught and a moment later she was sobbing. 

Péter opened a bottle of pear palinka, poured a decilitre or so 

into a water glass and knocked it back. That was his breakfast. He 

went to the shed where he kept the tractor. A John Deere 7530 

with a dipper shovel attached. Nice, sturdy machine. It wasn’t the 

youngest, but it still did the job. Three of them invested in it and 

bought it together some ten years ago. Péter set in, started the 

engine, and let it rumble for a bit while he was staring at nothing. 

He never decorated the cabin like others usually do. Simplicity, 

cleanliness, practicality. After a few minutes, he rolled out of the 

shed. 

The wet spring was far away now, the huge thick wheels of 

the tractor kicked up clouds of dust. At the edge of the field, a 

soldier waved him on. He didn’t stop Péter, he didn’t ask 

anything, he obviously knew what he was coming for. Four trucks 

were parked by the thin grove and men were offloading bodies. 
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Well, they weren’t so much loading as throwing, pushing them off 

the truck beds. As Péter got closer with the John Deere he saw 

that these bodies weren’t in bags. They were lying on the ground 

fully clothed, half-naked or naked. Horrified, Péter stopped the 

tractor. 

“Don’t stop” shouted a voice used to command from 

somewhere afar. “Don’t stop! Go on! Come, do your job!” 

Péter was about to protest, saying that he was not a soldier, he 

did not come here to obey orders, but he just didn’t find the 

words. Instead, he stepped on the gas and moved on. 

Two trucks started back towards the road and the third one 

adjusted its position as the carcasses being shoved off at the back 

reached the end of the truck bed.  

The Neuson 6503 moved on the other side: someone sat in the 

cabin wearing some protective gear. He obviously knew what he 

was doing as the bucket went up, the excavator rolled forward as 

far the edge of the half-dug pit. 

“Push, push, push!” yelled the man from before, although he 

still couldn’t be seen. “Do your job. Come on!” 

Péter pressed the pedal and snorting, the tractor went on. He 

lowered the bucket to the arid, late summer ground. The top layer 

of the earth crumbled, small lumps bounced up and slid into the 

bucket, which then bit into the first body, then the second one, the 

third one, and shoved them into the nearest pit. Péter raised the 

bucket, backed up, adjusted, and started over. One body, two 

bodies, three bodies…  

The third truck left and the bed of the fourth one was almost 

empty now. From that one, they dumped the bodies near the third 

pit that had been dug by the Neuson 6503. Péter shoved and 

shoved and shoved them into the lime, a forest of rigid arms and 

legs, spheres that once were heads but now didn’t seem attached 
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to the black-and-blue torsos and looked more like frayed 

footballs… The pallid, turning faces had glassy eyes in them, they 

were framed by cloggy hair, some seemed grinning, some seemed 

smiling, but all had an unidentified waxy sneer. Body after body 

rolled, turned, smashed, most of them unknown. But there were 

some familiar faces, too. See, that’s Géza, they talked only 

yesterday… Péter’s brain switched off, only his limbs were 

working, throttle, brake, backing up, forward, bucket down, 

bucket up. He was focusing on the dashboard. The world ceased 

to exist around him, he didn’t see it, he didn’t even want to 

because that was not his world out there but somebody else’s, 

something else’s, bucket up, backing up, forward, bucket down, 

and arms and legs and torsos in impossible angles, and 

haemorrhaged faces, and again, and again, and again, and then he 

saw his son’s face, his daughter-in-law’s face, and Nóri… No, not 

Nóri, he only saw Nóri’s dress, not even that, he only saw a girl 

whose dress looked so much like Nóri’s… But that couldn’t be 

her… Ákos and Ildikó, yes, Ákos and Ildikó were lying there on 

top of each other, helpless, still, only bodies… Dear God, only 

bodies, but that girl is not Nóra, it’s just that the dress is similar, 

others could favour this style and these colours, right? And Péter 

wasn’t thinking, only his hands moved, bucket down, throttle, 

forward, everything went in the pit. Everything went in the pit 

until there were no more bodies on the field, only the dry earth 

with the parallel markings of the bucket and the tyre tracks. Then 

Péter pushed the bucket deeper, broke the ground. Broke it and 

pushed it on the dead, pushed, pushed, pushed until he got rid of 

everything. Of every trace. Until he got rid of everything that 

reminded him of this fucking life. 

 

*** 
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It burns! 

by Cristian Vicol (Romania) 

 

 

 

You give me fever when you kiss me 

Fever when you hold me tight 

Fever in the morning 

Fever all through the night. 

Everybody's got the fever 

That is somethin' you all know 

Fever isn't such a new thing 

Fever started a long ago. 

Peggy Lee – Fever 

 

Yes, dear. It burns. Oh, how it burns. Every fiber, every cell in 

your blood stream, the particles of oxygen in your lungs, it ignites 

everything deep down, until all is ash and nothing is left. Don’t 

worry, dear, it hurts and it aches, the pain will wreath around you 

in ropes of fire, eating away, minute after minute, at your sanity, 

but the good news is that you will be dead in less the 72 hours. 

And all will be silent, and perhaps you will be cold and 

comfortable, just as everyone else in the East.  

It was the worst of times.  

Gina felt nothing but relief when Laura, her lover, died in her 

arms. She did not fare denial or anger, she did not try to bargain, 
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neither did she feel depressed. Just a faint sensation of acceptance. 

And thank God it was over! respite. Yes! It was finally over for 

Laura, no more struggle, or fear, or never-ending hunger and 

thirst. Only a great deal of tranquility, which could not be said 

about Gina and the coming days. She desperately needed to get 

out of this shithole house, right at the edge of town, where she 

was hauled since Laura experienced the first symptoms. Burning 

fever, nausea, acute headache, the sweats. 

The last few hours were really fucking bad, like shit yourself 

from the shakes, and choke in your own vomit bad. Gina tried to 

make Laura feel better, to give her solace. You know, clean her 

up, wash her forehead with cold water, all that and more: she even 

thought of ending it for her, ending her, maybe a stab through the 

heart, something along that line, but wasn’t able to. So she just 

kept to herself and waited for Laura to snuff it. Which she 

eventually did, gurgling, without a word, nothing for Gina to have 

later on, maybe some glimmer of hope, a “Goodbye, and thanks”, 

or “I love you forever”. Nothing. A sputter and a quick exhale.     

Now, after she lost her lover, Gina wasn’t sure where to go. 

Before, they had a plan. It wasn’t a great one, the woman thought, 

but it kept them alive for long enough: steer clear of everyone, 

eat, drink, sleep, fuck when it was comfortable, and just drift one 

day after another until God knows when. It was the only thing 

they could do, given the fact that some of the world ended, and 

those who survived were kept in an open cage, stuck between The 

Curtain and the sea.  

Once, they tried to flee to the safe zones, Gina’s idea, but had 

to stop a few miles before the crossing, exhausted and frightened. 

There was no way they would get over the high wall which dived, 

as far as they knew and heard, the continent from the Baltic all the 

way down to the Adriatic, keeping the fever far away from the 
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cities in the west. Guards were patrolling the ramparts, always 

watching, prospecting the barren surroundings with huge, 

blinding spotlights. Every other hour, machine guns howled in the 

distance, tracer bullets blazing through the darkness, goading the 

attack dogs.  

“Please, please, let’s just go back, it’s too dangerous” Laura 

had begged her, terrorized.  

“No, we must try to escape, there is no life for us here. You 

know it.” Gina said, while gazing for an opportunity from her nest 

of weeds.  

“There is more here, and you should see it. There is us. If we 

try to climb, they will kill us.”  

“Only if they catch us. But they won’t!” 

“Can’t you hear the screams? So many desperate, dying 

screams. Other people who took the same chances and lost. Let’s 

go, please! Please!” 

“Ah, fuck it” Gina had muttered angrily, but relented and 

agreed to go back. So they ran, holding hands. Didn’t stop till all 

the screams and guns went silent. Laura had been relieved. And, 

as a thank you, she gave her lover a long and passionate kiss. 

Gina played it cool, and sulked for a bit, but it was only an act. 

She did hear the bellows of the people, murdered by the Guards, 

and was scared, shit scared. So many desperate, dying screams. 

She would recall the shrieks from time to time, almost hear them 

late at night, when sleep was scarce, brushing the leaves around 

her, or echoing the abandoned buildings of what was once a city. 

But still, there was a chance they could have made it, and they 

would have been better if they had taken it. Gina knew it to be so. 

Now what? Laura was dead, and she was all alone, left to rot in 

the darkness.  
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Yes, dear, it was bad, but at least back then we had each 

other, just like that stupid song said, yes! someone to look out for. 

Isn’t that what WE insisted on? So what now? What will you do, 

Gina?  

The woman picked up her backpack and filled it with all the 

food Laura had in hers. And the water. The knife as well, but left 

everything else. No need for trinkets and baubles to make her life 

even more miserable.  

Maybe North.   

And then? Freeze to death, but not before They got to her, the 

savages living up there, feral men wrapped in furs, mad with 

starvation, eating their children and hunting those who got lost in 

their woods. No, it would be suicide.  

South?   

No, the South had it worse. A war broke out there a few 

months after it all started, one of many, but this last one got them 

all. The air was poisonous from all the chemical shit they used to 

kill each other.  

East, then.  

The coastline was too far away, and if she tried to cross the 

mountains, she would probably die of hunger. If not eaten by a 

bear, or some wolves.    

No. Now, that Laura was dead, nothing to do but try again, 

over the wall. Pass the forest, then the fields, hop over those 

damned soldiers and then just fuck off somewhere safe. Far away 

from the apocalypse.  

 

# 

 

Gina stood before the trees, wondering if she really did see 

something wandering through the forest, a cloaked figure perhaps, 
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though she couldn’t be sure. The sunlight of the cold October 

morning was shattered by the heavy oak branches, wreathed 

together, twigs holding hands like dead fingers. The wind bound 

them into a twisted crackling dome, which stretched for miles in 

every direction. There was no other sound, the birds were gone, 

the bugs dormant, and all manner of furry critters were probably 

dead, eaten long ago by those who took shelter here during the 

first few months of the pandemic.  The Green Forest they once 

called it, the people living nearby.  

The woman thought about going the long way round. 

Something wasn’t quite right, and the howling wind made her feel 

uneasy. The noise of all those dead trees was deeply foreboding. 

As if they were whispering to each other. Get her! Get her! Get 

her! Was that what they were saying? “No, couldn’t be, it’s just 

anxiety” Gina said to herself. “Yes, but last time you weren’t 

alone, honey. You had Laura. And Laura made you feel confident 

and with purpose.” 

Get her! Get her! Get her! 

She felt like crying. Nothing to do, it seemed, but cry.  

You know what you need, Gina? You need to be angry, to 

shroud your mind. Let it devour you. Let it burn you.  

“Towards the world? But the world is such a big place. Let’s 

just scale it down a bit, Gina. Against the people? No? What 

about my family, or friends? They weren’t responsible for 

anything. Against the dying of the light? You got to be joking. 

Ok, maybe Laura. Yeah, why not. The cunt gave me purpose, 

gave me hope, a reason to live. Then she took it all back.”  

Say after me: fuck you, Laura! 

“Stop it! There’s no time to hammer it home. She just wasn’t 

enough to deal with this shit.”   

It’s your funeral.  
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“Shut the fuck up! I have to go.” 

I’m just trying to help you, Gina. 

The days had become shorter since Gina had left Laura, and 

the harsh winds of the east grew stronger every day. She had to 

hurry. Otherwise, winter would catch up with her. She hadn’t 

prepared anything, a shelter, any provisions, a good pile of wood 

for the fire. Nothing.  

“Detouring will expose me even more. No, there’s no time. 

It’s just my mind playing tricks”, Gina insisted.  

Almost two years before, she had been alone, just like she was 

now, and got lost in some other neck of the woods, further north. 

For days the woman roamed aimlessly, starving, thirsty, and 

shaking with terror. One evening, right before sundown, she 

stumbled onto a group of scouts from one of the villages inhabited 

by those hellish brutes. Bloodshot eyes, dark faces, shoulders 

covered in furs and feathers, and mud, for better camouflage. Or 

maybe they were hunters, out to find some food for the tribe. “A 

fucking tribe, when did people start living in tribes again?” she 

would later recall musing, while running for her life.  

Gina remembered their grisly bellows catching up with her, 

the deafening screams of someone who is more beast than man. 

She couldn’t understand the language; she wasn’t sure it was even 

articulate. But Gina knew what they were saying.  

“GET HER! EAT HER! GET HER! EAT HER!” 

She had gotten away then, though to this day she had no idea 

how, except for the running. Passed the trees, and bushes, over a 

muddy brook, and finally onto a road. A concrete road. Best sight 

of her life. They never walk out the wilderness, she knew then. 

The forest is their home.  

That was the day she had met Laura. Later that evening. 

Young, a bit skinny, and paralyzed with fear. She was hauled up 
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in a gas station. Must have heard the screams, and hid, hoping 

they wouldn’t find her. Gina took it at as sign, and became her 

friend - because she felt alone. Then her lover – because she liked 

her dark hair and puppy eyes. Now her ex-whatever-the-hell-she-

was. Because the fever fucks you up.   

The two wandered from city to city, passed villages, 

sometimes through forests and wilderness when they had no 

choice. They never come this far south. Gina knew, but still kept 

vigil. “Soon enough the food will run out”, she kept saying, “and 

hundreds, if not thousands, will pour from the villages, eating 

everyone left alive.” Who knows what they were, some crazy 

nation, crazier now than ever. Maybe Russians. Who cares? Gina 

did, but Laura didn’t listen. She never did. Gina told her, but 

Laura kept to herself, and then begged her to go back.  

Fuck you, Laura!     

Two years is a long time, especially behind the curtain. 

Almost a lifetime, some would say.  Bullshit. She had to get out. 

There was no point to it anymore, no reason whatsoever. There 

weren’t other Lauras, other signs, there weren’t even back then. 

She just got scared of dying, and she felt she needed someone, 

anyone. Everyone was dead anyway. Yeah, sure she was a loner 

before the world went to shit, but that didn’t count, because back 

then people were nets, and one could freefall if one cared to. But 

not now.  

“Right, let’s go!” Gina whispered. 

She pushed through. The woods remained silent, except for 

the crackling branches, which always seemed to shift around. And 

the withered leaves underneath her feet. The air was still, hard to 

breathe, caught by the rotting autumn forest. The woman couldn’t 

see far, her view was blocked by the million trees which pushed 

onto one another, an impenetrable wall. Hard not to get lost, but 
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she kept vigil, always going in a straight line. Or so she hoped. 

From time to time she had to stop and look around, just to be sure 

she wasn’t being followed. So far so good. “There’s nothing to 

fear” she kept telling herself, and that was half true.  

The sun was going down, and the shadows fallowed. But there 

was no time to stop, not yet at least. A couple more miles and she 

could cower somewhere in a hollow and maybe catch a few hours 

of sleep. A dreamless slumber, Gina hoped.  

Two days, maybe more, and then she would be on the other 

side, planning her escape. It wasn’t going to be easy, but nothing 

ever is. She wondered if anything changed, maybe there were 

fewer soldiers, or perhaps they were less vigilant now. The people 

were gone, most of them anyway. Since she had met Laura, the 

couple hadn’t seen almost anyone else. Just once, a bunch of 

survivors roaming the wasteland. But the women kept their 

distance, not interested in sharing stories, food, or the occasional 

rape.  

No, dear.  

 “No, dear.” Gina murmured. She sometimes did that, 

unknowingly, talk out loud as if it had any meaning, and maybe it 

did somewhere deep down, a random mantra that just found its 

way out. Or maybe a memory, more or less, one of those things 

that are triggered by traumatic experiences. Some chew their 

nails, others cry randomly, this was hers. Though Laura had told 

her about it, Gina didn’t really bother to fix it. Why would she?  

Everybody had one. “Laura was a chicken shit, would freeze like 

a deer caught between headlights” Yep, that’s it. That was hers.  

Gina’s started back then, during the first few days of the 

pandemic, when she almost went mad, as one does when some of 

the world ends.  
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This is what happened.  

First there were just snippets of news, silly little press reports 

about some weird new disease, and people catching a deadly fever 

not far away from where Gina lived, close East, in Russia or 

Moldova, maybe Armenia, somewhere there. Nothing too bad. 

There were pictures with doctors and medical assistants in hazmat 

suits. Busy little yellow and white bees, running around, 

collecting data, you know, whatever they were trained to do in 

such situations. The WHO said everything was alright, that the 

fever was localized, contained, some other bullshit like that. They 

even had a scientific name for it, letters and numbers which meant 

nothing. People weren’t concerned. Why would they be? Some 

strangers died miles away. “Back to you, Florin. Tell us about the 

weather.” “Well, Andreea, it will be a lovely weekend…”     

Not long after those first reports, it was clear to everyone that 

the medical institutions hadn’t contained shit. It spread like a 

motherfucking fire, city after city, village after village, country 

after country, there was no escaping it. Millions died.  

Sure, they tell you that the deadlier the virus, the quicker it 

dies out. Dead host, dead virus. Right? Not this time, baby. It got 

to almost everyone from the Baltic to the Adriatic. People living 

in the big cities, huddled up, packed together, shifting, mixing, 

shuffling, mingling. Not a chance.  

The disease itself had lots of other names, all given by the 

people: some called it, because you shiver from the fever, you 

shiver hard: the shake special, the booty popping, the quaker, 

yahtzee, the lap dance, the wet dog, the jiggle, the shaky goat; 

others, because you puked your fucking heart out, referred to it as 
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the technicolor yawn, the chunder, the green out, the barfy, or 

blow chunks.   

Example: “Hey, have you heard about George, he’s got the 

blow chunks. George is done for.”  

A few called it the hot clamming, duke nukem, the freezer fur, 

the non-spontaneous combustion, the fizzle, because the fever 

made you burn.  

Oh, how it burns. Every fiber, every cell in your blood stream, 

the particles of oxygen in your lungs, it ignites everything deep 

down, until all is ash and nothing is left. Yeah, yeah…  

Didn’t matter. In truth, it was just a really bad case of 

hemorrhagic fever. Something out of a horror story. Or those pulp 

novels which everyone liked to read.    

Quarantines didn’t work, and it was too late anyway. Those 

who survived went mad in the ensuing chaos. You see, they show 

you those movies with survivors of a zombie attack, or a nuclear 

fallout, whatever, but it’s not exactly like that.  When society 

crumbles, so do the people. Everyone went really crazy up north, 

cannibalism and all. Others went to war, some to the slaughter, a 

nuke or two, and it’s done. Thank you for your purchase, please 

come again.  

Strange thing was, right after the news broke out, fences 

started to rise between countries. Especially between the West and 

the East. Really fast too. Back then, nobody knew why. 

Diplomatic tensions rose, but in the end nobody gave a damn. 

Because nobody had time to protest, to sign petitions, to be 

enraged by the breach in international treaties. And after the 

fences were erected, because they are not that easy to guard, a 

long wall took their place. The Curtain. Soldiers came with guns, 

and spotlights, and all sorts of ways to kill. And that was that. A 

quarantine, but not the kind you would expect.  
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Half the continent went to shit. Perhaps more of the world, but 

by that time there was no more TV, no more radio or newspapers 

Gina could read. Might as well be the whole world. Hers 

disappeared, crushed by the weight of her dead friends, family, 

everyone she knew.  

 

# 

 

Gina dreamt of things that happened, and thigs that didn’t.  

She was thirsty, but there wasn’t any water left.  

Screams. People screaming. Houses burning. The military 

trying to contain a situation that was beyond anyone’s control. A 

group of soldiers shooting at someone. Without warning. Gina 

could see the army men cocking their rifles and gunning down a 

bunch of people without any apparent reason. Blood gushing from 

holes in their chests. In the distance, the city was covered in 

smoke. A helicopter made a pass over her. The noise was 

unbearable.  

Her mother came to her, begging. Begging for help. “She 

went crazy. Permanently.”, Gina thought. “After dad died, of 

course.” Its only normal. I mean who wouldn’t? One day you 

wake up and your man is there for you, living and breathing, 

talking about fishing or some shit, the next he’s lying on the 

dinner table, not even in a coffin – nobody had one of those 

anymore, a valuable commodity nowadays – covered with some 

bedsheets you had found in a dresser. Not even white bedsheets, 

but grey with some fucking cheap exotic green palms print.    

Tiny and frail, wearing only a night gown, the woman could 

barely stand. She collapsed in Gina’s arms. She could feel her 

burning, almost searing, her shoulders like ambers.  

“Mom, what’s going on?” 
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“It’s so warm, isn’t it? I just want some water, please” her 

mom said, seemingly unaware of Gina’s presence.    

“There isn’t any, I’ll try to get you some, but please go back 

to bed.”  

“I must have some. NOW! The fever is drying me up.”   

A moment’s pause. A few seconds passed. The guns fell silent.  

“Oh, you did bring me some. Thank you, Gina.” she finally 

said, satisfied.  

The woman grabbed a piece of her night gown and started 

suckling on it, gulping greedily, as if she was drinking something. 

But it wasn’t her mom anymore.  

Laura’s bony legs were left exposed, her skin flapping 

ungainly. The fever had made her delirious. Her eyes bulged out, 

madly. “Water, I must find water” Gina said to herself, desperate. 

Some for drinking, and some for the cold poultice she was using 

to bring down her mother`s burning. But where? Where could she 

find any? The stores had been looted, the taps were dry.   

It was too late. Laura began to shake uncontrollably. She 

suddenly turned fiery red, and her skin cracked and burst. Wild 

fire spat out from every pore, engulfing her arms and torso in 

flames, melting her clothes, her face, her flesh. With one last 

breath, she screamed in agony, an ungodly screech. So loud that 

it made Gina’s ears pop. She wanted to hold her for the last time, 

over and over again, but, as always, the heat was too great. Gina 

ran away, hopeless and pathetic. Nothing else to do.  

And don’t you dare look back, Gina! DO YOU HEAR ME? 

DON’T YOU DARE LOOK BACK!      

It really fucking burns.       
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# 

 

Gina woke up to the sound of footsteps. Quiet, sneaking 

around, maybe a dozen or more. Surrounding her from all sides. 

She had fallen asleep propped under a giant oak tree, done in by 

fatigue. Two days she had wondered the forest, trying to keep a 

straight line, getting lost a couple of times, having to backtrack 

and start all over again. She had no food left, and just a few gulps 

of puddled water.  

The night before she had seen fires in the distance, 

glimmering lights hidden in the shadows. She had felt lost again, 

lonely and abandoned, wandering aimlessly in a labyrinth of trees, 

but kept far away from what were probably camps. People are 

dangerous, more so than the fever. The disease only kills you. 

Nothing more, nothing less.  

But now, now they were here. Still dizzy, the woman goggled 

around, trying to see who or what was making the noise. There 

was no moon, and the darkness was thick and heavy. Somewhere 

to the left, a twig rattled, then snapped. “Who’s there?” Gina 

whispered, terrified. Cold shivers like shards of glass pricked her 

spine all the way down to her legs. “Show yourself!”  

The jack knife was in her jacket pocket. She quietly reached 

for it, opened the zipper and took it out, releasing the switch 

mechanism. The blade made a sharp, reassuring, clank. Wasn’t 

much help anyway, she still couldn’t see shit, but it made Gina 

feel like she had a chance against whatever was stalking her. Then 

she heard them again, quiet steps, circling her, tightening like a 

noose. They were fast, all over the place. There was no escaping 

it.   

Say It, Gina, say: fuck you, Laura!  

“No, leave me alone.” 
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You are going to die here.  

“So what? Does it even matter?”  

Why wouldn’t it? 

“What is the purpose of living one day after another, with 

nothing else in sight?” 

Says the woman with a knife in her hand.  

“Just a reflex.” 

Suit yourself. But you have it in you.  

Gina had made up her mind. Abandonment wasn’t that bad. A 

sharp pain, most likely, and then she could rest. Maybe, if there is 

an afterlife, she will find Laura, and they could both hang out, and 

kiss, and make love now that it was comfortable.  Because 

wherever she would end up, it will most definitely be better than 

this. Her life. Alone. Either side of The Curtain.   

“What a joke. It won’t happen like this. I’ll just bleed out and 

then go to sleep. For all time.” 

Yep. But it will hurt really bad before that.  

“I’m used to pain.” 

Not this kind. This will tear you in half, and then to pieces, it 

will cut through your bones and linger there a very long time.   

The creatures were so close that Gina could smell their 

rankness. They stank of putrid meat, sweat, dirt and urine. It made 

her gag, turning her stomach. It was so foul, so disgusting, that 

something turned in her, slightly; a feeling of indignation. She 

began to loathe the idea of being consumed by these 

abominations.  

Please, try to fight it. Try or I’ll say it for you. You won’t like 

it because it’s such a fucking cliché, but nevertheless. If it will 

keep you alive… 

 “Don’t you fucking dare!” 

It’s not what… 
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“Shut up!” 

… Laura would have wanted.  

“It’s not fair! It’s not fucking fair and you know it.” 

Nothing really is. Now stand up!  

The woman got up, a glint of madness in her eyes, burning 

like amber. Rage. At least if she was going to die here, this night, 

better put up a fight, go out kicking and screaming. End of days, 

dodging the virus, the riots, the rapes, all that just to snuff it in the 

middle of some forest, killed by God knows what. No, dear, she 

wasn’t going to just sit idle and do nothing like some victim, as if 

the last couple of years of struggle, and pain, and fucking 

calamities were all for nothing. If Laura was alive Gina wouldn’t 

even be here. Life with Laura was bearable, even though they 

were both stuck in this open air prison. And the bitch got herself 

killed by the goddamn fever, and now Gina had to make all the 

decisions on her own. Who does that? Who leaves their loved 

ones like a fucking coward?  

One last thing you have to say. Say it, say it, say it.  

Something big and furry hurtled Gina, knocking her down. 

The impact knocked the air out of her lungs. She felt like 

suffocating, gasping for each breath. The creature got closer, she 

could feel his fur scraping against her chest. His breath reeked, 

fangs closer and closer to her throat, ready to mangle her, sup her 

dry.  

Say it! say it! say it! 

FUCK YOU, LAURA! Gina yelled, madly, burning with 

rage. FUCK YOU, YOU FUCKING BITCH!  

Yes, dear, it burns, it burns brighter than any fever, brighter 

than fire, brighter than the sun. Nurture it, nourish it, give it 

meaning.  

“How?” 
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Kill this fucking asshole!  

The woman jerked her knife, striking the creature again and 

again. Blood gushed out, Gina could feel it on her hands, thick 

and warm, pulsating with life. She screamed so hard, the trees 

quaked under the echo. The freak groaned, surprised by his 

sudden demise, and hurtled sideways, dead. 

“Who’s next, motherfuckers? I’ll gut you all.”  

The forest fell quiet. They had gone, scared by the crazy 

woman covered in blood. She was safe for now. The moon came 

out, glowing bright, showing Gina the way out.  

They’ll come back.  

“Yes, I know.”  

You’ve got to go.  

“Where?”  

Wherever. Just run. Run! And don’t let it die out.  

“What’s that?” 

The burning, Gina. Oh, how it burns. Every fiber, every cell in 

your blood stream, the particles of oxygen in your lungs, it ignites 

everything deep down, until all is ash and nothing is left. 

So that’s what she did. Yes, dear.  

  

 

 Translated by the author.  

Edited by Alexandru Maniu. 
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Blessed By The Fever 

by Oleh Silin (Ukraine) 

 

 

 

“When was the last time you were home?” 

Pavlo stopped scrolling through the pictures of his son on his 

phone and said, “Come again?” 

“When was the last time you were home, bro?” Enver 

stretched on his bed and swore at the mattress. 

“About a month ago. They drafted me around New Year after 

we were hit by another wave of the Fever.” 

“I see.” 

They sat in silence. Pavlo fidgeted, then said, “And you?” 

“I've been here since the first shifts of the Fever, if that's what 

you're asking. Of course, shifts is what we used to call them. As 

for home, like actual home… It must've been ten years or so. 

Haven't visited since the “little green men” came to Crimea.” 

“Uh-huh.” 

Pavlo swiped through a few more photos, and thought that it 

was probably too late to call his wife now that the clock was 

approaching midnight. 

“Hey, Enver! What happened to the guy who'd worked here 

before me?” 

“What do you think?” 

“I'm sorry.” 

“It's fine.” 
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Enver took his e-reader as if to try and read as many books as 

he could before the end of the shift. 

Pavlo put away his phone. He didn't feel like sleeping, but 

neither did he fancy lying there and looking at the green walls and 

chalk-white ceiling. He got up, grabbed his coat and stepped out 

into the hallway. 

As Pavlo walked in the gloom towards the balcony, which 

was out in the kitchen, he thought that their dormitory would look 

perfect in a horror movie set in the USSR. It had everything you 

needed: walls covered in flaking paint, rusty pipes, cracked sinks 

and beds that remembered the birth of Pavlo's parents' generation. 

Pavlo found all of this extremely pragmatic: what was the 

point of shelling out money on people who dealt with corpses of 

the Fever's victims, if they were already the most at-risk group? 

They'd die anyway. 

 

The kitchen felt breezy. The door to the balcony was open and 

a kettle was boiling on one of the stoves. Pavlo turned off the 

burner. 

“Thanks,” said someone from the shadows. 

Pavlo blinked. In a few moments his eyes adjusted to the dark 

and he saw Katia sitting by the window. A soda can with its top 

cut off stood on the windowsill brimming with cigarette butts. 

“Couldn't sleep?” asked Pavlo politely. 

Katia was the doctor on their team. Her job was to examine 

the people who had called the “Vultures”: the teams that took the 

corpses to the “temporary storage space” before they were 

cremated. Most of the time, however, she counseled those who 

had to look after their ill relatives at home because the hospitals 

were full. Or those to whom the paramedics never came, which 

happened rather often. Or… There were a lot of those “or”. 
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Katia didn't answer. Pavlo went out onto the balcony. The cold 

spring air seemed to soothe his mind. 

“Sometimes I think something is feeding into this Fever. 

When you just think the wave is over, there is always another one. 

And now there's this too.” 

Katia showed Pavlo a glossy piece of paper. In the dark he 

could only just make out the big letters that read: “The Fever: 

God's Wrath or Trial of the Faithful?” 

“What's this?” 

“The leaflet they're handing out.” She rubbed the red spot on 

her forehead where she had worn the face shield. “They're 

spinning this tale about how the Fever broke out in the Eastern 

Europe to remind the Slavs that they should unite under one true 

Orthodox church.” 

“Isn't that something. But what does the Orthodox church 

have to do with it? Say, the Poles aren't even Orthodox Christians. 

They're Catholic.” 

“Yep. And the Hungarians aren't even Slavs. But who cares. 

People fall for it all the same.” 

She took out another slim cigarette, looked at the soda can, 

and put it back in the pack. 

“Think I'd better turn in. Gotta get up early tomorrow… Or 

rather today. Good night.” 

 

There was no getting used to it. Pavlo had seen all kinds of 

apartments and apartment blocks. The Fever didn't pick and 

choose: it killed both those who enjoyed fancy two-story 

penthouses and those who endured Soviet panel building 

apartments with their thickly carpeted walls and extra polished 

surfaces. At the end of the day, all that was left was an acrid smell 

of the mandatory disinfectant. 
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This time they visited an old couple that lived in a one-room 

apartment in a decrepit low-rise building of Khrushchev era. 

There were photographs on the walls amidst the furniture: some 

black-and-white, others in color. There was even one silk screen. 

They all showed a burly old man hugging a short plump woman. 

Much like the woman who lay under a blanket on the couch in the 

corner of the room. The blanket didn't cover the length of her 

body: her feet in red fluffy slippers stuck out from under the 

covers. In the kitchen Katia was saying softly, “Take a sedative… 

Wait till they disinfect the place… Do not go out… Do you have 

enough food?” The man's replies were muffled. Enver unzipped a 

body bag and he and Pavlo started “packing”. 

“Four floors down and no elevator.” Enver's eyes behind the 

see-through face shield looked tired. “You'd think they'd pay us 

extra for this, eh? Like when you order a fridge and they have to 

carry it up the stairs, you pay more, don't you? I know this 'cause I 

used to work in delivery after I left the army. And you used to 

work at a clinic, right?” 

“Yeah.” 

“What did you do?” 

“I was the IT guy there.” 

 

Pavlo went back to fetch Katia. They weren't actually 

supposed to leave her alone: some people didn't handle the whole 

thing very well, what with losing their loved one and having to 

send the body away for mandatory cremation. But the old man 

seemed okay. 

Katia left the kitchen without saying a word, nodded to Pavlo 

and went downstairs. Pavlo made to follow her but a voice called 

him. 

“Hey, young man!” 
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He turned around and saw a hunched figure barely 

recognizable as the burly old man from the photographs. 

“I didn't want to upset the girl, so I thought I'd rather ask you, 

man to man. Can you give me the shot?” 

“What, you mean like a sedative or something for your 

heart…” 

“No!” said the old man waving his hand dismissively. “Not 

that. I mean those shots that can give you the Fever. So I could 

follow my old woman, you know. There's just no point for me 

to…” 

“Those shots aren't real, sir. They're just stories.” 

“Of course, I understand, that's what they tell to say. But 

maybe you could…” 

“Goodbye, sir.” 

Pavlo left the apartment and walked downstairs, his footfalls 

echoing in the stairwell. Besides the typical writing on the walls 

he saw a piece of paper by the mailboxes with Russian text 

printed on it. It read: “The Fever is the bioweapon of the golden 

billion! Why Eastern Europe is the only one suffering from it?” 

He didn't finish reading. 

By the front door he ran into a big bald man in a shabby 

leather jacket. The man wanted to let Pavlo pass but then 

recognized his face. 

“Pavlo? Pavlo Mykolayenko? Is that you?” 

“It is. And you are? …” 

“Slavko Mysko, remember? We studied together till 9th 

grade!” 

The man went to shake his hand but saw the protective gloves 

and changed his mind. 

“Sorry, Slavko, didn't recognize you.” 

“Oh, I've just got great memory, you know! Did you… um… 
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visit my grandpa?” 

“I'm sorry.” 

“Thanks. She was a good woman, grandpa's wife was. May 

she rest in peace, poor thing. Listen, now that we've met… Oh, 

take off your muzzle, willya!” 

“It's for protection, you know.” 

“Protection my ass. Some genius invented this stupid 

epidemic and now we're all supposed to play along with it.” 

“Want me to sneeze at ya?” Usually people recoiled at these 

words, but Slavko only curled his lip. 

“Go for it. I know that the Fever can only spread through 

blood. Them quarantines and muzzles are nothing but another 

way for the government to fuck with us. Convenient, isn't it, when 

you can blame anything on the Fever. And by the way…” 

Slavko looked around as if to check whether the coast was 

clear, and spoke more quietly. 

“By the way, have you got any black blood? You know, that 

stuff that you inject and get the Fever right away. It could sure 

help my business.” 

“First your grandpa, now you. Jesus.” 

Pavlo squeezed past Slavko on the narrow stairs and went 

outside feeling nettled. He took off his face shield, chucked it in 

the car and got in. Katia closed the door. Enver signaled to the 

driver by knocking on the partition separating them and gave 

Pavlo an inquiring look. 

“What was that about?” 

“I'm just pissed off. First the old man and then my former 

classmate, who happens to be his grandson — the guy you've just 

seen go inside — ask me about some kind of shot that can give 

you the Fever. What a load of bull…” 

Enver and Katia exchanged looks. 
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“I wouldn't be so sure about that, bro… I wouldn't be so 

sure…” 

 

As they rode back to do the unloading, Enver picked up where 

he'd left off. 

“You see, bro, whenever there's an epidemic, people start 

pointing fingers at those who spread the disease. Red-headed 

witches, the Illuminati, imperialist spies… In our case, there are 

two key things you gotta consider. Firstly, despite all the deaths, 

people still neglect to take the necessary precautions which helps 

the Fever spread. And secondly, what's the one place that hasn't 

been closed yet?” 

“Dunno. Hospitals?” 

Enver considered this for a moment. 

“Close enough. Churches, actually. But only Orthodox 

churches of one specific patriarchate.” 

“Remember the leaflet I'd shown you in the kitchen?” said 

Katia. “They give out these things when people get candles at 

church. The leaflet tells them to embrace the Fever so they can 

purify their soul or something. And whenever this happens, there's 

always a spike on the curve. The timing is just too perfect.” 

“Are you serious?” Pavlo looked from Katia to Enver and 

back. “I get that people turn to church for some sort of mental 

comfort, however pointless, dumb or careless it may be. But 

spreading the disease deliberately… That just sounds like one of 

those conspiracy theories you've just mentioned, Enver. About 

red-headed witches and the like.” 

“If you say so, bro,” said Enver shrugging. “But my boys and 

I wanna check out one spot when we get a chance. You're 

welcome to join us if you feel like it.” 
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Both Katia and Enver dropped the subject after that. As the 

shift went on, they took with them two more old people, a man in 

his fifties and a teenage girl. The latter was found by her friend 

who too looked pretty bad. A rapid test confirmed that she had the 

Fever. 

“Just burn me up so I don't suffer,” she joked. Although Pavlo 

could swear she sounded at least half-serious. Not everyone who 

beat the Fever physically was able to fully recover mentally. 

Every other person felt depressed and many were diagnosed with 

mental illnesses, but of course the government didn't even try to 

track this metric. 

As they drove back to the dormitory, Pavlo got a text from his 

wife. “What's going on with your dormitory? Text me asap.” 

Pavlo dictated his reply via voice keyboard: “Dunno, we're still on 

the road”. Katia gave him an inquiring look. 

“It's my wife. She says some people are rallying against the 

Vultures or something.” 

Enver knocked on the driver's partition. 

“Hey, Volodia, park 'round the corner, willya? We'll take a 

little stroll. And Pavlo, lose the gear. We wouldn't wanna scare 

these good-natured folks now, would we?” 

Pavlo wanted to argue but then saw another text: “I'm 

watching the live stream. They're getting ready to burn the 

building.” He took off his protective gear, even though they were 

clearly instructed never to do this. Pavlo saw Enver put a wireless 

earpiece in his ear. Once their van came to a halt, he and Enver 

scrambled out of it so as not to attract any unwanted attention. 

They immediately heard people chanting and saw yellow light 

dancing in the distance. They turned a corner and found 

themselves a short way away from the dormitory. A sizeable 

throng had gathered around it complete with signs and torches. 
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“No more poison!” came a shout from the crowd. 

“No more! No more!” chanted the crowd in unison. People 

fidgeted and pushed against the fence, but it held up. For now. 

“Hey, what's this about?” said Enver tugging at some guy's 

sleeve to draw his attention. “Some kind of revolution?” 

“No idea. I'm just here for the fun of it. But you can ask that 

fella,” he said pointing at the man with a megaphone. 

“Haven't you heard?” said a stout woman in an old-fashioned 

coat who was ready to bring any newcomers up to speed. Every 

crowd had a person like that. “That's where the Vultures live. 

They're supposed to take care of the corpses or that's what the 

government wants you to think.” 

The woman paused clearly expecting a question. Enver didn't 

want to disappoint her. 

“Can't trust the government. So what do they really do?” 

“Spread the disease! The West is behind it, of course. They 

want to kill us off and buy up our fertile land for pennies on the 

dollar. Then they're going to test their medicine, because…” 

They listened to some more of the woman's ranting and 

raving, before Enver signaled to Pavlo and they left. 

“It's gonna get up hot in here any minute now. Let's bounce, 

we've got work to do. Katia's called,” he pointed at his earpiece. 

“She says our shift is gonna be a little longer, seeing as our 

colleagues are in a bit of a tight spot here. We've got a call. The 

Vultures are surrounded, but people are still dying. Big surprise.” 

“Yeah. Have you noticed, though, that now they think we're 

some kind of Illuminati?” 

Enver didn't answer. 

As their van crossed the bridge to the island of Rusanivka, 

Pavlo's heart began to pound. Sometimes they drove past it, but 

his team had never had to take anyone from his own 
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neighborhood. He had often ridden along this road in a cab, which 

would turn right past the theatre… 

Their van turned right, drove a few dozen feet more and 

stopped at the front door of a building. Pavlo stiffened. He got out 

of the car, then looked at familiar trees and a paper-clad wall that 

served as a notice board. Enver approached the door. 

“What floor?” asked Pavlo hoarsely. 

“The sixth.” 

“And the apartment?” 

Enver said the number. Only one digit separated it from 

Pavlo's own apartment number. Death struck right next to home. 

“It's not yours, is it?” 

“No, it's a two-room apartment next to mine. An old woman 

by the name of Kapitolina Sergiyivna used to live there.” 

“So we're here for her.” 

They were greeted by a policeman in a respirator. Pavlo also 

glimpsed the daughter and the teenage grandson of the deceased 

who stood in the kitchen. Enver let out a low whistle. When Pavlo 

stepped into the room, he understood what his partner meant by 

that. 

There was an enormous number of death lanterns, some of 

which were still lit. He also spotted an icon that stood on the table 

littered with leaflets. Pavlo picked one up. He saw the same well-

dressed priest and a caption in Russian: “Through Fever to 

Heaven!” 

“She had lost her marbles, she did,” said the grandson, who 

had just entered the room pulling on his respirator. “Kept talking 

about how you had to endure the Fever to become a true Christian 

or something. Wasted a fortune on all kinds of religious bells and 

whistles. Last time she visited us, she'd been to see this Josaphat 

character preach. What a shame. And here we are.” 
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The grandson sniffed and went to rub his nose, but thought 

better of it. Moments later, Katia appeared and asked him to 

follow her into the other room. 

“So, let's get packing?” 

“Could you give me a few minutes, Enver?” 

Enver first raised his eyebrows, but then understood what 

Pavlo had meant. 

“Of course.” 

Pavlo went out of the apartment onto the stairwell landing. 

His first instinct was to ring the bell next door. However, it was 

almost midnight. And could he really ask his wife to open the 

door when his clothes were soaked in deaths of a few dozen 

people? 

Pavlo dialed a number on his phone. 

“Hey, it's me. Walk up to the door, but don't open it.” 

“Okay…” 

Yes! He saw the peephole darken and waved at the closed 

door. 

“How's Dmytryk?” 

“He's fallen asleep… Finally. He doesn't like not being able to 

play with other kids. And how are you? Any idea when you'll be 

getting some time off?” 

“Not really. You know how it is with all that's going on. By 

the way, thanks for your text. If it wasn't for you, we'd run right 

into that crowd that wanted to burn the dormitory. On the brighter 

side, I got to visit you.” 

“Maybe you could get off duty? For half an hour, at least? You 

must have some strong disinfectant that you could use.” 

“I have five minutes tops. We've got to get Kapitolina out of 

here.” 

“She's died, then?” 
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“Well, yes.” 

“Thank God!” 

Pavlo considered this for a moment. It was a very unusual 

reaction for his wife. 

“Why do you say that?” 

“This old hag tried to inject Dmytryk with something! She 

was coughing and staggering but kept saying, ‘Alina, this is God's 

blessing! The priest can't be wrong!’ She's lucky you had hid the 

hatchet or I'd show her.” 

“Why haven’t you told me?” 

“Don't know. I didn't want to… Don't know what I didn't 

want!” 

Enver appeared in the doorway. He waved at the door of 

Pavlo's apartment and gestured that it was time to go. 

“Sorry, gotta go.” 

“Yes, of course.” 

“Love you.” 

“Please come back soon.” 

Pavlo went back into his neighbor's apartment, went into the 

kitchen and opened the fridge to the surprised looks of the people 

around him. On the other side of the fridge door, among multiple 

tubes, eggs and garlic, sat three syringes filled with some carmine 

liquid. Pavlo closed the fridge and turned to Enver, who was just 

opening a plastic bag. 

“Enver… I think we now have something to discuss. About 

the spot you wanted to check out.” 

 

It wasn't until the morning, when their team returned to the 

dormitory, that they got a chance to talk. The dormitory still stood 

where they had left it, which meant the crowd had apparently 

decided not to burn it after all. 
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Enver flopped onto the bed before he spoke. 

“The Lavra.” 

“What about it?” 

“We've got information that they're running a bio lab 

disguised as a monastery. But checking it is more trouble than it's 

worth. They're gonna make a whole lotta noise about it. 

Especially, if that Josaphat character starts preaching to those 

dumbasses who already frequent the Lavra. 

“Josaphat character?” 

“It's that dude from the leaflets. They say he's beat the Fever, 

which greatly boosted his popularity.” 

“But how do we get into the Lavra? It was built as a fortress. 

If they choose to keep us out, we won't be able to do anything 

about it.” 

“We could go listen to a sermon. That's how we've been 

collecting all this data. Or we could take our van. Despite all this 

crap about how the Fever doesn't touch the Lavra while also being 

a trial that every true Christian Slav must endure — flawless 

logic, eh? Despite all that, people at the Lavra are dying too. My 

friends from the war have scores to settle with Josaphat too and 

promised to help me. All we've got to do now is wait for our 

chance.” 

 

One night Enver woke Pavlo up. 

“Let's go.” 

“Where?” 

“I've got information that the Vultures have been called to the 

Lavra. It's showtime.” 

Pavlo scrambled into his clothes and ran along the dark 

corridors. At the exit he walked into Katia. 

“Where are you going?” 
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“You didn't think I was gonna let you go alone, did you? 

Which one of you were supposed to be the doctor? The former IT 

guy or the former recon officer?” 

Enver scratched his head. 

“That's what I thought. Moreover, I have an academic interest. 

I want to know whether there are any other factors that contribute 

to the epidemic situation in our country. In other words, whether 

there's any truth to these stories about the deliberate spread of the 

disease. Let's hit the road.” 

They knew the van, but not the driver. Enver said he was 

trustworthy. 

They approached the Lavra from the lower entrance. Pavlo 

noticed a few dozen cars parked along the road. Enver eyed them 

too, then nodded to himself and said, 

“The plan is simple but effective. The Soviets used it many 

times. A little plane needs help, so it makes an emergency landing. 

A bunch of guys exit it and take over the runway, which is quickly 

flooded with planes full of troops. We will be this little plane.” 

The van drove up to the lower gate. A surprised guard walked 

up to it. 

“What do you want?” 

“Some of your tasty water, of course. You've got a whole life-

giving spring out there. Open up.” 

“What are you talking about? And who are you?” 

“The Vultures. Someone's died and we've come to get him.” 

“Ah, I see. But why didn't you come to the upper gate out on 

the Lavrska street?” 

“Buddy, imagine what would happen if someone saw us by 

the Gate Church. People would start thinking that this holy place 

ain't so holy after all. A certain somebody wouldn't like that, 

wouldn't like that at all. Got it? Come on, open up. We don't 
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wanna draw too much attention.” 

The guard opened the gate. The moment they drove inside, 

several sturdy camouflaged figures appeared out of nowhere and 

rushed inside too.  Two of them knocked out the guard before he 

could say another word. The road was promptly lit with a dozen 

headlights: multiple cars approached the gate and more men 

sprung out of them. 

“Let's move up. Quick. The informant's waiting for us there.” 

They climbed the slippery brick stairs past the rose bushes 

lighting their way with flashlights. De Bosquet Walls loomed 

overhead, and Pavlo suddenly felt like an infantryman storming 

an ancient settlement. 

The barred door that blocked the stairs was unlocked. A figure 

in a monk's habit was waiting for them there. Even though the 

man wore a beard, he still looked rather young. 

“That way. To the Far Caves.” 

They walked through the gallery, their feet thumping on the 

wooden floor. After a few minutes, they reached the entrance to 

the underground labyrinth at the Conception of Saint Anne 

Church. 

“Hurry up or we might be late.” 

Enver thrust a flashlight into Pavlo's hands. The caves weren't 

lit as they had usually been. The narrow beam of light illuminated 

the white walls around them and the stairs under their feet. Pavlo 

tried to watch his step and stay out of the way of his more 

experienced colleagues. He already regretted that he'd agreed to 

join them. 

They entered the first room, where the corridors split ways, 

and suddenly someone hit the lights. Pavlo blinked and through 

watery eyes saw that they were being surrounded by figures clad 

in black who were armed with something that looked suspiciously 
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like baseball bats. It was time to act. 

Pavlo somehow managed to dodge the first swing, but almost 

immediately felt a jab on his ribs, and blocked the bat with his left 

hand. He yelled with searing pain, then got hit on the neck again. 

He wondered why the white wall appeared so close, why the info 

signs had such a terrible font, and who was this guy called the Ill, 

before everything faded to black. 

 

When Pavlo came around, he found himself sat up on a bench 

in the church courtyard. It was already the break of dawn. Katia 

sat next to him, smoking a slim cigarette. 

“How are you, tough guy? Feel anything?” 

Pavlo looked down at his tightly bandaged arm. 

“Everything seems okay.” 

“That's because I drugged you with a ton of painkiller. In a 

few hours, no one will envy you. And here comes our damn 

hero.” 

They saw Enver walking towards them. He had a terrible 

black eye and his lower lip grew no less than twice its size. Yet he 

was beaming. 

“Our informant turned out to be a traitor. Not that we expected 

any more from him. Can I get a smoke?” 

“No. It's dangerous.” 

“Oh come on. The cops are on their way. Soon enough 

keeping a safe distance will be the least of our worries.” 

“It's for my safety, not yours.” Katia flicked the butt into the 

trash can and lit another cigarette. “What have we learned? Are 

there any leads at all?” 

“Not really. The Lavra is huge. It would take us ages to find 

their lab or whatever it is. The idiot was also boasting about how 

they are kept safe by their protector, who had beaten the earthly 
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disease.” 

“The Ill,” said Pavlo. His arm was starting to prickle. “The 

informant really is an idiot. Man, he spilled the beans like an 

amateur, just like in the movies.” 

“What? They must've got you good, Pavlo. What are you 

talking about?” 

“A sign in the caves mentioned a saint by the name of the Ill.” 

“Holy shit! Of course. They hid it in plain sight, where 

nobody would look. Lemme see.” 

Enver got out his phone and began looking for something. 

“Alright, let's go. We don't have much time. There's two 

places to check. One in the Far Caves, and one in the Near Caves. 

My guys will check the former, and we will do the latter.” 

“Guys, what if it's some kind of a healer or a doctor?” 

“Let's find out.” 

Katia yawned, picked up her medical bag and followed Enver. 

The floorboards thudded again under their feet. They returned 

to a small square with a white church that had three domes. Pavlo 

remembered this square crowded with pilgrims: they had been 

resting after touring the caves, eating honey cookies sold at a 

nearby stall, and enjoying the view from the rotunda high upon 

the walls. 

“This way.” 

Enver pulled out a large chain of keys and opened the door 

with one of them. Pavlo showed no sign of surprise and together 

with Katia they went inside. Whenever he visited this place, his 

eyes were always drawn to the enormous mural of a small girl that 

depicted her path after death. After the birth of Dmytryk, this 

painting left Pavlo with mixed feelings. 

“We'll go straight ahead, and then take a right. Our Pimen is 

marked as number 21 on the diagram. Let's see what they've got 
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there. I wouldn't be surprised if they put a cooling unit in the 

shrine instead of the saint's remains. Who's gonna check? 

Especially when all the visitors are crazy.” 

Even though the lights here stayed on, Pavlo still feared that 

the figures clad in black could ambush them at any moment. 

But nothing happened. They reached their destination and 

looked around. The place was silent, save for the sounds of 

breathing and a sound of a light draft coming from the 

passageway separated by a barred door. Katia pulled it… and it 

opened. 

“Right, the map shows a few passageways that go further 

down. Let's be careful. This is certainly outside the areas reserved 

for tourists.” 

Pavlo thought the same. The walls were no longer as white 

and smooth, and the lights didn't extend to this part of the caves. 

They saw, however, another yellow light that flickered in the 

distance. 

The passage narrowed, then widened again, and they entered a 

small room. There were a few tall candle sticks, an icon, and on 

top of the tables… were test tubes and bottles of antiseptics. 

“God bless you!” A figure clad in black jumped out of 

shadows. Katia yelled and clutched her shoulder: a syringe was 

sticking out of it. Pavlo froze, but Enver didn't. He snatched a 

candle stick, dodged, and whacked his attacker on the back with 

it. The man staggered, slipped on the candles that lay on the floor, 

toppled onto the table with the test tubes smashing it to bits and 

fell silent. 

“Motherfucker!” Enver threw away the candle stick and 

crouched beside Katia. “You okay?” 

“Fuck,” said Katia. “Who is this guy? And what did he inject 

me with? Pavlo, pass me my bag, please.” 
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Pavlo handed Katia her medical kit and pulled the syringe 

gently out of her shoulder. Meanwhile, Enver turned the attacker 

over and let out a low whistle. 

“Ain't that some shit. It's Josaphat. The very same.” 

Katia fumbled for a rapid test, then ran it on a sample from a 

test-tube. 

“Great. This stuff is infected with the Fever. Fuck me.” 

She sat down and leaned against the wall. So did Enver. Pavlo 

followed wincing at the pain in his ribs. 

“Well, congratulations to us all. We uncovered a secret lab and 

stopped the spread of the Fever!” 

“Enver,” said Katia licking her dry lips, “we have simply 

found a madman who lost his sanity after the disease. Even if you 

beat the damn Fever, it messes up your mind so bad that your 

PTSD would seem like a walk in the park in comparison. At best, 

we have discovered the reason behind those weird spikes on the 

spread curve.” 

“We've also broken into a UNESCO World Heritage Site, 

knocked out our key witness and destroyed the material 

evidence,” said Pavlo. The thought of this amused him greatly. He 

burst out laughing, tears streaming from his eyes. He was 

suddenly joined by Enver, and then Katia. 

“Yeah, we did well.” 

Josaphat moved. Enver booted him in the temple, and the 

priest went silent again. 

“Alright, we've figured out the test tubes. But what do they 

need all this antiseptic for?” Enver picked up a plastic spray 

bottle. “Weird, right?” 

Pavlo took it from him and sprayed it at the wall. It didn't 

smell like alcohol or anything like that. Katia handed him a rapid 

test. 
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“Don't think it's possible, but… try spraying it at this.” 

The spray tested positive. 

“Son of a bitch… You know what that means, right?” 

Pavlo knew what it meant, and he did not like it one bit. This 

wasn't like those shots, which you couldn't give inconspicuously 

without consent and some basic medical skill. No, this was much, 

much worse. Anyone could spray this, and you'd get a new 

outbreak of the Fever. In a hospital. In a pharmacy. On a bus or 

on a subway train, when they could use public transport again. On 

a stairwell landing. In an elevator. Because the disease was so 

contagious, many people would be “blessed” by the Fever, as that 

madman had called it. 

Pavlo'd had to be thinking aloud, because Katia nodded and 

asked a question to which you really did not want to know the 

answer. 

“Who knows if this was the only lab? There are at least three 

Lavras in Ukraine to start with…” 

 

Translated by Max Bakalov 
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The Boy Who Never 

Told a Lie 
by Alexey Vert (Russia) 

 

 

 

1 

 

ONCE there was a little boy, 

With curly hair and pleasant eye — 

A boy who always told the truth, 

And never, never told a lie. 

 

The dry needles ignited quickly. They burst into flames, 

scorched with heat and immediately went up in smoke. But the 

wood was wet, still alive. It didn't want to burn. The fire licked 

the branches, but they only hissed, and I clenched my fists and 

looked around. I had luckily found needles in a clearing that was 

constantly lit by the sun. But the branches I’d broken down were 

not so dry. 

In the end it was the clothes that saved the day. When they 

dried up, they burst into flames. And then the branches gave up. 

They crackled in fire, scattering sparks. 

I felt a smile parting my lips. I had saved everyone... 

“What are you lying about, George?” The inner voice asked, 

so similar to my father’s. “You’ve done it out of fear, haven't 

you?” 

That was true. Fear of being alone again and reliving what had 

already happened...  
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And yet I wasn't lying.  

“I didn't get scared and run away like before.” 

“Yeah.” 

I turned around and saw people running towards me from the 

camp. Some with a shovel, some with a fire extinguisher. And 

Savelev ahead - face tense, stern as ever.  

They did not need to worry that the fire would approach the 

camp - I had made sure that no sparks could fly far away. I even 

had a bucket of water.  

By the way... 

I kicked the bucket. The water poured out in a small lake and 

almost immediately soaked into the ground. I turned the bucket 

upside down, sat on it, and waited. 

The loud footsteps behind discorded with my heartbeat. 

“What the fuck are you doing!” Savelev stopped beside me, 

breathing heavily, and I waited for him to punch me in the back of 

the head or kick the bucket out with his foot. He didn't seem 

angry, though he was stern, but I was expecting something like 

that for some reason. 

“No fire,” I said, realizing he wasn't going to hit me. “I'm 

looking out here.” 

“He's looking out...” 

Savelev took a few deep breaths and exhaled. He made a step 

to the fire, peering into the flames. I waited for him to notice, to 

realize finally what I was trying to burn. Staring at his face, I tried 

not to miss that certain moment. 

“Three. Two. One. Now!” 

“What the...” Savelev turned and stared at me. This time it 

was not his usual sternness. Surprise, daze, horror, even pity. But 

there was no harshness. 

I was silent. I knew that I would be asked this question again 

and again, but I saw no point in answering now.  

Savelev grabbed a fire extinguisher and pointed it at the fire. I 

watched the jets of white powder covering the fire and the corpse 

covered with branches.  
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I narrowed my eyes trying to discern the slightest sign of 

disease inside the corpse, but I could see nothing. The corpse was 

quite dead. Yeah. 

When Savelev grabbed my arm painfully and led me into 

camp, growling, spitting and giving orders, I walked beside him 

and smiled. I think this pissed him off even more. 

He was kind, perhaps, but couldn’t wind down. He just had 

his own fear, too.  

 

# 

 

We sat in the headquarters. Me, Savelev and Marina. Or 

rather, Marina and I were sitting on the chairs, and Savelev was 

pacing from corner to corner, scowling.  

“Why did you burn Kurkov?” he asked one’s more. 

“He was sick. The corpses of the infected must be burnt.” 

My answer made him cringe, as if he had just eaten something 

sour. He muttered indistinctly under his breath and quickened his 

pace. Then everything repeated. Again and again. Finally, he got 

tired. 

“You try it,” he gave Marina a nod and hid in the corner 

where the light bulb didn't reach him. “I'll soon go crazy for him.” 

“George, can you tell me again how it was?” Marina tried to 

smile, but couldn’t. I understood her well. The situation was not 

conducive to smiling. 

“I saw him in the evening,” I said. “He was standing near the 

camp, breathing heavily. Holding his chest. Where the heart is. I 

knew he was sick. I wanted to call someone, but then I saw him 

falling. I ran closer and heard him wheezing. Then he stopped 

breathing. Then I dragged the body aside and decided that I 

should burn it. In case, while I was running for help, someone 

wouldn’t find him and get infected too. 

“Sounds crazy,” Savelev muttered  from the corner. 

Marina threw an angry look at him, but I don't think he even 

noticed. 
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“Weren’t you afraid to get infected yourself?” Marina asked. 

“If you were afraid for the others, why weren't you afraid for 

yourself?” 

“If I realized I was infected, I would have gone to the forest, 

on my own,” I said. “I don't want others to suffer because of me.” 

“Are you sure you would have realized? It takes time for the 

disease to manifest itself. If we hadn’t seen the fire, you would 

return to the camp, possibly infected, and then…” 

I sighed, and Marina fell silent. There was no point in 

rounding her sentence. Yet not for the reason she thought. I would 

have realized that I was infected the moment it happened. But I 

couldn't explain it to them. Otherwise, Savelev would definitely 

think I was crazy. And not only he. 

“I would have realized that I was infected,” I just repeated. 

“But you don't have to worry now. The contagion is all burnt out, 

so everyone is safe…” 

“Get out!” Savelev shouted suddenly. “Run to your room and 

stay there!” 

“Sergey!” Marina stood up. 

I walked out quietly, but then returned to the door. Unless the 

deadbolt was locked, there was a gap through which one could 

hear everything. 

“Sergey, he's just a kid. Yes, he's eleven, he's been through a 

lot, he's lost all his friends and loved ones, but he's still a child.” 

“He's crazy,” Savelev said it, but I couldn't hear the 

conviction in his voice. “What if next time he thinks you are sick? 

Or me? Maybe he won't wait for us to wheeze and die, but he'll 

just burn us while we sleep…” 

“He has a deep psychological trauma, of course, but he 

doesn't look like a psycho.” 

“It scares me most of all. I don't even know who is better: liar 

or madman.” 

“Don't you think he's telling the truth?” 
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“No. Besides, there's no way we can verify it. Even if Kurkov 

was sick, we won't find anything. Didn't you hear what this one 

said? The contagion's all burnt out…” 

I sighed and went to my room. There was no point in 

eavesdropping anymore. They didn't believe me. What’s good at 

telling the truth therefore? 

But I was even eager to admit it was only my imagination. It 

wasn't as bad as experiencing the epidemic again. 
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And when he trotted off to school, 

The children all about would cry, 

“There goes the curly-headed boy — 

The boy that never tells a lie.” 

 

The night passed quietly. I was expecting nightmares, but I 

didn't have any. Maybe I didn't know Kurkov that well. Or maybe 

I was just afraid of disease more than death.  

In the morning I woke up and noticed Marina peering into the 

room, but I preferred to pretend I was asleep. I don't know if she 

believed me, but she didn't try to wake me up. It was for the best. 

I wasn't going to school. I wasn't going to breakfast either. 

I knew that everyone had already got all the info and were 

probably discussing me. So I wanted them to talk to each other. 

To come up with theories, to believe in my madness and to be 

scared. To discuss what they had long suspected and what had 

finally become real.  

My father had always said that people made up stories for 

themselves, putting the pieces of the puzzle together. And they 

never notice that the pieces don’t fit together. Just shove them in 

using force or simply cut off the ends to make them fit better. 

“But that's not true!” I told him. 

“What difference does it make?” He grinned, lit a cigarette 

and squinted. “The main thing is that it fits together somehow. 
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The truth is good, of course, but if you tell it, what will happen? 

It'll come out that they were wrong. And that’s, you know, really 

unpleasant to feel you’re wrong. You feel like a fool. Do you like 

feeling like a fool?” 

“No.” 

“No one does. That's why nobody wants your truth if it 

doesn't fit into the picture they've laid out.” 

I had a very wise father. But I still tried to tell him and others 

the truth. And tried to convince them tell it to me, too. I wanted 

all the pieces of the puzzle to be real. 

 

# 

 

After lunch — I was still sitting in my room — Danya and 

Alka came.  

“Why didn't you go to school?” Alka asked me from the 

doorstep. 

I put away my father's albums of pictures and drawings and 

shrugged. 

“I didn't want to hear me discussed,” I answered.  

“But you have been discussed without you!” 

“Yes. But it was without me.” 

“I don't get it,” Alka hummed, and went inside. She took a 

sausage sandwich out of her backpack. “Here you go.” 

“Thanks.” 

I didn't tell her I had six — now only five — tins of canned 

food stashed away. Otherwise, I'd have to explain where I took 

them and why decided to hide from the others. 

I took a bite of the sandwich and Danya asked, “Did you 

really kill him?” 

I hated chewing while someone was staring at. 

“No,” I shook my head.  “Just burned his body. The disease 

had killed him before.” 

“Nice!” 
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I shuddered in disgust, but then made an effort not to feel 

offended. Just took another bite of my sandwich and chewed. It 

was hard to be offended by Danya. He came here with his parents. 

They'd settled in this science camp as soon as the epidemic 

started. So he'd hardly seen any real people suffering from 

disease. 

“You fool! Think what you're saying.” 

Alka looked at me sympathetically. Her cousin and aunt had 

already died. Her parents seemed to be alive, but were stranded 

somewhere far away, so Alka stayed here. Especially since she 

was no trouble, but helped in the kitchen.  

She was also clever and knew how to ask the right questions. 

Savelev, for some reason, did not ask such questions yesterday, 

and neither did Marina. It hadn't occurred to me either.  

 

“But we've all been vaccinated. How did he get sick then?” 

she asked. 

The last piece of sandwich stuck in my throat. I coughed, and 

Danya slapped me on the back.  

“I don't know,” I uttered in a hoarse voice. “I don't know how 

he got sick. Yet he was really sick. I saw it.” 

Danya wanted to ask something, but he looked at Alka and 

closed his mouth. I looked at her, too. She frowned. 

“I don't understand,” Alka finally admitted. 

“I don't understand it myself,” I shrugged. “Maybe the 

vaccine is not a hundred per cent effective?” 

“It kills a hundred per cent of this virus,” Dan raised his finger 

up emphatically, clearly copying his parents. “Tested repeatedly! 

Better than all known vaccines, as proven by tests!” 

I've heard that, too. Almost every day. But time went on, and 

the disease had not yet been killed. And for some reason other 

countries had closed their borders to us. If everything was so good 

with the vaccine, why were they so afraid? 

“Maybe he was too sick?” Alka asked. “Maybe the vaccine 

just didn't have enough time?” 
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It had the true ring about it, but we had no way of verifying it. 

We got bored after the long discussion, and then it turned out that 

Alka and Danya had actually come to help me with my 

homework. Then we did it together. Then we talked a little about 

our future when the epidemic was finally over.  

They persuaded me to go to dinner, although I had planned to 

sit in my room all day long. But Alka pointed out that if I didn't 

show up for dinner, Marina would come and torture me asking 

questions. Not so pleasant questions. And Danya reminded me of 

the rice pudding with condensed milk… they served it on 

Thursdays. And I really liked it.  

 

Everyone was looking at me in canteen, but they tried not to 

let me notice. Naturally, I noticed everything and got angry 

because of it. I frowned and tried to catch their gazes so that I 

could look back angrily. 

“You’re just like Savelev,” Danka said. 

I almost hit him, but then I realized he was right. And 

somehow it turned out to feel better. I managed to relax a little. 

Managed to exhale, to gain some strength, to eat a piece of 

delicious pudding, and to realize finally that I had real friends 

who cared of what was happening to me. I wasn't even sure if I'd 

had friends like that in my previous life.  

When the epidemic started everyone suddenly locked 

themselves in their houses and just shouted at each other to stay 

away. Some even shot, they say. And all my buddies whom we 

were going to form a rescue team with… disappeared. 

Maybe their parents wouldn't let them go? Probably. But it 

seemed to me that Alka and Danya's parents wouldn't have 

stopped them if… For me, it was such a kind of invented truth, 

which was almost like the real thing.  

But then I saw Nana Lisa, who was our maths teacher, and my 

joyful mood vanished in an instant. Because Nana Lisa was sick. 

She was sitting surrounded by other teachers, smiling at them, 

while being deeply… really… sick.  
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I wanted to get up, run up to her, pounce on her, throw her 

out, persuade her, explain, isolate her... just do something to stop 

it all. But I knew that after my “great deed” the day before no one 

would believe me, even though I was telling the truth. 

So I just swallowed a piece of tasteless pudding, got up from 

the table, said goodbye and walked out of the canteen. Sniffing 

my nose, I tried not to let the tears run, but they stung my eyes 

and somehow got to my heart. 

And then I tried to go to sleep as quickly as possible, to avoid 

seeing Marina. 

 

3 

 

And everybody loved him so, 

Because he always told the truth, 

That every day, as he grew up, 

'Twas said, “There goes the honest youth.” 

 

The next day I went to school. I didn't care about other 

people's stares. Neither did I care about the words that were 

spoken behind my back in that special whisper that is perfectly 

audible to whoever is discussed. But I was much more interested 

in the maths class, which was first as scheduled. I wanted to make 

sure I hadn't imagined it yesterday. 

That’s it. I wanted to be wrong the most, but anyhow I was 

going for the confirmation. 

There was silence in the classroom for a few seconds, but then 

everyone went back to their day. I  went to my usual seat and 

almost immediately received a pat on the back. 

“Good of you to come,” Danya said. 

 “Yeah,” I nodded, examining the desk. 

There were some fresh scratches on it. As someone had been 

working very hard to scrub away what had been drawn or written 

there.  

Alka ran into the classroom and sat down beside me just a few 

seconds before the lesson. She smelled of tasty food. I knew she 
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didn't like to be reminded of that, because she didn’t like her 

work. But I liked it. My mother smelled the same...  

When the door opened again and Nana Lisa walked in, I 

pushed all thoughts aside. One glance was enough to realize that 

there had been no mistake. The disease was here, very near. I felt 

itching under the skin, a kind of very strong wish to jump up, to 

shout, to warn, to push Nana Lisa out of the room… 

...And make myself look even more foolish and a strange than 

I was already thought to be. 

“Think!” I ordered myself.  

But all I could do that moment was looking at Nana Lisa's 

lips. Look at the red dots running across her face like little 

lightning strikes. And the greenish spots that sprawled around the 

edges of her lips. The dry, wrinkled skin looked as if someone 

was trying to straighten it out from the inside. 

She looked almost like Kurkov I'd burned. Yet he had one 

green stain living in his chest and red dots running towards it from 

all sides. And it looked a lot like the sick ones I'd seen when 

Marina and Savelev drove me into town to pick things up. Yet 

they were almost entirely green. As if filled with paint that 

replaced their blood inside. 

“Maybe in a couple of days Nana Lisa will look like that.” 

I felt like I was about to cry. I put my hand down and pinched 

my leg, concentrating on that pain. A second or two passed. I 

slowly unclenched my fingers and heard Alka's surprised sigh. I 

smiled. 

That smile didn't mean “it's all right”. I didn't want to deceive 

anyone, much less Alka. I just needed to show that I hadn't given 

up yet. First, to show it myself. 

Giving up would have been too easy. 

 

# 

 

I was trying to concentrate but couldn’t. I realized that it was 

better to look only at the textbook and my hands on the table, to 
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put Nana Lisa's illness out of my mind. But it was working out 

pretty badly. After reading just one line, I immediately glanced 

over her face, where the two green spots were spreading. And my 

heart began to beat faster. Sticky sweat was on my hands and on 

my back. But I tried to go back to my textbook and read again.  

I wrote the exercise, but instead of solving it just looked at 

Nana Lisa again and again.  

By the end of the lesson I felt broken and exhausted, but that 

wasn't why I wanted to skip the rest of the classes. I needed to 

think hard about what to do next. I hadn’t hesitated before burning 

dead Kurkov. No regrets or pangs of conscience. I just couldn't 

act any other way to stop the spread of the disease. But Nana Lisa 

was alive. And I didn't have the unchallenged reputation to go and 

say she was ill without any proof. No one would listen to me at 

all. No one would listen to the words of the foolish kid. 

But I couldn't leave at once. Marina caught me in the corridor 

and started asking me about my health and why I hadn't come 

yesterday. I honestly admitted that I wanted to be alone and give 

the others a chance to discuss me without me. She stared at me 

silently for ten seconds and then pretended that she was okay with 

that explanation. Or maybe she really was. Marina differed from 

the other teachers. She treated us almost as equals. And the fact 

that she was older and knew more… She used to say we’d be 

grown-ups, too. Sooner or later. One way or another. 

In any case, it was a shame to run away after talking to her. 

Besides, the next class was Botany, which Marina was teaching. I 

hoped to relax and clear my mind, but as a result I spent the whole 

lesson wondering if I should tell Marina everything. I was sure 

she would listen and not think I was crazy, but then... What’s 

next? 

“She'll tell Savelev, and he'll brush it off,” I thought. “And 

he'll probably lock me up to be sure I won't burn somebody.” 

So I just mentally wrinkled my nose and once again tried to 

understand what Marina was telling us about chlorophyll and its 

role in biosynthesis.  
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Finally, we went for lunch. I mechanically swallowed 

spoonfuls of soup, one after another, until I realized that the plate 

was empty. Suddenly I felt ashamed. I looked around, but no one 

seemed to be looking at me. Except for Danya sitting across the 

table. 

“What’s happened?” he asked.  

It was very hard to answer without lying, but I tried: 

“Nothing I can't handle.” 

“Do you need help? You tell me. Don't worry, I won't tell 

anyone.” 

“No,” I shook my head. “Not right now, that's for sure. I have 

to think it over. And then I'll tell you everything, I promise.” 

“Okay” 

Danya picked up some pasta with a fork and dipped it into the 

gravy. I sighed in relief. Alka probably wouldn't consent this 

quickly. 

“And when?” Danya asked, chewing. “Today? Tomorrow? In 

six months?” 

I didn't know what to answer. One thing I was sure: it would 

be sooner than in six months. Simply because if I delayed that 

long, neither of us would live so long. 

“Not today. Probably tomorrow.” 

“Okay.” 

He agreed again. But curiosity had already taken hold of him. 

And he would probably tell something to Alka. They would 

probably come to me again in the evening and start asking what 

was going to happen next day… 

This meant by that time I should know what to do next. 

 

 

4 

 

And when the people that stood near 

Would turn to ask the reason why, 
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The answer would be always this: 

”Because he never tells a lie.” 

 

I walked around the camp, trying not to get too close to the 

gate. People were staring at me, but they didn't say anything. They 

didn't send me to school either. I kept looking at my feet and 

remembered carefully  what it had been like last time... 

First my mother disappeared. My father had been away for a 

long time, but one day he arrived, gaunt and pale, as if half his 

blood had been drained out of him. He never said anything to me. 

Yet I understood she was dead. Cause his eyes were dead.  

There was no funeral. Back then, no one was allowed to visit 

cemeteries and the bodies were burned. We could come after and 

take the urn with the ashes, but we didn't. In our small flat I 

looked around and remembered my mother laughing, cooking, 

checking her students’ homework. And the urn would only 

remind me of how she died. 

Dad was not right in the head. Walking and walking, and then 

he'd sit somewhere and stare at one point. I was scared at that 

moment, but I didn't know that later it would be scarier. 

 

Everyone was kept at home and everyone was slowly going 

crazy. They broke down once, had a party or a meeting. Then they 

got infected and died. I didn't know who was really alive and who 

was not. I wrote to five friends from school, but only one replied. 

He and his family had left town and were living somewhere far 

away in a farmhouse. I told my father about it. First he flinched, 

eager to get away, but then gave up hope in it. Only my mother 

knew how to drive the car…  

Five days later, when we ran out of food, he went to town. 

When he came back, all he brought was pearl barley. He said 

there was nothing else left. For two days we ate the barley, 

making new sauces out of all the condiments we had. And then 

my father called me and said he got sick... 

He spoke from behind the locked door. Said the ambulance 

was coming. He'd already called.  
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Time passed, minute after minute. Hour after hour. But the 

ambulance was still not coming. I couldn't go to my father, but I 

could hear him wheezing. Then he started raving and calling my 

mother’s name. After a while, he started moaning and begging her 

to forgive him.  

I couldn't take it anymore. I wrapped three rags around my 

face and went to the hospital. But the closer I got to it, the scarier 

it became. There was no one in the streets. No cars, no people. 

Only the wind was rolling rubbish back and forth. I broke into a 

run. Then I stumbled and fell a few times. It was hard to breathe 

under the rags, so I threw them off my face.  

My father had infected me or it had happened in the street I 

still didn’t know. 

When I finally reached the hospital, the first thing I saw were 

ambulances. A long line of them. And people in white protective 

suits unloading bodies in black plastic bags from the cars... 

I imagined one of those cars carrying my father and got 

scared... and then I ran again. I ran much faster than before. I ran, 

wiping tears with my dirty fists. I ran past my house, somewhere 

forward, to the place with no black dead plastic…  

I’ve been wandering in the forest for two days until Marina 

found me. I was hungry, my eyes hurt, my throat was sore and 

most of all I was thirsty. I was shaking so badly that I could 

hardly drink anything. Marina took me to Savelev, and then I 

received the vaccine... 

I told them about my father only the next day and there was 

already no one left to save. The ambulance took him away, but the 

hospital could do nothing to help... The lack of vaccine that’s to 

say. 

But then, in the hospital, I learned about the special protective 

boxes in which infected people were transported. They looked just 

like black bags. 

If I hadn't run away, I wouldn't have met Marina. Probably 

would have died with my father. So… He’d probably be glad I 
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was alive, but I still remembered his screams and imagined him 

alone there in the house, not even knowing where I'd gone. 

 

So it took me a little extra time to remember everything, to 

work up the courage. Anyway, truth is of no use if you don't tell it 

yourself. 

 

# 

 

Savelev was pacing from one wall to another, and I was 

sitting in a chair. It was just like the day before, but Marina wasn't 

with us. I guess it was for the best.  

“Green stains...” Savelev was thinking my words over, not 

asking back. “Green spots, then... And red dots running towards 

them. Sounds like a hallucination.” 

I gulped and fidgeted in my chair. Savelev glanced at me and 

grimaced. 

“Would you believe me if I told you this?” 

I only shrugged in reply. I didn’t know. No one had ever come 

to me with such a story. I guess my belief would depend on who 

would tell me. 

“Green spots,” Savelev repeated once more. “You know the 

easiest thing is to dismiss you, don't you?” 

“Yeah. I know. 

“And I'm managing a camp. People. Science... What if 

something does happen? And you'll say, “I warned you, didn't I?” 

“I will not,” I muttered, “if something happens, nobody will 

talk. Dead ones don’t talk.” 

Savelev hesitated for a second and looked at me very 

seriously. Then he moved closer and crouched down so that he 

could look straight into my eyes. He must have watched me for a 

minute. I tried not to breathe or move or blink. It seemed that the 

future of the camp depended on this staring game.  

Then a tear rolled from my right eye and I blinked. I lost the 

game. 

“Stay here,” Savelev said and walked out. 
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I wiped my eyes diligently and tried to get comfortable in the 

chair. But it was impossible to feel comfortable. I had lost, and 

now Savelev was going to come back here with the doctor. No 

doubt he was going to examine me and lock me up. Because I was 

hallucinating and could hurt someone.  

I wanted to growl and cry. I jumped up and started walking, 

just as Savelev had done recently.  

And when I turned to the door, I saw that he was back. He had 

brought a cage with a white mouse in it. And inside...  

“What are you doing?” I couldn't take it anymore. “She's 

infected! Why don't you kill it! Get it out of here! Get out of here! 

You'll kill everyone! You…” 

“Shush!” Savelev put the cage on the table and stepped aside. 

“What do you see inside?” 

“It's green inside. And there are red dots. She's sick, don't you 

understand?” 

“Sick, yeah...” he frowned. “Okay. Let's deal with Lizaveta. 

You go to your room and don't talk about what happened. And 

don't worry about the mouse. It's not contagious to humans.” 

I swallowed and tried to catch Savelev's gaze. He seemed to 

be looking at me, but I knew that he was thinking about 

something else. Should I believe him about the mouse? Or should 

I run urgently and tell Marina that Savelev had gone mad and was 

infecting everyone in the camp? 

But I remembered Savelev taking me and Marina here, and 

then driving around town to find out what had happened to my 

father. He believed me then. And now. 

So I nodded and walked out, trying to keep away from the 

mouse. 

5 

 

And every night he looks at sky 

While thinking, “I am a fake”.  

The boy who never tells a lie 

May also make mistakes. 
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The next morning I woke up early, before the alarm. Earlier 

than Marina, I think. I had to force myself to stay in bed. 

Breakfast started at seven, anyway. And the lessons only started at 

eight. Maths was the first... 

The day before I fell asleep trying once again to go over 

details of our conversation. When I left Savelev, I was sure he 

was bound to do something. But when I got to my room, I thought 

he was just calming me down.  

Today doubt continued bemiring my soul. And the closer I got 

to putting myself out of suspense, the more uncomfortable I felt. 

Yet there were apathy and lethargy instead of tension. I didn't feel 

like doing anything.  

So I could hardly bring myself to get up at half past eight. I 

dragged myself to the canteen, grabbed a sausage sandwich and 

had a quick cup of tea. Then I approached the school. My legs 

could hardly move, and everything around seemed to be a blur. 

I entered the classroom almost being late. Said something to 

Danya and Alka. Sat and petrified. But as soon as the bell rang, 

I’ve got keen senses. Immediately.  My heart thudded and my 

apathy evaporated. 

I looked at the opening door. And when I saw Marina there, I 

almost fainted with delight. So it wasn't all in vain. Savelev had 

kept his word. 

“Hello,” Marina said. “Lizaveta Valerevna is ill and won't be 

able to teach. Maths will be your second lesson when replacement 

is found. And now we'll do botany…” 

There was a rumble of voices around the classroom. They 

sounded just as loud as the heart in my chest. I kept wondering - 

was it just my imagination, or Marina really looked at me? And if 

she looked, was it a familiar sign of attention, or something to do 

with the absence of Nana Lisa? 

 

I went out into the corridor, stood against the wall, and closed 

my eyes. I thought I was going to cry. I was relieved that it was 

over. 
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“It's over, unless she's infected someone else,” the thought 

occurred to me, but I brushed it aside. If Savelev was convinced 

that I was right, there would be no problem in identifying all the 

sick. After all, I only need to take a look at a person to learn 

whether he is sick or not.  

I did not know why this was so, and to be honest, I did not 

care. The most important thing was that I could be useful. Unable 

to stop the disease, but at least warn about it.  

 

# 

 

After classes Alka and Danya followed me. While they were 

discussing what had happened to Nana Lisa, I kept my mouth 

shut. But then Danya remembered that I had promised to tell him 

what I’d been worried about. It was amazing how long he'd held 

on.  

Maybe I could miss some details and tell not all the truth. But 

I felt really tired. Tired of being afraid and tired of feeling joy 

when Savelev believed me… And after all they were my bet 

friends. Real friends. 

So I just told them how it was. And then, when I had finished, 

I looked breathlessly at the faces of my friends, wondering 

whether they believed me or not. 

It seemed treacherous to doubt their reaction, but I couldn't 

help myself doing it. 

 

“Cool,” Danya said and smiled. “Do I have any green spots?” 

“No,” I shook my head. “Just a big one in your head.” 

“You fool! “ 

“I know you are, but what am I?.” 

Alka was silent as we argued and bantered. She only smiled. 

And when we finished she asked again the question that hadn't 

occurred to me before.  

“But if you can see the infection, why is it in different 

places?” 
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“Maybe it shoes different phases of illness…” Danya 

suggested. 

“Well, maybe. But Nana Lisa had it on her lips. Why? And 

what about the mouse? I think the virus does not infect mice. It 

doesn't affect animals at all.” 

“The mouse! That’s it!” 

Danya was jumping for joy, and I knew he was about to say 

something that would ruin everything. For a second, I even 

wanted to silence him. Hit him, knock him down, turn it all into a 

grudge. Don’t let him say anything about that stupid mouse. 

But I didn't do any of that. If you tell the truth, you have to 

know how to listen to it, too. 

“It's Mama's mouse,” said Danka. “She swore at Savelev 

yesterday cause he had come and taken away one of the lab mice. 

He gave it back, but didn't explain why he’d wanted it. 

I tried to remember what else Danka had said about his 

parents before. But my head was too heavy. And the world around 

turned to be blurred again. I could only stare helplessly at Danya 

and wait for him to explain. 

“Terminator is being tested on them,” he said. 

It didn't say anything to me, but Alka understood. 

“But it's for the contagion, isn't it? And this virus doesn't work 

on mice, I told you.” 

Wow. Terminator was the vaccine they gave me after 

Marina’d found me. And everyone in our camp had it.  

“Mum says it's better than the usual vaccine. But they didn't 

have time to test it on people, because everything happened too 

fast. So they gave it to people who were close to death. And the 

volunteers. And the rest were given the second terminator, which 

killed the infection, but not so cool. 

“And the first one,” I got cold. “What makes the first one so 

cool?” 

“My mum says that it kills almost ALL kinds of viruses... 

hey!” 
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I didn't listen any further. I was already running to Savelev. I 

even ran faster than after that moment… When I thought they 

were unloading bodies from the ambulance. It was clear then that 

the red dots were the terminator. And he must have been fighting 

some kind of disease. Not this certain one! And I’ve burned a man 

who was no danger to anyone.  

And I thought I'd made sure that something bad happened to 

Nana Lisa. And it was fine if they just had isolated her and started 

treating. But what if the medication would make her sick? Or 

would they even decide she was too dangerous? 

I had to do something! 

When Savelev's door was only a short distance away, it 

opened, and I didn't have time to slow down. I swung into him, 

but he held on, though he wobbled. And suddenly gave me 

ingenuous smile. 

Dad smiled like that when Mum was alive. 

“Herpes it was” he said. “She'll be all right. Just let her get 

some rest.” 

“How did you…” 

“That's the way you act when you realize you've made a 

mistake. If you'd found another sick person, you wouldn't have 

run like that.” 

Savelev put his arm on my shoulder and held me close to him. 

That moment I thought he was worried about all of us. 

Absolutely. We were all people here who had received an 

untested vaccine. So we were all test persons. And no one could 

imagine how this was going to end. 

“I wish we'd had more time when they found you,” muttered 

Savelev. “I wonder if it could be conjunctivitis. Maybe it's teamed 

up with the Terminator somehow, and now you can see it. But 

only when it’s working. And you can see the target, too. But how 

it all happens, I can't figure out yet. You'll have to run some tests. 

Not today, of course, some day.” 
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That moment I would have allowed hundreds of tests on me. I 

felt warm and pleasant. My mood changed dramatically again, 

and everything around was filled with joy. My mistakes were 

forgiven and my transgressions forgotten. Maybe I had not saved 

anyone, but clearly I had done something good.  

One thought, however, was crushing the euphoria. A question. 

The true answer to which I did not want to know right then: 

“What happens when Terminator defeats all the viruses in the 

world?..” 

 

*** 

 

Alexey Vert is the co-author's pen name of Russian authors 

Alexandra Zlotnitskaia and Victor Koliuzhnyak. Five novels and 

several dozen short stories have been published under this 

pseudonym since 2012 (most of all — cyberpunk and young adult 

fantasy).  

The style of the works written by the co-authors together is 

quite different from their solo texts. This is most likely due to the 

fact that for the authors Alexey Vert is not just a fictitious name, 

but an internal character who guides their fingers at the keyboard, 

and has his own opinion on many issues. 
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Anger Of  

The Goddess Ekvorna 
by Majda Arhnauer Subašič (Slovenia) 

 

 

 

“Damn you!” 

A roaring scream echoed across the plain and rang out in the 

evening mist descending upon the lake. 

For the last time, his blurred gaze swam to her, who gave birth 

to his children, and now she was lying motionless on the wooden 

platform in front of the cabin, like a girl with a tense belly from 

which a new member of his family was to come. Then he looked 

at the withered corpse of a gray-haired old man, his father, who, 

through his wisdom and experience, over the years, became 

respected husband and a fearless hunter known throughout the 

Great Lake. 

“Damned for all eternity! You and all of the sons of your 

offspring and their descendants too. Everyone on the other side of 

the shore, all the way to the hills, the snowy mountains and even 

further, as far as the human foot stepped and left its footprints!” 

His words were turning into a whisper and the whisper into a 

helpless grunt. 

Revengeful passion was sparking the rage of the dying man. 

With a superhuman effort, he rose and stared at the phantom, 
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disappearing in the light that had sown death a little while ago. 

The weakness he felt in his legs did not allow him to take a step. 

His palm clenched into the fist holding the spear, spread. He 

could only helplessly see the weapon, that had so many times 

defended him against beasts and rare enemies, slipping from his 

hand and sinking into the swampy ground. At first a slight 

murmur escalated to unbearable sound to finally turn into a roar. 

The ground began to shake strangely. He knew that with red 

liquid his life was draining away.  He realized that he would not 

be able to take his revenge. At least not at that place and at that 

moment. But someday he would, for sure. Who knows where, 

how and when? The goddess Ekvorna, the righteous guardian of 

the Great Lake and the people who found their shelter there, will 

see to it that justice is served. 

The horizon narrowed into the tunnel that finally sucked him 

into itself. 

For a moment, the fluttering of a heron disturbed the peace, 

then the shore turned into silence. The curse hung in the air like 

an ominous prophecy. 

 The lake had long since dried up, the roar of the Roman 

legions died down many centuries later, and there was not a stone 

left upon a stone when, who knows wherefrom, the trumpets of 

Attila's soldiers sounded with a roar. Over time, numerous 

soldiers of different armies had drifted by, intoxicated by their 

victories or decimated in defeats. The eye of a lonely traveller or a 

rare merchant would stop on the swampy plain, where the river 

Ljubljanica lazily flowed. More and more people were settling 

around the place and traffic was getting busier. The region 

became criss-crossed by roads and railroads, buildings became 

stronger and taller, and steel birds in the sky carried people to all 

corners of the globe. The vengeful thought of the man, whose 
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corpse had long ago been covered by the lake mud, hovered like a 

curse and waited frantically to fulfil his mission. 

 

# 

 

The text message brought a smile to his face. Just three words 

that uplifted his mood. Want a beer? His fingers typing the answer 

automatically. Yes, of course. A busy day is behind him and the 

invitation of a friend, a former classmate, will be just a nice 

ending. Interestingly, at first, they did not quite understand each 

other, they would look at each other with distrust, not knowing 

where the feeling was coming from. But over time, they became 

closer and it seemed to them they had known each other ever 

since. They were also joined by a rather unusual hobby for young 

people - fishing. They were both very good at it, since their 

childhood. They also enjoyed the camp-site life, doing great in 

nature. 

“Hey, man, have you finally found time for more pleasant 

things, other than hanging in the lab?” 

“Ah, you know how it is. You get in and you can't get out. 

You are constantly driven by obligations and deadlines when you 

have to give something of yourself. Usually, not everything is 

going as it should. You keep working, checking, repeating, you 

pay attention to all the details, but something is always falling 

apart and you are driven back to the start.” 

“I get it; it's the same with us. Things are moving so slowly. 

But it was quite interesting today. We rummaged a little bit 

through the “morass” and I felt that this time it might not lead to a 

dead end. I must say I have a good feeling.” 

“Still biodiversity research?” 
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“Yes. Look, by the way, I found an interesting piece of wood. 

It looks quite natural, but on the other hand it seems to be a little 

carved or processed in some way. It's probably just a game of 

nature. Quite a few things told me to put it in my pocket. I have to 

clean it, it's soiled with earth. “ 

“Show me?”  

Andrej was also curious about every detail of the Ljubljana 

Moors. When cycling around there, and it was a lot of times, he 

had a feeling as if he had entered another world, much more his 

kind of place than his home Gorenjska village. Warm melancholy 

flooded his soul as he watched long-legged swamp birds with 

pointed beaks, listened to the blackbirds singing, smelt the 

characteristic moor grass in his nostrils. When he would set out 

early in the morning, he would also catch mystical mist playing 

over the ground. 

“Sure. Actually, I'll give it to you. I'll find something else 

interesting. “ 

Andrej stared at the piece of wood and watched it for a while. 

“If I look closer at it, its shape looks like a female figurine. 

Or, unconsciously, I miss Tanja so much that I can see a woman 

in a piece of wood.”  

They both laughed. Andrej's girlfriend had been abroad for 

several months and their relationship had already started to fade 

away. 

One more beer, then a group of the fellows came to the pub 

and the evening went on as in the good old student days. 

 The morning brought a hangover and holes in his memory. 

He was driving like on autopilot. It was only when he came to the 

lab that he finally woke up. He felt something hard in his jeans 

pocket and, looking at the figurine, his memory of the last night 

came back. He took a closer look at the figurine. It really looked 
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like a sort of a talisman, and given the roundness, it could even 

represent a female deity. It looked fragile, a little rotted, dusty. He 

would clean it at home in the afternoon. He is busy now. He has 

to dedicate himself to work, which is already lagging behind, as 

the end of the month, when he will have to submit the report and 

present the results, is quickly approaching. 

He stared at the device, designed as a simple diffuser, which, 

at first glance, he would not associate with a real revolution in 

analytical chemistry. Its round shape and circular principle of 

operation enable improved separation and characterization of 

DNA from complex biological samples. The method of 

epitachophoresis, recently developed at one of our nearby 

institutes, will soon make an important contribution to a more 

efficient and faster diagnostics for severe diseases. The results of 

the tests now being carried out in several research centres in 

Eastern Europe have been increasingly encouraging. He felt 

satisfaction and pride as he himself could contribute a small piece 

to the mosaic of scientific progress. He prepared the samples, 

turned on the device, and eagerly got down to work. 

He himself did not know why his enthusiasm for the goddess, 

as he called her, suddenly faded away. She was standing lonely on 

the shelf, and he hesitated to take her in his arms again. He 

attributed his disinterest to the strange fatigue that had gripped 

him the previous week. He also had a headache, especially when 

moving his eyes. He should take some rest, he thought to himself. 

Unfortunately, it will not be possible before the end of the month. 

“Hey, where did you get sunshine in these cloudy days to get 

so sunburnt?” a colleague asked him. He looked at her absent-

mindedly, as he had been sitting and looking at his measurements 

all day, and only towards the evening, taken a short walk in the 

twilight. “And your eyes are so red.” she continued. 
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Ah, these women, they are always scrutinizing and 

speculating something, and drawing conclusions from it. Usually 

wrong. Just in case, he walked over to the mirror. But something 

seemed to be going wrong, the thought struck him when he saw 

his reflection. The redness of his slightly swollen face did not 

promise anything good. Not even the redness of his eyes. Could 

he attribute it to his feeling unwell those days? With the lumbar 

pain he attributed to long hours of sitting at work in recent 

months? 

 “Why don't you see your doctor before it can turn into 

something unpleasant,” the colleague said again, and this time he 

took her more seriously. “You may have developed a new allergy, 

which is not uncommon. It might be an infection as well. Last but 

not least, we are also dealing with biological materials here. We 

often forget this fact, because we take it as a routine part of our 

work.” 

They both sunk in thought. At first a small cloud of anxiety, 

which he could send off with a wave of his hand, was growing 

now. It was increasingly filling the space, pressing him with its 

weight and displacing the air. She opened the window to get some 

fresh air. There was no relief. It seemed to him that the cloud had 

spread through the window, and, like a thick smoke, the damp 

southwest wind was blowing it to the east. It was growing above 

the city, the valley, over the hills, towards the Pomurje plain, 

somewhere in the distance. 

I'm hallucinating, a panicked thought gripped him. But, Nika 

looked possessed too. Their gazes met and they perceived an 

unknown horror in each other. As if they were suddenly capable 

of telepathic communication. There was nothing tangible to 

justify their experience, though. A little bit later the trance 

subsided and it looked as if nothing had happened. Fresh air filled 
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the room and the tension disappeared. All that was left was heavy 

fatigue. They knew their work for the day was over. 

“You must see the doctor. As soon as possible,” she couldn't 

get out of her skin. He nodded and waved at her as they left. 

He did not remember how he managed to get home, even 

undress and fall into bed. He had called for medical help earlier, 

as it was becoming increasingly clear to him that he was in dire 

need. Suddenly, everything else became remote and insignificant. 

There was only his body in which a real war was raging. In his 

feverish bouncing, he opened his eyes and saw a figurine he had 

almost forgotten about. In fact, he avoided her for some unknown 

reason. She was standing on the shelf and he would dare say that a 

mighty demonic-looking woman, hidden in her, held him like a 

prisoner, left to her mercy and disfavour. With the last glimmers 

of reason, he tried to tell himself that he was trembling in front of 

a piece of wood, but with her watery eyes she was staring straight 

into his. Even if he closed his eyes, he couldn't avoid her gaze. He 

was afraid he would get drowned into it or sucked by it like into a 

pool. 

“Damn you, damn you, damn you...,” echoed painfully in his 

head. 

But, where did the words come from? They sounded 

somehow familiar to him, as if he had heard them before? 

The pool, the water, the Great Lake… his image, wrapped in 

animal skin, sowing death all around. Not out of hunger or other 

need, but out of pure desire to kill. He could hear, through his 

conscience, the goddess Ekvorna warning him that he had no right 

to kill the creatures she had created as an almighty mother. But he 

knew how to silence her and he was pleased when she remained 

speechless. From that moment on, she had been only quietly 

recording to be able to charge for one day. 
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The howling siren and approaching voices dispelled the 

illusion. It had been a week, two, three and a half. 

“Looks like he's waking up,” a voice reached his ears. He 

tried to move, but he couldn’t. He could only hear a roaring 

sound. Like the waves in the stormy night that once destroyed his 

dwelling and swallowed him. It was then, in his last moments, 

that he remembered the curse invoked on him and on his lineage, 

who lived on the side of the lake where the sun rose. He could see 

the outlines through the fog. In an instant, he realized he was in 

different time and space. Quite powerless, hooked up to the tubes 

and life-supporting devices. His gaze cleared, as so did his mind. 

“Andrej, welcome back!” he heard a slightly cheerful voice of 

a man in white. He nodded and tried to make a smile. 

“Don’t worry, you're in safe hands with us. You are in an 

infection clinic. You are young and strong, so everything will be 

fine. Just relax, you'll find out everything later.” 

He sank into sleep again. When he woke up, there were no 

tubes and he could no longer hear the subtle beeping of medical 

devices. He was even able to move and look around, which made 

him feel happy. 

“Now is the time to tell you a little bit about what happened to 

you. You have overcome mouse fever, which you are probably 

familiar with, and you were attacked by the domestic Dobrava 

virus. Your condition was difficult for a few days as you 

developed early kidney failure. As it seems now, the disease will 

leave no traces. Your latest test results are excellent.”  

He breathed a sigh of relief at his last words, knowing what 

the consequences might have been. 

“Do you possibly know where you could have caught the 

infection?” 
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He started searching through his memory, trying to put the 

pieces together into a meaningful whole. As from the textbook, he 

was revising everything he knew about mouse fever, hantaviruses, 

the most common possibilities of infection, the incubation period. 

He shook his head. He hadn't been much in nature recently. His 

home wasn't an exemplary clean one, a couple of spiders could 

certainly be found there, and he didn't share it with mice for sure. 

After a while, his mind faded away. 

“Is it possible that I came in contact with rodent excrement 

that was on a wooden object found in nature? 

The doctor nodded thoughtfully. 

“It is, of course, but I don't think it happened like that. 

However, it is quite possible that you were hit by bad luck. 

Viruses are an eternal puzzle to us. We know the principles of 

their behaviour, but they always surprise us. These days, a new 

viral disease has been reported in the Czech Republic, which we 

don't know much about yet. The cause is also said to be 

hantavirus, but it seems to be a rather unusual mutation.” 

His recovery was very fast and soon, he returned home. One 

of his first tasks was tidying up the place and with the greatest 

pleasure he started with the piece of wood that was still 

insidiously standing in the old place. With pleasure, he threw it in 

a bag, which he immediately carried to the waste container. As he 

was leaving, it seemed to him as if he had heard some evil 

laughter coming from somewhere. Wasn't the nightmare finally 

over? 

He did not talk to anyone about his visions he experienced 

during his feverish dreams, not even to Peter, who gave him the 

figurine. It would sound too fantastic for anyone to take it 

seriously. The logical answer would be that the virus had affected 

his brain, which is otherwise rare in this type of the virus. He also 
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had to admit that something had changed in their relationship. 

Deep down, he recognized in Peter his victim from more than 

three millennia ago, who, while dying, invoke a curse on him. He 

would once had laughed at all of this, as he considered himself a 

rational man who believed only in material evidence, but now his 

attitude towards super sensible cognitions had changed. 

“Do you know that Mija and Simon, with whom you prepared 

samples together, also got sick? Symptoms similar to yours. 

Shortly after arriving from the meeting in Prague, they both 

complained they were not feeling well, and now they are stuck in 

bed. Otherwise, the results of our research were well received. 

They took some of the samples we used for further research… «, 

a colleague reported to him. 

Um, samples. He had to admit that a few times before he fell 

ill, he did not handle them as carefully as he should have. But his 

thought seemed to be paranoid and he pushed it out of his mind. 

For now, successfully, but when he found out that both of his 

colleagues were suffering from an atypical form of haemorrhagic 

fever, his suspicion woke up again. Is it possible that a virus that 

is not transmitted from human to human would mutate into a form 

that makes it possible? He spent the night studying the 

professional literature on the subject, replaying the possibilities, 

but the morning did not bring any logical answer. An inner voice 

he had never perceived before, and even less acknowledged, 

whispered to him that nothing was impossible. 

Soon he was reached by the news that similar symptoms had 

been observed in some of the participants of the same meeting, as 

well as that the laboratory workers, who had been in direct contact 

with the samples brought for further analysis, were also infected. 

A black flag was hung on the Institute building. Less than a 

week later, the first death case was reported by Hungarian 
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colleagues. Soon, the mysterious illness took away the life of a 

young Romanian. Reports of the victims of an unknown type of 

haemorrhagic fever also came from the Baltic States. It seemed to 

him as if a snowball had been triggered and, rolling down the 

slope, became a devastating avalanche. 

Healthcare workers recorded an increased number of cases 

showing the symptoms of febrile illnesses with abdominal pain 

and headaches along with visual disturbances. 

Within the next few days, hospitals admitted a number of 

patients with hypotensive shock, threatening organ failure and 

internal bleeding. Unusually elevated levels of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines, leukocytes, and C-reactive protein were observed in all 

of them. Finally, the media had to start reporting on the 

mysterious disease, as questions about it had already arisen in 

public. The experts were reserved, as the sudden rise in such 

diseases was still a puzzle for them, and they were frantically 

trying to solve it. 

At the same time, a similar situation was reported in almost all 

the countries of the Balkans and Eastern Europe. It soon became 

clear that this was a hitherto unknown mutation in one of the 

strains of the DOB hantavirus that causes haemorrhagic fever. 

The news expectedly caused panic reactions as the virus was 

reported to be transmitted through the air. Within a few days, all 

state borders were closed. The experience of three years before, 

when the world and Europe was invaded by the Cov-19 virus, was 

repeating. Despite all the tried and tested security measures and 

the experience of epidemiologists, as well as the authorities, the 

number of infected patients was increasing with an undiminished 

trend. There were more and more death cases, and most survivors 

faced permanent kidney damage that required lifelong dialysis. 

Intensive care units were full to bursting, and the shortage of 
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trained staff was already apparent. The front pages of newspapers 

and magazines were filled with alarming headlines: The 

Exponential Rise in HMRS Infections, Eastern European Ebola, 

The Fatal Epidemic Kills Like the Plague… Social distancing had 

completely changed people's lives, the economy was going bust. 

The world’s most famous laboratories were studying the unusual 

phenomenon, but the key evidence that would give the final 

answer, or even the solution, was missing. Numerous attempts to 

invent an effective vaccine had failed. 

“Have mercy upon us, Ekvorna! Have mercy upon us, You 

who manage our lives. Isn't my debt paid off yet? Wasn’t the 

curse cast only on my family, the inhabitants of the eastern part of 

the lake, and now millions are suffering all over Eastern Europe? 

Forgive them, I beg You!”, Andrej began in fervent prayer. 

The question of why the epidemic remained limited to the 

East European area had troubled both the professional and general 

public. Was the answer in the genetic characteristics and the 

associated higher or lower resistance to the virus mutation, named 

EEV-23? The D polymorphism in the ACE1 gene is often present 

in the population of Eastern Europe. Does this characteristic mean 

greater susceptibility to infection and predict its more severe 

course? Thus, the first pieces of the puzzle were appropriately 

placed. The improved version of the antiviral drug Ribavirin 

showed good results in clinical trials. Also, the first studies of the 

suitable antigen tests for vaccine development, conducted on cell 

cultures, proved to be encouraging. 

“I think there's a ray of light at the end of the tunnel,” Andrej 

commented poetically when his colleague Nika told him about the 

latest news. During his recovery, she stood by him amicably, 

which brought them much closer together, also in their private 

lives. 
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“Every epidemic comes to an end and so will this one. But it 

might bring some benefits as well. Namely, pharmaceutical 

science and medicine are looking for solutions with the highest 

possible speed, which can result in their faster progress. Also, 

their findings are useful in the treatment of other diseases. And, 

during emergencies, different institutions cooperate better with 

each other, which enables better results,” Nika also sounded 

optimistic. 

“Yes, but there's still something that depends on the factors 

unknown to us. They control our destiny in a way we don’t know 

much about. With a common, rational approach, it is difficult to 

perceive the ways of God.” 

“You've changed, Andrej,” he felt the softness in her voice. 

“It's like your way of thinking takes on a new dimension.” 

“During my illness, I was given insights that I still have to 

evaluate and put in the right place. There will come a time when 

I'll be able to tell you more, but I have to organize my thoughts 

first, because many things are completely new to me.” 

“If you want it, of course,” he added somewhat shily after a 

while. 

He saw approval in her warm smile and her eyes. Everything 

will be fine, he thought before he fell asleep and for the first time 

in months, he felt relieved. 

The curse of the Great Lake had lost its power. The goddess 

Ekvorna calmed down. As suddenly as it appeared, the EEV-23 

virus epidemic came to an end. 

A few years later, the team of Dr Andrej Novak celebrated an 

important victory over viral infections thanks to the development 

of a new approach based on genetic engineering. Andrej had the 

idea the same night he paid off his karmic debt. 
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The Scorpion Sting 

by Ivana Molnárová- Dubcová, Marek Brenišin (Slovakia) 

 

 

 

Sebastian Bielik scanned the protesting masses. Banners and 

cardboard signs on wooden posts almost blocked the main 

entrance of the company. But since BioLab was his property, his 

was also the underground parking garage where his limo driver 

was currently taking them. Out of the reach of the angry mob. 

“They can’t see me, can they?” Sebastian was making sure, 

though he barely paid attention to the furious masses. He kept 

massaging his temples, the nightmares were back, he didn’t get 

much sleep and he felt like his head was about to explode. 

“No way, boss,” the driver assured him. “This baby aced all 

the security checks. The windows are blacked out and bullet-

proof, the car gets regularly searched top to bottom. If there ever 

was a missile attack, everyone would seek cover in a fallout 

shelter. I would hide in this car, boss.” 

Bielik grinned. 

“They’re persistent,” he remarked on the people they were 

passing on their way to the garage. Several eggs splashed on the 

hood and the windows of the car, followed by shouts of You are 

only after the money! Bastard! Get lost with your vaccine! Shove 

it up your ass and die! “So convinced of their truth or being in the 

right and fighting for the greater good, for the certainties in their 
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own microcosm. And yet they have no idea how the world out 

there really works. A while ago a bunch of them actually 

ambushed some other drug manufacturer. They just cut off the 

power. Quite the intrepid undertaking but since backup generators 

are a thing, extremely pointless. What do you think, Štefan?” 

 “Pointless, as you say, boss.” 

“And they stand here morning after morning, despite all the 

bans, all the arrests of those that stood here the day before, and 

they wish me death. But they’ll not achieve anything and in the 

back of their minds they know that. That has to be really 

frustrating, don’t you think?” 

Štefan didn’t offer his opinion. He was glad that Bielik was 

looking out of the window and wasn’t actually expecting an 

answer. He was just a driver and questions like these made him 

wary of looking his boss into the eyes. A look like that could give 

him away. He was one of the very few lucky ones, having a job, 

and a secure one at that. But his eyes… his eyes would easily give 

away his real opinion of his boss, a sleazebag who is in it only for 

the money. 

To tell the truth, Sebastian Bielik was a scumbag of the finest 

order. 

 

# 

 

Back at his office he sat behind a solid oak desk, nervously 

knocking a small bottle of craft beer against it. In Sebastian’s 

circles whisky was the drink of choice, but he stuck exclusively to 

beer. 

He fought the impulse to light up. His ex hated that and he 

just now realised what kind of sway she still held over him. 
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Goddamn, but he was really dying for a couple of drags! Maybe it 

would help him think. 

The past ten minutes were spent staring at the letter his 

secretary handed to him. Clenching his jaw, he was trying to keep 

a lid on it. Because no matter which way one sliced it, the 

outcome was still the same. This matter could sink his company. 

Several months ago, with the re-emergence of a particular 

hemorrhagic fever after a long time, the new cases luckily isolated 

early, Sebastian got into the public eye. He bought a private drug 

development and research facility and mounted an immediate 

response to the emerging crisis. Once the vicious virus found its 

first victim in Central Europe, he started producing a vaccine. 

This nasty hemorrhagic shit evolved from Ebola, yet its 

contagiousness left Ebola in the dust, since it mutated 

unpredictably. Conventional treatments were of no use. 

The promptly established transnational board immediately 

started setting up facilities, gathering and strictly isolating 

infected individuals, managing to control the pandemic to 

a certain extent. 

Slovakia took pre-emptive steps. The country closed borders, 

banned gatherings and instituted a restricted regime to prevent the 

fast spread of the virus. A couple of isolation facilities cropped 

up. Various research teams started working on a vaccine to get the 

government ready to deal with the hemorrhagic fever. Sebastian 

also got involved in the development. However, his goals were a 

bit more ambitious. His formula was supposed to get him an in 

with the most powerful. So he let a couple of thousands euro do 

the talking here and there to make the approval process for his 

vaccine a bit smoother. 

And now he was being called in for questioning. Somebody 

must have been talking. 
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Fuck! 

He needed to convince the Investor that he knows how to play 

this game. The vaccine had to be pushed to the market, even for a 

couple of weeks, until the other drugs caught up. But this whole 

affair could ruin him! 

He pulled a burner phone from the inside pocket of his suit 

jacket. He’ll have to call the Investor and report on the current 

situation, even though by now the man certainly already knows 

about his misstep. He was not happy about that. 

He had to clench his fists to keep his fingers from shaking. He 

didn’t like to admit it, but he was afraid of Lutzky. In agitation he 

rubbed the scar on the back of his head. There was a tiny bald 

spot in that place, now hairless forever. Strange as it may be, 

rubbing the scar helped him think. 

Then he caught a glance of his right wrist, the one he was still 

unable to move  properly. Lutzky can’t get the feeling that things 

are going south. The last time that feeling cost Sebastian a radius 

fracture. Well, the longer he’ll put this off, the worse it’ll end up 

being. 

He dialled the number from memory and waited. 

“Speak,” said the voice on the other side. 

“Things have gotten a little bit… complicated.” 

Sebastian skipped the introduction. They knew each other, 

there was no way anyone else would make or answer the call. 

Besides, Lutzky had a strong accent, there was no mistaking his 

voice for someone else. 

“So it’s not going according to plan?” 

“Not entirely.” 

“How bad is the screw-up?” 

“It’s only a little snag. I have a sway over some media outlets, 

with their help we can get the moral high ground back,” he aimed 
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for a confident tone. That man really terrified him. But several 

experiences taught him that a brashly expressed opinion carried 

more weight. “We’ll put out several articles, I have enough dirt on 

the competition, that’ll divert attention from BioLab for a while.” 

That seemed to calm the Investor down. 

“If you… pull the right strings, the investigation will get 

postponed. In seven days we will be ready to vaccinate and locate 

people whose bodies start producing the golden protein to further 

our research. As soon as we identify them, the protein can be 

extracted.” 

“It seems that you do know how to swim in these waters,” 

Lutzky mused and Bielik breathed a sigh of relief. He managed to 

convince him. 

And then the Investor followed up with a truly petrifying 

statement: “I was already considering some more incentive for 

you. Stop by, once you take care of that little snag,” he added and 

ended the call. 

Sebastian had to think. 

Lutzky didn’t stop at anything. When he wanted something 

from someone, he liked to ask after the health of their dearest one. 

Bielik knew that, even back then when he was coming up with the 

plan to worm his way among the elite. It led to the break-up with 

his college sweetheart, way before he got where he was currently. 

No family of his would ever be involved in this dirty game they 

were playing. That’s why he kicked his ex to the curb a couple of 

months before she gave birth to his child. The break-up was nasty, 

without a hint of empathy, leading her to omit her from the child’s 

birth certificate. Which suited him perfectly, any connection 

between them severed. The radio silence now lasted for years. No 

phone calls, no text messages and no alimony payments. He never 
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even saw the child, never even asked if it was a boy or a girl. No 

reason to leave a trail leading to him. 

And now he didn’t dare to check on his ex, the Investor’s 

people could be easily monitoring his phone, his house, all the 

communication. 

There was no reason to get on Lutzky’s bad side. 

 

# 

 

This was not how Miňo imagined his tenth birthday. For the 

first time in his life he was supposed to have fun as any other kid. 

He could  finally play paintball! Though only with his mom, but 

he got used to the fact that he had no friends long ago. School was 

a nonstarter for him, everyone made fun of his disability and he 

always came home crying. Mom couldn’t stand it for long and 

kept him home, teaching him herself, she was smart enough for 

that. And then she worked nights part-time. She was able to pull it 

off, because research could be done during night-time as well, no 

working hours tying her down. 

But instead of the promised fun he was barely keeping up 

now. Mom was dragging him down the street towards the car and 

looking around uneasily. She woke him up early in the morning, 

while it was still dark. She threw a couple of his things into a 

backpack and nearly blew a gasket when he asked her to pack the 

encyclopaedia of health. He never saw mom that nervous, panic 

was just radiating off of her and she barely kept tears at bay.  

She loaded her son into the car and went from zero to hundred 

in maybe two seconds. 

Miňo didn’t dare say a word, he didn’t ask any questions and 

his mother stayed quiet. 
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“Goddamnit!” she yelled after maybe half an hour of driving 

in silence. She tilted her head slightly towards the back seat:  

“Miňo, quickly, look into the bag!” 

“What am I supposed to look for, mom?” 

“A thick file. I can’t remember whether I packed it!” 

Miňo unzipped the travel bag, riffled through several layers of 

t-shirts and found a cardboard folder at the very bottom. 

“It’s in here, mom.” 

“Thank God.” 

“Why are we running, mom?” 

“I’ll tell you later. I need to concentrate now. They can’t trace 

us. They know where we live, we had to leave immediately.” 

Miňo was afraid. He never saw mom lose it like this before. 

They stayed on the road for almost half a day. Only after his 

mom turned off the engine did he realize that they were at the 

cottage of aunt Jana, mom’s schoolmate, who lived at the other 

side of the country. Aunt Jana once forgot the keys from the 

cottage at their place, because they used them to open a wine 

bottle when mom couldn’t find the corkscrew. She left without 

the keys and ever since kept inviting mom and Miňo to come visit 

her, so they could finally give them back. And now they were 

here. 

Mom quickly lit a fire in the stove to get the place warm and 

rummaged through the small fridge that Jana regularly restocked. 

“Hooray! We’ll have muffins, Miňo!” she shouted when she 

found the frozen meal, tears of joy starting to appear in her eyes. 

She embraced her son. “I had a different celebration for you in 

mind, sweetheart... But we have to stay here for a while, all 

right?” 

“Because of the epidemic, mom?” 
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“It’s not an epidemic yet, only a few cases, thank God. But 

you’re right, it is related. You’re indeed a smart cookie.” 

“I’ll be a scientist, same as you, mom.” 

“I know, darling.” 

She stroked his head and went to bake the muffins. After all 

that excitement the day ended up being just fine. They found 

Monopoly and had loads of fun. Mom went to bed early, she was 

knackered. 

Miňo took his chance. Taking her whole bag he ran down the 

stairs into the small kitchen. He knew that she recorded her recent 

phone calls just to keep track of important information that she 

could need later. And right now he wanted to see whether there is 

a recording that could make him understand why his mother was 

so scared. 

The calls were saved by title not date, so no chronological 

order. He simply started  with the one on top of the list. 

“Mr Lutzky, I want to thank you first. Thanks to the generous 

donation from your foundation we were able to make progress by 

leaps and bounds. The hemorrhagic fever vaccine is almost ready 

for the testing phase. But there are side effects, I already sent you 

the file with the research results,” that was his mother’s voice. 

“What kind of effects?” a cold voice asked at the other end. 

The accent marked the man as a foreigner, but he had no 

problems conversing with mom. 

“Fascinating. Unheard of...” 

“Get to the point.” 

“As you know the vaccine is mRNA-based, essentially 

convincing the cells to behave in a certain way,” she explained in 

layman’s terms. “The cells then produce protein for the virus to 

use. It is basically a camouflage, a false protein, a simulacrum of 

the virus one, but this way the cells enable the immune system to 
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recognize the protein without any infection and to react if the 

system ever comes into contact with the real virus in the future.” 

“That’s the way that every mRNA vaccine works,” the guy 

growled. 

“The protein produced after injecting our vaccine was 

supposed to teach the immune cells to eliminate the virus so that 

the body is better prepared to handle the real infection. It’s like in 

the comics when a magical artefact transforms an ordinary 

human into a superhero – that happened in our case, the immune 

cells gained a certain superability. At the same time we 

discovered that the presence of the protein in the brain creates 

lost or completely new connections between the individual brain 

cells when connection was not present from the birth. It also 

stimulates cell division. It’s an anomaly, so far nobody else 

demonstrated a reaction like that after receiving the vaccine, but 

still, it is a breakthrough,” she went quiet, but her voice sounded 

enthusiastic. 

“New connections? Are you trying to tell me…” 

“My son has paralytic polio, with half of his body affected. A 

week after getting the vaccine he was able to move like a 

completely healthy boy.” 

There was a long pause at the other end. 

“And.. that cell division?” 

“Yes,” she breathed out. “It looks like the brain is able to 

regenerate. We have discovered something special! Imagine 

people in coma, paralysed after accidents or with birth defects… 

we could literally,” she searched for the right word, “repair 

them.” 

Another long pause. 

“And what about,” Lutzky finally spoke, “a dying brain? 

One that is failing because of old age?” 
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“I’ve been thinking about it. We assume that the creation of 

new cells would make a significant de-aging of the brain 

possible.” 

“That is excellent news, Mrs Stranska. I am very interested in 

your research. I look forward to the meeting, you’ll have to 

explain everything to me personally.” 

That was the end of the call. 

Mom had arranged a meeting with that man. And instead 

they’ve fled to this cottage. She herself said that somebody was 

looking for them and that they need to hide. Miňo pulled the file 

that had her in such a panic from the bag. He didn’t understand 

much, all these formulas, charts and paragraph-long words. But 

some pages had short handwritten notes and those he could 

understand: 

immunity after vaccination stimulates unique protein creation 

in cells 

protein → neuron, connection and brain cell regeneration, 

brain de-aging 

working name → golden protein? 

A couple of pages later he found more notes: 

protein extraction from one subject (a direct brain extract 

suggested) and application to another possible??? →potentially 

fatal for the donor! Extraction from the spinal canal is safe, but 

insufficient 

 

The last note was followed by the number of mom’s lawyer. 

He recognised it because it was a funny one – three twos and two 

fours, he’d remember that even if he didn’t want to. 

As Miňo kept leafing through the file, a couple of 

photographs fell from among the pages. There was his mother and 

him in a café, they stopped in one last week. Somebody had to 
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stand in the square in front of the café and take photos from the 

outside, because the shots were not particularly sharp, but it was 

certainly them. Miňo’s face was circled in red. The back side of 

one of the photos had the number of that same lawyer written and 

crossed out in red. 

Miňo recoiled at that. Who would make circles around 

children in photos? 

And then he got it. That man from the foundation wanted 

something that mom didn’t want to do, so he threatened her, had 

her followed and forced her to hide. And now he also knew why. 

As mom said, Miňo was a smart cookie. He was no scientist 

just yet, but he did not need a university degree to put together 

what de-aging of the brain means. Something that everyone is 

after. Eternal life. 

 

Sebastian watched from his office’s window as his driver 

hurried to the garage. He probably didn’t expect his boss needing 

him so soon. Sebastian also didn’t expect needing to head to the 

police so soon after arriving at the office. He grabbed some 

paperwork that should help him stall the proceedings, no matter 

what kind of. 

 

“That half-witted asshole! The fucking moron!” Sebastian 

swore, back again in the car. The documents didn’t help him at 

all. 

“Boss?” that careful inquiry came from the driver. 

“The manor house in Tomašov,” he growled. He was furious 

beyond belief. Lutzky’s people didn’t yet manage to get a hold of 

this specific investigator and he gave Sebastian a hard time. 

Question after question to trip him up and Bielik found it 

harder and harder to answer. The investigator finally let him go 
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with the warning that they will call him back again. If they keep 

Sebastian away from his company, unable to produce the vaccine, 

all his plans to get an in with the Elite will be for nothing. God 

dammit! 

His thoughts ran amok as he concocted backup solutions, but 

after a few minutes of the ride, a scene behind the window caught 

his attention. 

“Slow down, Štefan.” 

“Sure thing, boss.” 

There was a boarded-up fast food stall, with two youngsters 

sitting on the ground, their backs against the booth. Him and her. 

At first glance hipsters, deliberately trying to not fit in. A real 

dream couple. The picture was marred only by the blood streaks 

drying on their faces. The girl looked awful, her skin tone ranging 

from grey to blue. The boy seemed a bit better, supportively 

holding her hand, even though the movements of his chest 

suggested that he was on his last mile as well. 

So it was already out. It will be only downhill from here. 

“What do you think happens to them? Will they make it?” 

“That’s not our problem,” Sebastian snapped. “Our problem is 

to push the vaccine that would help them survive through the 

approval process, but as you can see, the bureaucracy finds it 

necessary to push me around. But isolation facilities do exist for a 

reason, they will help them.” 

If they even manage to get them there. There was already a 

mad scramble of first responders in respirators and protective 

glasses around them. They tried to keep the couple conscious. A 

nearby police officer spoke into a radio, with another one trying to 

keep the space clear. 

Štefan had his own opinion on trying to push the approval 

through. Why would there be people protesting in front of 
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Bielik’s company day in and day out? They don’t want to end up 

as guinea pigs. They don’t trust him or his ways, if he needs to 

resort to bribery. Money, everyone is just after money and God 

knows what actually is in that vaccine. 

The young man in the street coughed out more blood. 

“Fuck…” Štefan couldn’t but swear upon seeing that. Looks 

like the kid will not make it through the transport. That sickening 

feeling only intensified as they passed more similar groups on 

their way. 

 

Sebastian chose to close his eyes to spare himself the front 

seat view of those poor devils being taken out by the virus. It was 

only vagrants and junkies so far, as they promised. He hoped that 

it’ll stay that way for as long as possible. It can’t get out of their 

hands. 

The car suddenly stopped. He sat up and rolled his window 

down. 

There was a military uniform heading their way, the insignia 

suggesting a corporal. Of course, the police are in shambles and 

don’t have enough men to put patrols together. Here comes the 

army to the rescue. Once the officer came closer he even managed 

to read the name tag. 

“Sorry, can’t let you through here,” the military man pointed 

to the roadblock in front of them. 

“Why not, corporal Lengyel?” 

The man gave Sebastian a look. “It’s quite bad over there. 

Lots of infected people, probably homeless. We are waiting until 

the medics take them away.” 

“I understand, but I have to drive through. We’ll take a side 

street, stay away from it all.” 

“I’m sorry, Sir, but I can’t let anybody through.” 
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“I have an official exception!” Sebastian growled. 

The tone of his voice and the words made the officer visibly 

pause. He mulled things over for a while, looking for the right 

words. 

“I was not informed about any exceptions.” 

“Corporal Lengyel, do I really have to call your superiors?! 

Are you looking for trouble?!” Even while raising his voice at the 

officer Sebastian knew that he was overreacting. But he had a bad 

feeling, one he couldn’t shake off ever since the morning. He had 

to get to Lutzky immediately, look him into the eyes and watch 

out for any triumphal undertones – meaning his family could 

already be in his hands. He was a nervous wreck and every 

wasted minute drove him crazy. They could be breaking the wrist 

of his child right now, because of… That one sentence. I was 

already considering some more incentive for you. It couldn’t 

mean anything good and now he was getting delayed by some 

roadblocks. 

“Call them, I have my orders.” 

“Boss, we can make it on time around the new furniture 

store,” Štefan inserted himself into the starting argument. “The 

roads are empty, we’ll be but a minute late.” 

Sebastian took a deep breath, but ultimately resisted the 

temptation to fly off the handle, even though it definitely would 

make him feel better. He nodded in agreement. 

The car started moving again, this time giving the closed 

streets a wide berth. 

 

# 

 

The restaurant inside the luxurious manor house was sparsely 

attended, yet Lutzky himself waited in a private lounge in the 
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back. He was paging through a thick, rather dog-eared file with 

margins full of notes, reading through the research conclusions for 

the umpteenth time. He was one step from the finish line. One 

step from a new world. The old world was over, there was nothing 

more that Lutzky and people like him could buy for money. 

Money felt of no consequence and the game stopped being 

entertaining. It was time to level up. 

The Investor and his superiors who liked to call themselves 

the Elite took advantage of the deteriorating situation of third-

country migrants and furnished one of the smuggler trucks with a 

new strain of Ebola. A quite fancy one, requiring the development 

of a new vaccine. 

The selected location was considered particularly fortunate. 

After the United Kingdom left the Union, the V4 exit was not far 

behind, with the Elite only too happy to extend a helping hand. 

The Central Europe countries, left to fend for themselves without 

a firm hand, were easy to manipulate by stoking fires here and 

there. Support one extremist leader here, make a martyr out of 

another over there. The V4 was convinced that it was standing on 

the brink of its renaissance. The disenchantment set in that much 

faster. Instead of pride and autonomy of the new republics, the 

liberated countries descended into chaos. Suddenly it was all up 

for debate, how things are supposed to work, who takes orders 

from whom and what to agree on. The West turned away from 

them, no longer feeling the need to provide support, or even 

monitor the situation and left the renegades to their own devices.  

An ideal terrain for experiments far beyond the limits of 

morality, ethics and applicable laws. 

And to give the production of a vaccine whose actual end goal 

was to secure the golden protein the air of officiality, even 

necessity, the Elite unleashed an epidemic. Research teams from 
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all over Central and Eastern Europe threw themselves into 

vaccine development based on a formula they received well in 

advance, yet the isolation of the so-called golden protein eluded 

them so far. 

They were unable to crack the secret of the golden protein 

creation. 

And then a request for a meeting came through Lutzky’s own 

foundation. From Bielik. Of course Lutzky first had his people 

look into his background. The son of an ordinary forester, 

managed to do all right for himself, graduating medicine with 

honours. Currently the owner of a private lab. The interesting 

thing was his research suggesting that despite the failure of all the 

others Lutzky’s dream was achievable.  Bielik thus received a 

generous donation from Lutzky’s foundation to purchase the 

necessary equipment, build out a public reputation and do some 

networking with the police and other places of interest. Their goal 

was within reach. And now the idiot was getting called in for 

questioning. Putting the entire project in danger!  

From the corner of his eye Lutzky registered movement. 

“Mr Bielik, I’m happy to see you,” he started on a seemingly 

friendly note. 

Sebastian acknowledged the presence of the well-kept sixty-

something, but then his gaze fell onto the file. There was no 

telling whether he was supposed to see it or not, as part of some 

kind of  cat-and-mouse game, but he saw just enough until Lutzky 

put it back into his suitcase. He would recognise the handwriting 

in these notes anywhere. He felt his jaw clench. If the Investor put 

two and two together, he could be toast. He forced himself to 

stamp down the burgeoning panic.  

“Have a seat, Mr Bielik. Do tell me all about your little trip to 

the police.” 
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“Everything is fine. One lousy questioning can’t trip me up, a 

couple of days, and nobody will care about this nothing-gate.” 

“I’m glad to hear that. We can’t allow ourselves to draw any 

attention. Otherwise we would have to sever our contacts.” 

“You need me, Mr Lutzky.” 

Bielik gambled a lot on his brashness, but he couldn’t let the 

Investor slip through his fingers. The Investor was his ticket to the 

most powerful. Sebastian was desperate to make it among them. 

Receptions for the “conventionally rich” were not a place to meet 

them, Lutzky had to pave the road for him. 

“Do remind me why I shouldn’t replace you with just about 

anybody else right this moment. As a scientist and businessman 

you are exceptional, but as you would agree, by far not the only 

one. There are several very accomplished scientists currently 

crunching the research data.” 

“Because just about anybody is not delivering for you, Mr 

Lutzky.” 

That made the Investor pause. That much was true, no one 

else was delivering. 

“This does remind me of the tale of the scorpion and the frog. 

Do you know the story, Mr Bielik?” 

“No.” 

“It’s about mutual need. One day the scorpion wants to cross 

the river, so he asks the frog to carry it across. The frog hesitates, 

but the scorpion argues that it won’t hurt it, because if it did that, 

they would both drown. The frog finally agrees, but midway 

across the river, the scorpion stings the frog. The dying frog asks 

the scorpion why it stung, to which the scorpion replies: It’s in my 

nature. 
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We also need each other, Mr Bielik. Just like in that fable. But 

between the two of us, I am the scorpion. I decide who to sting 

and when. Be so kind to remember that.” 

“But in that story the scorpion dies too.” 

“I have the power to rewrite endings. After all, how does your 

wrist fare?” butter wouldn’t melt in the Investor’s mouth, his 

palm smoothing back his perfectly coifed silver hair. 

Bielik’s hand involuntarily twitched. Back then he was foolish 

enough to protest the unethical extraction of the golden protein 

from subjects being left to die or in the best case only in waking 

coma, and insisted on finding another way. The Investor simply 

had his bodyguard scare the scientist-slash-businessman a little. A 

disobedient dog requires a firm hand to see who the master is. 

“It’s better, thanks for asking. I’d like to assure you that the 

current situation does not change anything.”  

The Investor narrowed his eyes. 

“I heard something about rioters, could they pose a problem?” 

“No, Mr Lutzky. They target larger companies, cut off their 

power by digging out and cutting the power lines. A truly futile 

endeavour, so far they haven’t accomplished anything.” 

“Good. And one last thing, does the ethical side of the project 

still trouble you, Mr Bielik?” 

“No, Sir. I was able to work through that.” 

“Excellent. Because I always like to keep a little backdoor, or 

an insurance, if you want to call it that. I would not want to get 

interested in, say, the wellbeing of your family…” 

Bielik took a deep breath. The armrests of the leather chair 

took the brunt of his clenched fingers. Was Lutzky bluffing or 

not? What if he managed to find his ex thanks to their college 

yearbook photos? 
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“I understand. You don’t have anything to worry about, Mr 

Lutzky.” 

Bielik left the lounge. 

 

Back at home he spent several hours just sitting on the couch, 

staring into the wall. He needed to get his shit together, resist the 

mental pressure from the Investor. The man always got to him 

beautifully and Sebastian had to fight to keep himself from 

shaking like a leaf. 

The nightmares were also not helping.  He always went to bed 

knowing that he will be bone-tired in the morning again. He hated 

that dream. These last weeks, with the pressure mounting, the 

dream kept repeating itself and getting more intense. He was in a 

forest, alone and helpless, with mere minutes separating him from 

death. He couldn’t move, couldn’t yell, wild things gnawing at his 

shin and even though he couldn’t feel anything, he saw every 

single thing, and the terror, the only thing he could feel, was 

killing him the same way as the feeling of being completely alone 

in the world. The full-body shakes continued long after waking 

up. 

 

# 

 

“Fuck, fuck, fuck! This can’t be happening,” Miňo heard his 

mother groaning. He could barely walk, so she had to carry him. 

Once she loaded him into the car she quickly got in herself. 

He saw himself in the rear-view mirror, a huge black eye on 

his cheek, couple of scratches. He looked like back when he was 

five and got into his mom’s makeup case and tried her eye 

shadows and her favourite lipstick. Now it didn’t seem funny to 

him, his whole body was hurting. In the morning he wanted to get 
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downstairs to the kitchen, and his body just refused to cooperate. 

He lost control of his left leg, stumbled and fell down. 

His mother turned the engine on, at the same time dialling a 

number on her cell phone and throwing it on the seat next to her. 

He could hear it ring, because she put in on speaker. 

“Mrs Stranska, I was looking for you,” came the almost 

cloyingly sweet voice of Lutzky just when their car shot into the 

road. Miňo recognised the voice of the guy from the recordings. 

“Mr Lutzky, I… It’s bad. My son…” Her voice broke down. 

“It seems that his body produced only that particular amount 

of protein which gradually got used up and the regeneration 

stopped. The cells started dying again! He needs another dose!” 

Miňo knew that mom was holding back tears. He himself was 

petrified by what he just heard. Will he become paralysed again? 

Or even worse? Only after a few seconds did he realize that tears 

were streaming down his cheeks. 

“We have manufactured only the first batch. You know that 

very well, Mrs Stranska, you led the research. It is designated for 

the volunteers in clinical trial, until we obtain all the necessary 

approvals. It can’t be administered to children, there is not enough 

data to support that. There is no approved procedure and I am not 

interested in getting into trouble.” 

“But my son will die without it!” 

“I’ve done everything I could for you, I can’t do more. After 

all, you gave him that dose in breach of the vaccine administration 

protocol. But maybe if you… continued the research and found 

out how to safely produce and extract the protein…” 

Miňo wanted to grasp mom’s shoulder, reassure her that 

everything will be fine, tell her that he can handle any trials. But 

he was afraid. He didn’t even know what kind of trials they were 

supposed to be. At the moment he didn’t feel like a man at all and 
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he was ashamed of it. He couldn’t even stop sobbing. He wasn’t 

sure whether his body hurt or was it just the strange feeling of... 

losing control of his body. 

“Fine,” she sobbed resignedly. “I will continue the research.” 

“Will you give me the exclusive right and patent protection to 

your research conclusions? Considering the quite generous 

financial support from my foundation, a compensation like that 

would surely be a mere trifle in comparison…” 

“Yes, for God’s sake!” she interrupted Lutzky  with a 

hysterical note in her voice. “I’ll give  you everything, if you give 

me access to a sufficient dose of the vaccine!” 

“Marvellous. Where are you?” 

“On the road. We will be at the research centre in a couple of 

hours.” 

“Fine,” Lutzky responded. “They will be waiting for you.” 

“Thank you!” A couple of happy tears sprung into her eyes. 

“I can only hope that this time around your cooperation will 

be less, how should I put it, problematic.” 

“It will be. I swear!” 

The phone beeped as Lutzky ended the call. 

“You will be fine, sweetheart. You’ll get another dose. You’ll 

walk again.” 

Miňo gave her a watery smile. 

 

Several of Sebastian’s evenings have already been spent with 

spreading files over his coffee table and selecting trial subjects 

suitable for vaccination. He could only hope that some of them 

will display the necessary anomaly and their bodies will produce 

the desired protein variation. 

The vaccine administration to selected subjects will begin 

soon. Everything was ready. Only one last matter to see to: in the 
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morning he needs to confirm the yesterday’s order of freezers. 

They should be delivered to the labs in a couple of days. 

His planned course of action gave him the creeps, but he 

couldn’t stop now. For the sake of his loved ones.  

  

Miňo watched how his mother tiredly massaged her temples. 

“Come on!” she murmured. “There has to be a way!” 

He wanted to ask if he could help, but he was too tired for 

that. He was stretched out on the bed made up for him in a private 

room of the labs, and he barely kept his eyes open. But he fought 

the tiredness, he didn’t want to leave her alone with her 

desperation. He was trying to cheer her up, like back at home 

when things weren’t going well. 

He knew that she’ll be able to figure it out. When he was 

troubled she always did everything to make things better. And 

somehow it always worked. He’ll just have to do the same. 

“Mom,” he rasped after a while. “Show me your labs.” 

“I know that I promised, but I can’t right now, sweetheart. 

Just stay there and rest until…” she didn’t finish the sentence. 

“Until what, mom?” 

“Nothing, don’t worry. Be good and rest now?” 

“Why do you still treat me as a child? Why don’t you tell me 

what’s wrong with me? If I can’t move again, then tell me. I can 

handle it,” he said quietly, “after all I wasn’t able to properly walk 

for my entire life. Why did they blackmail you? And why did we 

return when we ran away first?” 

She gave him a surprised look, but then she just sighed and 

finally nodded. He really was not a small child anymore, he 

deserved an explanation. 

“It’s complicated. You are a risk group and when the trials 

showed that the vaccine works I gave you a dose. There were a 
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couple of infections, but so far the strict isolation is effective, but 

what if things change? I was afraid for you, so I gave you a dose. 

But then your body underwent a miraculous regeneration. 

Remember that procedure I had to perform?” 

“That disgusting one in the spine?” 

“Yes, that one. We needed to find out what was happening. 

Your brain reacted differently and the sample from your spinal 

canal helped us find an answer. It is an unpleasant procedure for 

sure, but a safe one, I would never put you in danger, sweetheart.” 

“Did it help?” 

“We wanted to closely examine the protein that we call 

golden. Your immune system reacted to the vaccine differently 

than in other volunteers, the protein stimulated the brain to create 

new connections. It boosted the effectivity of the brain.” 

“Did it repair my spinal cord?” 

“Not entirely. Your brain just… got creative. It was able to 

bypass the damage to the spine and… my God, it still seems 

incredible to me. It just bypassed the spinal cord and signalled the 

body to move using the nervous system. Like if you want to use a 

ladder to climb down from the seventh floor, but the ladder’s 

steps are sawed off, so you simply use the next best thing and 

crawl down the lightning wires. We are on the brink of a great 

discovery. And when they realised what it meant, they wanted me 

to cross boundaries that I was not willing to cross. That’s why 

they blackmailed me. But you need another dose and I will not be 

able to get it anywhere else,” she gave him a sad smile. 

“But… that great discovery, that is a good thing, right? So 

why is it not working anymore?” 

Mom stayed silent for a good couple of seconds. 

“The protein enables neuron division, but apparently that 

growth then turns tumorous.” 
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“So in my head I have…” 

She nodded and he saw more tears coming from the corners of 

her eyes. 

“The tumour in your head presses down on the area in charge 

of the movement, that’s why you can’t control the left part of your 

body.” 

Miňo turned to the wall for a couple of minutes and stayed 

silent. 

“So then...” he finally replied, “I could as well see the labs, 

couldn’t I?” 

Even through the tears she burst into laughter. Miňo never 

gave up. 

“Come on, mom. You are a scientist. I will be one as well. It’s 

only logical, I am your son, ergo...” he suddenly had no idea what 

comes after such a preposterous word, but he hoped to impress 

her. 

She started to laugh again. 

“Later, okay? Now go to sleep, you son ergo...” suddenly she 

froze halfway through the sentence. “Synergic effects!” she 

breathed out in disbelief, jumped up from the side of the bed and 

ran after her colleague.  

 

Sebastian studied the equipment and monitors in his 

company’s newly established operating room. Their soft purring 

and beeping indicated only what he already knew. The sedated 

man on the operating table, by the neglected state of his clothes 

one of the homeless folk, was stable. Ready for the procedure.  

Sebastian stepped closer. Wearing a medical coat over his 

surgical gown, and equipped with a surgical cap and surgical 

gloves he took a blade from the instrument table. To prevent hair 

from getting into his way he shaved a circle on the man’s head. 
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Then he exchanged the blade for a surgical drill. The drill head 

touched the cleanly shaved place, followed by a gentle, delicate, 

precise push to drill through the skull and reach the brain. The 

created hole allowed a thin needle to be pushed in, penetrating the 

brain and filling a syringe with the cerebrospinal fluid and some 

tissue. He had to hold his breath to keep his hands from shaking. 

Though, to be fair, he could be as precise as he wanted, it was a 

near certainty that once the procedure is done, his patient will stay 

a drooling cripple or much worse. 

He pulled out the drill head with great care and separated the 

syringe from the tool. Held against the light of the neon lamp he 

perused the translucent yellowish liquid. 

So that was it. One elixir of eternal life ready for one member 

of the Elite. 

Using the IV line in the patient’s wrist Bielik administered an 

agent reversing the effects of anaesthesia. Even though he 

managed to wake him up – the vital signs monitors were clear on 

that – the man didn’t react to any external stimuli. His eyes were 

open, but there were no movements, no sounds. Bielik took his 

hand and used a blade to cut his palm. Nothing. Not even a jerk, 

nothing at all. Waking coma. An irreversible state. A procedure 

like this really couldn’t have ended up any other way.  

“Fuck this!” Bielik shouted. 

After a couple of seconds he took a plastic garbage bag and 

covered the man’s face. Then he pressed down and waited. After 

a while the beeping of the machines became continuous, the 

monitor showing a flat line. He took the bag away, then bowled 

over and vomited on the floor, right under the operating table. 

Taking off the gloves he rummaged through his pockets and 

found a smoke and a lighter. He knew he might need them even 
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before he entered the operating room. He forced his fingers to 

stop shaking and lit the smoke. 

Then he took the phone and dialled Lutzky’s number. 

His call was answered with silence on the other end. 

“I have it,” Bielik rasped. “The first sample.” 

“Excellent,” Lutzky finally deigned to acknowledge him. 

“What is the final number of recipients?” 

“That really does not need to bother you, Mr Bielik. You just 

do your job.” 

“I am doing my job!” he shrieked suddenly. “And I am killing 

people because of that, so I fucking want to know how many 

more will there be!” 

Lutzky was silent, thinking frantically. Bielik might snap at 

any moment and he could not afford to lose him. “Five. The final 

number of recipients is five. If you require aid, we’ll be happy to 

assist. You don’t have to… extract it personally.” 

This time there was silence on Sebastian’s side. 

“Are you still there, Mr Bielik?”  

“I thought that the world’s elite consisted of more people.” 

“Believe me, that is really enough,” Lutzky smiled. 

“And what about their families?” 

“Our families,” Lutzky underlined his position in the 

hierarchy, “are but a fleeting matter. Do you really think that once 

we have the possibility to live in this world and shape it for 

decades upon decades that we will hold onto specific people?” 

“I understand. Five recipients are manageable. The number of 

potential donors is lower than I expected. Only very few people 

really display the anomalous immune reaction to the vaccine, 

enabling the production of the golden protein.” 

“So you’ll handle it? How much time will you need to 

guarantee a sample for everyone?” 
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“In ten days they’ll be ready. Make the necessary transport 

arrangements.” 

“I’ll send you one of my men. In ten days I will be no longer 

in Slovakia.” 

The call ended without giving the Sebastian the chance to say 

goodbye. 

Not that he gave a damn.  

 

He had no idea how he got into bed. What he knew is that 

he’s had a crack at his living room minibar and drank more than 

ever before. He was disgusted with himself, still shaking from 

what he’d done to that man in the operating room, and yet he 

wanted to continue the work. If he gets cold feet now, he’ll never 

make it among the Elite… 

 

He didn’t quit. He kept at the extraction, the whole time 

haunted by a certain unease, not quite a foreboding, an 

unidentifiable feeling with no means to shake it off. In the streets 

and even at home he kept looking over his shoulder, yet nobody 

was following him. It might have been a touch paranoid, it would 

be only logical after all, considering the working week he’s had to 

soldier through in the private wing of his new laboratories. But he 

could not shake the suspicions. He was tired to the bone. 

Back home he once again drained a whole bottle, not giving a 

damn about its contents. His head will hurt something awful in the 

morning. What he needed now was sleep. He fell into his bed the 

way he was and was asleep within minutes. 

 

Miňo felt a slight prick on the inside of his arm. His mom 

dressed the wound using a band-aid with pictures of cars. Then 

she gave his arm a small kiss. 
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“Mom? I’m already ten. Use a normal one, not the one with 

cars.” 

She smiled. He was never too groggy to remind her that he 

was already so grown up. 

“Sorry, I forgot. How do you feel, darling?” 

“I’m already better,” he yawned, then covered his mouth with 

his hand. The left one. 

The corners of her eyes glistened with tears. 

“Mom, why are you crying? What happened? Am I not doing 

well?” 

“It’s working, sweetheart,” she quickly rubbed away the tears 

with her sleeve. 

“But how?” 

She knew he will not let her go until she explains everything. 

“Do you know what a synergic effect is?” she asked. 

He nodded uncertainly. 

“If you use two things at once and together their overall effect 

is better than their individual effects. And that was the solution to 

your problem with neuron proliferation. The vaccine needed a 

complementary element. A microRNA-based one silencing the 

cell division and instead once again triggering the change to 

active neurons. 

Or let me put it this way. The second element, already 

embedded in the new vaccine, was able to get rid of the tumour 

completely. So the protein keeps boosting your brain and you are 

able to move, but at the same time we did away with the negative 

effects.” 

“But why am I the only one to produce that protein? You 

didn’t mention any others that would have miraculously healed. 

Am I the only one?” 
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“You produce it the same way as all the vaccine recipients. 

But yours has a slightly different structure. I don’t know for sure, 

but I believe that it is caused by a small variation in your genes. In 

one of the proteins of your HLA system, to be precise.” 

Miňo blinked in incomprehension. 

“Some HLA system alleles can lead to unpredictable or 

negative reactions of the body. The result might be an 

autoimmune disease or even something worse. And in your case, 

thanks to the HLA-DR6 allele the body started producing a 

protein that is slightly different from the normal one.” 

“Yes, but…”  

“Tomorrow, sweetheart. Now it’s time to sleep. I’ll come 

back later, but I have to take care of something first,” she gave 

him a kiss and left him in the recovery room of their research 

institute, the one that they temporarily set up for him. 

 

“Wake up, darling!” his mom hissed in the middle of the 

night. She didn’t turn on the light, using only her cell phone for 

light and rushed to his bed. She pulled the IV line from his arm, 

the rough handling making him hiss in pain. “Come, we have to 

go,” and she pulled him out of bed. This time she didn’t even try 

to pack the bag lying in the corner of the room. 

There was a commotion in the corridor. 

From the pocket of her coat mom pulled out a folded page, 

probably taken from that file of hers, filled with charts and 

formulas and various handwritten notes. At least that’s what he 

was able to see in the light of the cell phone. Her gaze fell on the 

stapler she left on the nightstand. She grabbed it, folded the paper 

and stapled it to the hemline of her son’s trousers. Then she 

folded the fabric up to his knee, so neither the folded page nor the 
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metal staple were visible. She repeated the same on the other side, 

to make it look more inconspicuous. 

“Mom, what are you doing?” 

“They can’t find it, sweetheart. They are psychopaths, they 

want to misuse my research,” she whispered and then she ran to 

the door, the stapler still in hand. The door burst open, almost 

hitting her in the head and behind it stood a slightly greying man 

in a suit – Miňo figured it was Lutzky. Next to him stood a guy in 

a coat, by expression on his face more a loyal bodyguard than a 

doctor. 

“Mr Lutzky, please…” she begged. 

“Mrs Stranska, we need the results of your research.” 

“But I gave you everything, even the exclusive right, the 

patent, everything!” 

“To be more specific, we need the protein as well. Neither 

you nor the other scientists were able to replicate the production 

of this specific protein in other volunteers, neither during parallel 

research nor in trials. Your son is the only suitable donor. The 

sponsors can’t wait anymore.” 

“But what do you want from my son? We did extract a small 

amount of protein from the cerebrospinal cord!” 

“You said it yourself. A small amount. You yourself 

confirmed that that is not enough for a full brain regeneration of a 

third recipient. Which means that the necessary amount has to be 

extracted from …” 

“You can’t be serious about that,” she whispered in horror and 

slowly backed up towards Miňo. “You’ll kill him!” 

 

Sebastian kept turning around in his bed. Under his closed 

eyelids his pupils frantically rushed from side to side. 
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Miňo was petrified. Lutzky’s bodyguard was coming closer 

and he was too afraid to move. The man put an instrument case on 

the table and opened it. Miňo was only able to recognise a scalpel. 

“No!” his mother yelled and threw herself at the guy. She 

managed to push the stapler between his thumb and index finger 

and press down. The man howled and instinctively fended her off 

with the one thing he was currently holding in his hand. The 

scalpel. Before he even realised what he was doing, he got 

sprayed by blood coming from her throat. Mom instinctively 

pressed her hands to the wound to stop the flow of the blood. To 

no avail. Wheezing, she slid to her knees and then keeled over on 

the ground. 

 

Sebastian was sobbing in his sleep, his chest was constricting, 

as if being buried under a wall of concrete. 

 

Miňo’s horrified yelling was interspersed with Lutzky’s 

shouts, the man seeing his dream of eternal life crumbling before 

his eyes as quickly as life was trickling out of the scientist. 

The doctor-slash-bodyguard had at least enough wherewithal 

to give the boy a sedative. In a matter of seconds the boy stopped 

yelling and went slack. The sudden silence allowed Lutzky to get 

himself under control again. No reason to cry over spilt milk, he 

has to make the most of this situation. He nodded to the doctor. 

The guy readied an instrument with a thin drill head and 

stepped closer. Miňo watched him with dread, but movement was 

no longer possible. 

“Don’t worry, Miňo. It will not hurt,” Lutzky said just before 

Miňo passed out. 

 

Sebastian jolted out of sleep. 
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He could still hear Lutzky’s smarmy voice in his mind. That 

was the last time somebody called him Miňo. Twenty years ago.  

He never introduced himself as Miňo to anyone ever, never 

explained that it was a word play from the time when he as a 

three-year old attempting to say his name always ended up with 

Semasmiňan. Mom immediately started to call him Miňo, because 

she found it cute. 

The doctor that maimed him drove him into a remote forest 

and threw him away like a piece of meat. Sebastian still 

remembered every last detail. That feeling of despair and 

helplessness and endless fear. No wonder, after all, his memories 

kept invading his dreams each night for the past two weeks. 

He got lucky back then. Wounded and helpless, he was found 

by a forester. He got a second chance, because the forester’s wife 

wanted to take care of the poor stray. There was an investigation, 

but no police department, hospital or shelter reported a missing 

boy in waking coma. No school was looking for a pupil with too 

many absences and no kid was missing a schoolmate. 

In the end, a recent changes of laws allowed the forester to 

adopt the boy. The next several torturous months Sebastian spent 

only with his thoughts, unable to let the world know that he is 

alert. Even blinking was out of his reach. There was only one 

thing he could think of the whole time - to be able to move again. 

He prayed, he pleaded, falling asleep and waking up with that 

single thought. More often than not he was falling into something 

of a meditative state. 

And then, completely unexpectedly, his brain sent out a single 

impulse and he moved a finger on his hand. His nerve connections 

regenerated, as if the cells remembered the protein production and 

attempted to repair the body. There was no trace of the frailty of 
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his body left. Just a tiny scar on the back of his head reminding 

him of the things he survived. 

His adoptive mother considered it a miracle. She showed him 

the sheet of paper with charts that she found hidden in his trousers 

and that she kept as the only connection to his past. He kept it. 

Once in college he studied hard, puzzled over mom’s charts and 

notes, until they started making sense. She didn’t share her last 

discoveries with anyone, so Lutzky could give her file to as many 

scientists as he wanted, they would never find anything. They 

were missing a piece of the puzzle, the gene anomaly and it would 

be a huge coincidence to accidentally stumble upon  such a person 

during the vaccine trials. 

He on the other side knew what to look for and could focus all 

his attention on that. One step at a time he started putting together 

his plan even back in college. Yet it seemed so outlandish that he 

spent a couple of years coming to terms with the fact that he will 

never get his revenge. He would have to sacrifice human lives and 

he would have to sacrifice himself as well. 

But then a peculiar type of hemorrhagic fever started 

emerging again and made him pay attention. It seemed that after 

almost twenty years, Lutzky revived his operation to get his hands 

on the protein, once again using a deadly virus that required 

vaccination. The first appearance of the fever virus in Europe was 

a mere coincidence, but the Elite members thought it a good idea 

to have a vaccine at hand. Then they stumbled upon the golden 

protein by complete chance. And now they were growing older, 

treatments and organ transplants weakening their bodies and in 

particular surgeries under general anaesthesia were becoming 

riskier with every year. They were desperate to extend their 

lifespans and so they came up with the idea to revive the 

operation. They hoped that this time around the advances in 
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technology and in particular the multitude of vaccination 

volunteers will help them secure the protein and they will be able 

to have their brains de-aged. 

Thanks to the European Union breakdown the conditions in 

Europe were suddenly ideal and things that couldn’t get traction 

twenty years ago now seemed within reach. 

 

It all came to a head when Sebastian stumbled upon the 

existence of Lutzky’s foundation, the organisation being 

unexpectedly busy in the recent months. The Investor was 

suddenly within reach. He only had to bully his way through to 

his assistant and persist in leaving him messages. Once one of his 

messages mentioned the golden protein, he got a call back in a 

couple of hours, Lutzky himself asking to meet. 

 

The unease from the nightmare was starting to fade away and 

Sebastian, still in bed, allowed himself a brief smile. By now the 

Elite members should have gotten the first dose of the vaccine. 

He’d give anything to see how the attending staff is administering 

the protein directly into their carotid arteries. The agent was 

carrier-mediated in order to traverse the blood-brain barrier and 

cross from blood to the brain. At the same time that carrier was 

serving as protection against immune system attacks. 

His thoughts were interrupted by the ringing of the phone. 

“Yes.” 

“Your samples don’t have the expected effects!” Lutzky 

shouted instead of a greeting. 

“What exactly do you mean by that?” Sebastian asked though 

he already knew the answer. He diluted the samples just enough 

to show something of an effect, but not enough as Lutzky just 

complained. 
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“The recipients confirm a certain surge of energy, but nothing 

special and one of them just had a stroke! They’re currently in 

home care, but there is no sign of regeneration. You said that 

there will be a significant improvement!” 

“That’s not possible, the protein has all the necessary 

parameters.” 

“Then explain the lack of regeneration!?”  

“The only thing I can think of is the protein being rendered 

less potent during transport. You know that I insisted on personal 

delivery and application, which you were strictly against. Now I 

can’t guarantee what happened during the transport.”  

“Nothing happened! My people are reliable!” 

“So you can swear that not a single one of them lifted the lid 

of the safety box to take a peek at the transported goods? The 

slightest change in the storage temperature of the portable 

refrigerator could lead to the protein becoming less potent.” 

Sebastian was being a bit fast and loose with the truth, but he was 

counting on Lutzky’s panic steering the wheel of this 

conversation. His angle was human error, Lutzky’s people 

messing up, and if there was one thing Lutzky hated, it was 

unreliability. 

“What do you mean by that?!” 

“That the protein is of course effective but not to such extent 

as we expected. If you want immediate results we have to boost 

it.” 

“How?” Lutzky snapped. 

“I suspected that something like this could happen, don’t 

worry. Even though, had I been the one in charge of the transport 

personally, we wouldn’t need to have this conversation.” 

“Fine, fine, what do you suggest?” Lutzky growled reluctantly 

and Sebastian just relished the moment for a while. 
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“I’ll give the recipients an enhancer. We’ll salvage what your 

people messed up during transport.” 

“Good.” 

“But this time I insist on being present,” Sebastian announced. 

“We’d all have to meet in one place at the same time,” Lutzky 

suggested. 

“Is there a problem with that?” 

“We’ll use the foundation, designate the flights as 

humanitarian aid to avoid the issue of closed borders and the 

necessity of reporting passenger names.” 

“Great, I don’t want anyone connecting my name with those 

flights.” 

“Agreed.” 

“One more thing,” Sebastian rushed to add. 

“Yes?” 

“It’ll cost you several more zeros added to my account.” 

Lutzky just snarled and hung up. That meant yes. 

Sebastian was pleased. The stroke beautifully played right 

into his cards. The mightiest were panicking, having just faced the 

vulnerability of one of their own and coming to terms with the 

fact that death might still be lurking around the corner. They 

would do anything to reach their goal, the mounting pressure 

making them more agreeable to a personal meeting. 

What’s even better, Lutzky didn’t issue any threats, meaning 

that Sebastian could dare to call a number not saved in his address 

book, one he knew from memory. 

“Hello?” said the voice on the other end. 

“Hi, it’s me. How…” he cleared his throat, “how are you 

doing? Are you all right?” 

“So now you’re asking? Go fuck yourself and leave us alone,” 

his ex hissed and ended the call. 
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He stared at the phone. That was actually good. Were she or 

their child in danger, she would be afraid, asking him for help. 

This way he had proof that they were really all right. 

 

A couple of hours later saw him in the air over the border of 

Slovakia. 

 

The BioLab security guards sat in the control room with their 

feet on the table, watching several camera feeds at once. 

“A dream job,” one of them enthused. “A bunch of scientists 

developing vaccines and otherwise empty corridors. Ain’t it 

swell?” 

“Sure thing,” the other agreed. “And did you hear? Couple of 

days ago two streets down from us a bunch of protesters 

boycotted the research of some institute or other by cutting off 

their power. Must’ve been quite the excitement.” 

And that was the moment when everything went dark, the 

room plunging into darkness. 

“God damnit, Fraňo, now you’ve jinxed it!” 

“Jinxed what?” 

“The power outage!” the first one growled and turned on a 

flashlight, but just then the lights went on again, the monitors and 

cameras coming back to life. The backup generator started 

humming again. 

“You think they’re boycotting us now?” Fraňo asked. 

“Seems that way, just look at that,” he pointed to camera eight 

that monitored the premises behind the building, right now 

showing three running figures. Two of them carried shovels over 

their shoulders. 

“And what’s that blinking over here?” 
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“Let me see,” he pushed Fraňo away from the monitors. 

“That’s the alarm connected to the cold storage rooms. It runs on 

a separate power source and now it’s all switched to the generator 

anyway, but it sends a warning about the outage of the external 

circuit, because the frozen and cooling samples could be at risk.” 

“You’re quite the expert.” 

“That one scientist chick told me all about it, the one with that 

ass like…” 

“Great, but what about the alarm?” 

“Well, get down there and shut it down manually. And tell the 

scientists from the Sector A about that risk to the samples.” 

Fraňo wanted to object, but he knew that that would not hold 

water with this older co-worker, so he simply stood up and went. 

He took a quick look at whereabouts the alarm was supposed to 

be and once he got lost in the labyrinth of corridors in the BioLab 

private research institute, he let himself being guided by his 

colleague over the walkie-talkie. 

“You there yet?” 

“Yeah, hold on. From what you told me, it should be behind 

this door, but my card is no good here.” 

“But the cold storage is next doors.” 

“Yeah, but you led me right to these doors. And I can hear the 

beeping of that alarm, so don’t say it’s coming from somewhere 

else.” 

“Wait, let me check that out.” 

Two minutes later Fraňo’s radio came to life once again: “So I 

talked to that dishy chick, they also don’t have access down there, 

so their cards won’t help us. Apparently these are the private 

premises of the owner, but he is unavailable right now. I called 

our technician to disable that electronic lock, because if those 

samples or whatever there is go bad, the owner will have our 
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hides. They share the cooling system with the other biological 

material, they are just in a separate room, God knows why.” 

“Good, I’m coming back. It’ll take a while until the technician 

gets here.” 

 

In a luxurious Monaco hotel apartment five people occupied 

comfortable leather chairs. With their features obscured by 

carnival masks, the scene could’ve rivalled one from a Venetian 

festival. It was of no consequence, Sebastian was not interested in 

their identity. He settled into an armchair opposite of them. 

Finally in one room with the Elite. A truly heady feeling. 

They were waiting for the conclusions of an independent 

analysis. Sebastian was not worried, the analysis could only 

confirm that his agent is safe and free of toxins or anything 

harmful. 

“Why didn’t the first dose work?” asked a surly man. Ill-

looking even to the casual eye, with his sallow skin and morbid 

obesity. A pig in human form. One wearing an extraordinarily 

fine suit. And a trashy carnival mask. 

“No need to worry, Sir,” Sebastian placated him in perfect 

English. “There was a small hiccup, but we already took care of 

that.” 

“So what you are saying is that the first dose was a sham?” 

“Not at all. You were given an effective substance. It just 

needs to interact with a second element that I have brought with 

me. This time I oversaw the transport myself.”  

“You have gambled with our lives!” The obese man was 

clearly losing his patience. They were promised a miracle drug 

and he wanted it. Right now. 

“I certainly not,” he glanced towards Lutzky and grinned 

slightly. “Once you receive the second element, the full effect will 
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be achieved,” he explained to the Elite patiently. “Everything you 

dreamed of will be yours. No aging of the brain, no degeneration, 

no strokes, nothing. We are still unable to stop the aging of the 

body, but in a couple of years it could be possible to transfer the 

consciousness in digital form into a bioartificial or at least 

partially bioartificial body, we just have to hang in there. The 

consciousness is what we all care about, right? That is what 

makes us what we are.” 

Everybody remained silent after these words. Four men and 

one woman stared in amazement at the key to a miracle in their 

lives. Then a message pinged and the obese man jerked. He wrote 

back in hurry. 

“We have the green light to proceed,” he spoke to the room. 

Ten minutes later a man in a black suit carried the box with 

vials into the room. 

“When can we take it?” the woman asked eagerly. An elegant, 

mature lady, one corner of her mouth slanted to the side. That 

would be the stroke, Sebastian realised. 

“Your attending staff already received instructions. You have 

only to say the word.” 

“I will not take it if the others don’t take it as well!” 

What a hysterical paranoid asshole! He just received proof 

that the substance is safe, but even that was apparently not 

enough. 

Sebastian mustered up a smile and spoke in the calmest tone 

he was capable of. 

“If you don’t believe me, dear lady and gentlemen, then I will 

take a shot myself as the first one. The box contains one extra vial 

just for that reason.” 

“You are bluffing!” Another of the doubting Thomases joined 

the chorus. 
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He expected a reaction like that. He gave the vial in his 

fingers a spin. 

“It’s sealed. I’ll open it right now. Same with the sterile 

packaging of the syringe and the needle. Actually, you can choose 

one, they are identical. Please.” 

The mountain of flesh stood up from his chair and pulled 

another vial from the box. Sebastian took it, broke the cap, deftly 

put the needle onto the syringe and filled it with the contents of 

the vial. “I will need someone from your attending staff to assist 

me.” 

A middle-aged woman in a white uniform was called. He 

handed her the syringe and explained something. She gave a curt 

nod and administered the shot into his carotid artery. She put a 

band aid on the wound. He fought a smile, wondering if it had 

little cars on it. 

“No reason to be afraid. This element of the agent is 

microRNA-based, not mRNA-based as many seem to falsely 

assume. But there is no need to go into that. What is important is 

that it is a catalyst, able to integrate with cells and transfer 

information. In this case it will convince the cells to create more 

receptors on their surface and take better advantage of the 

properties of the protein that was unfortunately made less potent 

due to incompetent handling. See? No negative side effects. I feel 

completely fine.” 

The obese man just shook his head. “Fuck that! Give it to 

me!” He yelled at the woman in white. 

Sebastian looked on in satisfaction as they gave the substance 

to each of them in the end. 

“Thank you, Mr Bielik,” the lady with the crooked mouth 

corner finally said. “Your help will be duly rewarded, the banks 

will process the order within twenty-four hours.” 
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“No need to thank me. Truly.” 

He stood up and everyone else followed suit. Without wasting 

time with pleasantries they left the apartment to board their mock 

humanitarian aid planes as soon as possible and leave for their 

residences pretending that they never met each other. Same went 

for Sebastian. 

 

“All right, fellas, it’s open. This beauty played hard to get for 

a while, but they haven’t invented an electronic lock yet that I 

would not be able to crack.” 

“Sure thing,” Fraňo snorted and pushed the technician aside. 

He entered the room to finally deactivate the screeching alarm. 

“Hey, guys, are there supposed to be morgue freezers?” he yelled 

from inside. 

“What? What morgue freezers?” 

“Like those in movies. And in morgues.” 

“Christ, what a retard,” Fraňo’s co-worker sighed and headed 

after him. There were indeed a couple of freezers standing around. 

But what for? 

He pulled the handle of one of them and it opened. 

“Fuck me sidewise!” he shouted when he realised that he was 

looking at the body of a dead man. “Call the police!” 

 

On the flight back Sebastian drank whisky. Somehow it felt 

more appropriate than his favourite beer. He was currently having 

a small private party of one.  

Because he knew what was coming. In a couple hours the 

Elite members will start to feel unspecified trouble. Weakness, 

fatigue, loss of concentration. The rest will go fast. Heart rhythm 

failures, breathing trouble. Mental alterations, clouded judgement. 

They will die in a torturous delirium, unable to call for help. 
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The supplementary agent that he had given to the Elite 

contained a cell-specific microRNA, that much was true. 

However the type of information the cells were supposed to 

receive might’ve been slightly different from what Sebastian told 

them. The protein induced the nerve cells to adapt their surface 

characteristics, making them easily discernible from other cells. 

Then the microRNA triggered an immune system response 

leading to liquidation of neurons. And gradual death. 

He was not worried about himself. Ever since he woke up 

from the coma, his body didn’t produce the protein anymore. No 

protein, no interaction. 

Lutzky was actually right. In the end it really all was like in 

that story. They needed each other. But it was not Lutzky who had 

the power to rewrite the ending. 

He peered out of the plane window, filled with satisfaction. 

Now he can finally relax. He would have loved to tell his mother, 

but she didn’t even have a grave where he could bring her 

flowers. 

 

The handcuffs were hurting his wrists. The cop that put them 

on has deliberately made them just a bit tighter. They waited at 

his house and ambushed him as soon as he reached the entrance 

door.  

Sebastian now sat in the back seat, separated from the front by 

metal bars. 

“You arrogant son of a bitch,” the cop behind the wheel 

growled in his direction. He didn’t even try to pretend, he knew 

that his partner had the same opinion of the rich upstart killer and 

what happens in the car, stays in the car. Serial murders, they 

haven’t had such a mess on their hands for quite a while. They 
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couldn’t just rough him up a bit, since the media was all over the 

case, but verbal intimidation, that was fair game. 

“It’ll be straight behind the bars for you. No judge will give a 

swine like you the time of the day, it’ll be a guilty verdict.” 

“I know,” Sebastian said. He looked out of the window. 

Trying to catch every last detail, he probably won’t get to see 

another window for quite a while. 

Maybe if he had more time, he would’ve taken care of those 

bodies. But now… he didn’t intend to lie or defend himself. To be 

fair, he probably would not really be able to live with himself 

knowing that he got away with this. He’s had nightmares for 

twenty years now, he didn’t need any fresh ones. 

“Just what the hell were you thinking?” this time it was the 

other cop. “Give it to me straight, because I just don’t get it. 

Wanted to test your little vaccine and when people got in trouble, 

you just got rid of them to stop them from talking? Just like that?” 

Sebastian didn’t react. His work was done and this whole 

experience right now was somehow cathartic. Freeing. But he felt 

unbelievably tired. 

“What did you think, you asshole?!” the first one repeated the 

question. “That you can do whatever you want?! That you can be 

the king of the world just because you have money?” 

“No,” he replied calmly and met the gaze of the cop in the 

rear mirror. “As far as I know there is currently no king of the 

world. Have you ever heard the story of the scorpion and the 

frog?” 

“What the hell?” 

Sebastian didn’t bother answering. He’ll have plenty 

opportunities to talk in court. 

 

*** 
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We’re All Sinners 

by Dragić Rabrenović (Montenegro) 

 

 

 

“We’re all sinners.  

“There’s no other explanation. Humankind has sinned 

collectively and now it must pay for its transgressions.  

“So many wars — for territory, for wealth, for national 

pride... So much crime, injustice, hate... friends who are nothing 

more than enemies...”  

Jovan wrote in his diary the thoughts that kept him awake at 

night.  

That morning they had learned that the Western Balkans had 

been engulfed by the virus and that the entire region was under 

quarantine. They had no internet, not even access to a TV set or 

radio, so it took the news two weeks to reach them. 

They had gone to get supplies for the monastery and the 

military police stopped them before they could enter the city. 

They were told what was going on and were advised to remain in 

isolation until further notice. The MPs were cordial — as much as 

it is humanly possible when one is wearing full combat gear. The 

virus spread through the consumption of animal meat, most likely 

pork, they told the monks. There were also other means of 

transmission, but they felt uncomfortable discussing them with 

the hermits. The reality was that this virus could also be 

transmitted sexually.  
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“How symbolic,” Jovan thought, “that after viruses we 

dubbed Corona (crown) and Corazon (heart), here we are with 

more than thirty million people infected with Carne (meat).”  

He was still thinking about that evening’s conversation with 

Brother Isailo. The young man — about twenty-four years old — 

was convinced that people were to blame for the virus, because 

they no longer believed in the Creator. Although he did not 

specifically condemn anyone for their convictions or beliefs, he 

always thought that only sin could be blamed for such 

catastrophes. And Jovan himself unable to disagree this once with 

the tall and slender young man. Isailo’s name used to be Ismail 

before he joined the monastery. His original given name was 

Djordje, but once he came to know the truth of God, the Lord of 

All Worlds, he carefully selected to be known as Isailo.  

Soon after Djordje had enrolled in the school of fine arts he 

had found himself shifting his faith from the ancient gods to 

monotheism. That was when he accepted Islam. He was trying in 

his own way to overcome a deep-seated fear of death by replacing 

it with the conviction that things would be much better for him in 

the afterlife as a Muslim.  

He thought that when Judgement Day comes, people like him 

will be rewarded, and punishment will await all the rest.  

That’s how he came to accept a religious faith so different 

than the one bestowed upon him by his birth parents. He started 

praying in mosques, fasting and honoring the Bairam. His 

transformation was, however, immediately met with harsh 

criticism and condemnation from everyone around him. His 

Christian Orthodox faithful friends were first to renege him, 

followed soon after by his own family of origin.  
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“We’re all sinners,” was Ismail’s reaction to their rejection, 

“and they will all suffer the fire of Jahannam when Allah has the 

mercy to send them there.”  

Even though he had been at the monastery for three years 

now, Isailo had not yet changed some of those convictions. He 

was still convinced that the end of days was approaching. He did 

not eat pork, avoided alcohol, and looked forward to the cleansing 

of the species at whatever point in time God so decided. For God 

had a place reserved in paradise for the faithful and had envisaged 

hellish torments for the sinners. Isailo had only slightly altered his 

vocabulary, despite the fact that he had spent nearly six months in 

a psychiatric ward before arriving to this sacred place. Joining a 

monastery was one of the solutions suggested by the doctor for 

his recovery, and his parents embraced it right away seeing it as 

the perfect way for Isailo to return to the faith of his ancestors and 

put an end to the frightful things he was saying say and that they 

dare not speak of.   

“Perhaps it has begun,” Isailo whispered, when Jovan told 

him the news about the virus, just before the evening prayer.  

He had uttered the words quickly, and then he walked away as 

quickly. Hunched over on a wooden bench surrounded by the 

older monks, he looked like an ancient philosopher lecturing 

students, even though he was the youngest of the group.  

Jovan too believed in the cosmic connection between the 

individual and the collective sin.  

Having written down his thoughts and fragments of the earlier 

conversation in a notebook with a hardcover yellowed with age, 

he laid down on the cold wooden bed in his cell. He fixed his eyes 

on the crucifix hanging on the wall across from him. He could not 

fall asleep until dawn.  

“What has He done wrong?” he kept wondering.  
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He wasn’t thinking of himself, of course, but of Jesus, who 

had called upon him to join the monastery one April cold night 

just like this one, as he was laying in the bathtub waiting for 

everything to be over. He had slashed his wrists, convinced that 

he was going to a better place.  

 

# 

 

The bell rang just as daylight broke.  

The call to prayer.  

Jovan had just barely managed to close his eyes, and he had to 

get up. That morning he needed to pray for the entire world. For 

the Balkans. For all the sinners.  

He pressed his knees against the cold stone on the church 

floor, whispering his prayers so that he might get closer to God.  

The five monks of the congregation spent more time in 

prostration that morning than usual.  

Jovan thought about the abbot and how he had done the same 

the day they had received word of that other virus, the Corona, 

convinced that He will help them to get rid of the plague. The 

virus will not infect the faithful — that was the official position of 

the Orthodox Church. Back then there were fourteen monks 

serving in the monastery. By the time the virus had been 

eradicated only seven remained. And then, when the world had 

managed to defeat the second deadly virus, there were only three 

left: Abbot Pavle, Vladimir, and Aleksej. It was then, in late 2025, 

that Jovan had joined them.  

“Who’d live in such an inaccessible place in the north of 

Montenegro?” he thought on his way up the remote roads leading 

to the hermitage.  
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“We’re all sinners, as Brother Isailo rightly said yesterday,” 

Aleksej said immediately after the morning prayer. It was unusual 

for him to strike up a conversation.  

He had come to the monastery in early 2021, after the COVID 

19 vaccine had been developed. He was quiet and morose most of 

the time and only in a good mood when working in the vineyard. 

He was once a well-known doctor, a pulmonologist. Isailo 

remembered seeing him at the hospital. He tried to help patients 

as much as he could. One evening he had to decide between 

connecting a childhood friend to a ventilator or a seventeen-year-

old boy. His friend passed away the following morning. That was 

about all the monks knew about the doctor who otherwise spent 

most of the day in the vineyard, and the nights in his cell, deep in 

prayer.  

“And now He sends us a new plague, through meat. Hence the 

Latin name, Carne,” Aleksej continued. “Not only does it spread 

the fastest by food, but it is extremely difficult to treat once it gets 

into the blood and attacks the entire body. With such clinical 

features, there isn’t much opportunity for reaction.”  

The news had visibly shaken him, because everyone thought 

that after defeating the second virus there would be no longer 

much reason for concern. Although only about fifty years old, his 

face was cut across by deep wrinkles as if drawn with an invisible 

paintbrush, and which became animated by every movement and 

word spoken. Aleksej’s hand was shaking like when he was in the 

hospital, among his patients.  

“Well, at least it’s not that big of a deal to just not eat meat 

until a cure or vaccine is found,” said Vladimir, who was sitting at 

the end of the dark prayer room.  

“It isn’t exactly easy to kill all the animals and stop eating 

meat. Certainly not impossible, but still... Humans had to make 
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similar decisions throughout history. The problem is that 

yesterday Jovan and I learned that this is not the only way that the 

virus spreads,” Aleksej added.  

“Yes, it’s also transmitted through love-making,” Jovan 

intervened, and everyone fell silent for a brief while until Aleksej 

spoke again.  

“We’ve seen quite a number of these viral hemorrhagic 

fevers, such as Ebola, in the past decades in Africa, but this is 

something quite different,” explained the doctor enveloped in his 

black monastic robe.  

“It appears that the end is closer at hand than we thought,” 

young Isailo joined in. “Humans are being punished for their 

sins.” 

“All we can do, my brothers,” Abbot Pavle interrupted the 

monks’ somber back and forth, “is pray for the salvation of all the 

souls on the planet. With enough human wisdom and God’s will, 

He will save the people.”  

“I am concerned because the entire Balkan region is closed off 

from the rest of the world, as we learned from those soldiers 

yesterday,” Jovan said. “I really hope that there is a way to save 

the people of the Balkans!”  

“The Balkans? The Balkans are the land of evil,” Vladimir’s 

voice chimed in, his face remaining hidden. His hoarse, 

authoritative voice resonated through the chamber. “Nothing but 

spirits of evil populate this entire region!”  

Before Jovan could intervene again. Abbot Pavle raised his 

voice: “God be with you, Brother Vladimir!” 

The wars of the 1990s had radically transformed the two 

monks’ lives. Jovan had obtained his bachelor’s degree from the 

Faculty of Political Science in Belgrade, hoping to become an art 

journalist. But as he spoke English and German, the editor of the 
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publication where he worked at the time when the war in Croatia 

broke out, decided to send him to report from the warfront. He 

then found himself dispatched to Bosnia, and only a few years 

after that to Kosovo. It was as if no other reporters could report 

from the barricades, get footage of troops or columns of refugees. 

Definitely not the life he had been hoping for. To this day he was 

haunted by what he had seen. The desperate screams of a baby 

coming from a house engulfed in flames still echoed in his 

dreams. If only he had arrived earlier…  

Just like the photos he took of the piles of ash did not fade, 

neither did the memory of those women he had he made 

documentary films about. They had to survive through 

unimaginable torture and pain. He could never erase their empty 

gaze and shaking hands from his head. Azra, Zorica, Milena, 

Hasiba, Jelena, Aida, Sanela, Zrinjka…  

“Or perhaps it is only the spirits of evil animated by impurity 

that can survive in this region,” thought Jovan, without answering 

Brother Vladimir, whose words reminded him of Dostoevsky. 

Every time he returned from reporting from the front line, he felt 

the need to read Dostoevsky anew.  

 

# 

 

“We’re all sinners. The spirits of evil will never leave the 

Balkans, this land drenched in blood,” Jovan wrote by candlelight 

that night before going to bed.  

Sleep evaded him again. The demons, those spirits of evil 

from Vladimir’s words, the beasts that possessed individuals and 

nations of the Balkans, were ever present in his mind.  
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He crossed himself repeatedly, so as not to allow the spirits 

even the slightest chance to slither inside his cell under the 

wooden door.  

“And then again. perhaps they are all within us, so it makes no 

more difference now how tightly we close our doors and 

windows,” Jovan thought. “Now, it’s just a question of what and 

how will help us get rid of them. Those warriors from hell moved 

from man to swine long ago,” he recalled the quote from The 

Gospel of Luke reproduced as a motto in the opening of Fyodor’s 

novel The Possessed, “and now they are moving back from swine 

to man.”  

He had come to the monastery in pursuit of a war story, one 

he was never able to complete. In Kosovo he had learned that war 

criminals from the Bosnian War were hiding in monasteries. As 

soon as the war broke out, they had swiftly thrown away their 

robes and vows to change into military fatigues. Then he 

happened upon the information that one of these pious men of 

God had return to monasticism after the war and was lying low 

somewhere in a Montenegrin monastery. He decided not to bring 

along a cameraman or other crew, because he realized that this 

was a story with a high potential for risk, and that had to be done 

undercover.  

There was no way that he’d come right out and declare his 

true intentions at the monastery: “I’m here in pursuit of Hague 

War Crimes Tribunal fugitive Milorad, who stands accused of 

heinous crimes against humanity…” So, he introduced himself as 

an art journalist writing a story about medieval monasteries and 

their frescoes. The person he was looking for was thought to be 

the one who in 1992 in Višegrad had cut the throat of the Grand 

Imam and then threw his body in the Drina River from the 

Mehmed Pasha Sokolović Bridge. It was that murder that started 
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the ensuing massacre. Jovan still loved that bridge, though, and 

that because of Ivo Andrić. 

The more he thought about it, the more convinced he was that 

he had encountered Milorad during one of the prisoner exchanges. 

A tall, quiet man, with a piercing stare, in top physical condition. 

More than thirty years later, Jovan was looking for him through 

Montenegrin monasteries. After he got there, he thought for a 

moment that he identified him in the man chopping wood in the 

yard. He later learned that the middle-age tall, strong man was 

called Vladimir. He had a long, clean, white beard and a 

paralyzing stare. He spoke with a Bosnian accent.  

But Jovan didn’t dare ask him anything. And not because he 

was afraid.  

He had survived destruction, armed conflicts, he had 

witnessed the killing of civilians from sniper lairs, but now he 

wanted to wait for this self-effacing man to admit himself what he 

was hiding.  

“Esteemed monks, our television network is making a show 

that we air throughout the region starting this spring,” Jovan had 

started his presentation at the time. “My segments focus on the 

frescoes and the stories behind them, so I will need to gather 

information and film statements from you, so that I may introduce 

our cultural heritage to the viewers.”  

“Are you talking about our holy icons, Mr. Ugrešić?” 

Vladimir had asked leaning against a wall, his arms crossed on his 

chest.  

“My apologies! Perhaps I didn’t choose my words properly, 

but our series is about culture and art, so that is why I use the 

word ‘frescoes,’” he rushed to explain, hoping that the monks 

would not figure out the true purpose of his visit.  
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“There is no reason to show anything from this monastery,” 

Vladimir spoke again even before the abbot could say a word, 

although he was clearly overstepping, as it wasn’t up to him 

neither by his monastic rank nor by age to take charge. “Our 

neighbors have no right to peer into our souls even if through 

televised images,” the monk had continued to justify his response.  

Jovan did not want to confront him. Especially because that 

rection had confirmed even further his initial suspicions.  

“Mr. Ugrešić,” Abbot Pavle had finally intervened, “Brother 

Vladimir does not think we owe anything to our neighbors given, 

you know, the events that took place in our region and of which 

he doesn’t have great memories…”  

“Great memories?” the monk shouted brusquely interrupting 

the abbot’s words. He then quieted his voice. “I apologize, father, 

but the only memories I have are the darkest of my entire life,” he 

said in a trembling voice and then departed in the direction of the 

vineyard.  

The old abbot then explained to Jovan that Vladimir’s 

neighbors, together with members of paramilitary units, had killed 

his wife and his eight-year-old daughter right in the front yard, 

then set their house on fire and left his three-year-old son inside. 

All while Vladimir was on duty at the police station.  

“He has not been the same since. After the war he found 

salvation with us,” the elderly Pavle said softly, barely audibly, 

his eyes half-closed.  

Jovan did not say anything in response.  

That day he shot footage inside the church. Suddenly, the light 

coming through the window fell on the image of a saint with long 

brown tousled hair and a gentle face. The fresco of John the 

Baptist seemed to be calling out to him. Known by all as the one 

who baptized Jesus in the River Jordan, he was also the one who 
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called on people to repent and turn to God. And even though at 

the time he did not believe in God, the journalist felt a shiver run 

throughout his body when he found himself staring in the saint’s 

green eyes painted on the stone.  

He didn’t tell that to any other soul, but it was in that moment 

that he decided to stay there.  

It was as if the saint — after whom he was most likely named 

— was asking him “Why? Do you not know that today would 

have been the Fortieth Day, the day the soul leaves the body 

permanently? Why did you want to do that?”  

He wiped his tears in silence.  

He doesn’t fear for his life. He didn’t then, and he doesn’t 

now. He didn’t feel any sadness at the thought that he could have 

lost his own life. He had already lost her by then, and those green 

eyes of hers, the same as the ones that looked down upon him 

inside the church that day. One wrong answer when she asked 

him if she should keep the baby and they said goodbye forever. 

Olga had walked out the door of their apartment on the fifth floor 

on Svetozara Markovića Street, and instead of calling the 

elevator, she headed to the roof. He then heard the screams and 

ran out into the street. With her blood still on his hands, he had 

laid down in the bathtub and had slit his wrists. He didn’t care for 

life. He didn’t regret it either. He cursed himself. He cursed God. 

He wanted to kill Him within himself.  

And then, he found Him on that fresco faded with age. God 

had found him.  

“We’re all sinners,” he wrote on a new page, before turning 

in, “forgive us, oh Lord, our intentional and unintentional 

trespasses, and deliver us from evil.”  

Ah, if only everyone had a heart as pure as the young Isalio… 

he fell asleep with that thought in his mind.  
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# 

 

The following day he contemplated further Isailo’s reaction to 

Aleksej when he had talked about the virus. He reasoned that the 

main Concern the young monk had was with making wine at the 

monastery.  

“Why are you so bothered that we make here? That’s not a 

sin,” Jovan acted on his hunch and tried to talk with Isailo. “You 

must know that for centuries monasteries in the Catholic world, as 

well as throughout the Byzantine Empire, were major producers 

of beer, spirits and wine…”  

“I know, Brother Jovan,” the young man answered curtly.  

“Then, what are you worried about? I’m sure that the holy 

fathers would probably know if what Brother Aleksej is doing 

was a sin.”  

Staring at the hillside where the grapevines were, Isalio fell 

silent, then said “It’s not what he’s doing now that’s a sin, but 

what he once did, is.”  

His words took Jovan by surprise. What did this young man 

know about Aleksej?  

“We were all different people once, my dear Isailo,” he said 

softly.  

“Maybe we were, I agree, but it’s difficult to be a true human 

both here and there,” Isailo muttered, then proceeded to tell him 

that during his time in the psychiatric ward he had learned that 

some of the doctors were selling babies. Doctor Aleksandar, that 

is to say, Brother Aleksej, was not only one of them, but the brain 

behind the entire operation.  

“They used to talk freely in front of the door to my room, 

because they thought that I couldn’t hear due to my medication. 
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That would have indeed knocked out a horse, let alone me, had I 

only been taking it. That’s how I learned that they declared some 

of the infants to have been stillborn and then take them from their 

mothers to sell them. Doctor Aleksandar was behind it all since he 

was the one with buyers in the Netherlands, where he had done 

his specialization. He doesn’t recognize me now because I used to 

have long hair and a beard, you know, during that time when I 

had slightly lost my way,” he also said, as if explaining himself.  

“My dear Isailo, it’s so good that you told me that this is what 

is troubling you, but I think it best not to speak with anyone about 

it anymore. Aleksej was a reputable doctor who saved so many 

lives in 2020.” Unsure of the reality behind the unstable young 

man’s story, Jovan decided it was best to advise him to keep 

Aleksaj’s true identity a secret. “Let that be the end of it, because 

it’s also very possible that you misunderstood the whole thing, or 

that it wasn’t him at all.”  

Isailo didn’t answer. He just gazed in silence at the hillside 

where the grapes were ripening.  

 

# 

 

“We’re all sinners. More so than we can admit to ourselves,” 

Jovan wrote down in his diary that evening, after the conversation 

with Isailo.  

“Sometimes life escapes any of the plans we make. Perhaps 

that is His true plan for each and every one of us. The hardest 

thing, however, is living with yourself. And then, sometimes we 

lose our rage, but it’s too late,” he managed to write down before 

the wind blew out the candle on his table.  

 

# 
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“Brother Jovan, the abbot sent me to get you. We have guests, 

some reporters, or so he said. ‘Jovan would be best to show them 

around.’” Isailo spoke swiftly and out of breath.  

He had run up to Jovan who was just checking the food 

supply they had in the cellar.  

“Slow down, they must have just arrived. They won’t be 

leaving that quickly,” Jovan responded with no sense of urgency, 

turning around with a bottle of wine in his hand.  

“She’s unbelievably beautiful, Brother Jovan.”  

“The bottle?? And since when do you drink wine, young 

man?!”  

“No, not the bottle! She, the reporter who’s here!” He said 

and then crossed himself rapidly and repeatedly. 

Jovan smiled and answered loudly “Don’t worry, Isailo, 

beauty is from the Lord. There’s no need to be afraid. Let’s go see 

what these reporters want with us, hermits, content as we are with 

our isolation.”  

Marija explained that they were looking for communities, 

monastic or otherwise, whose members lived secluded from the 

world. They were filming a show so that people can see that 

limited socialization during the new pandemic was very much 

possible. Things were different this time because this third 

pandemic, she said, had forced Western nations to pull the curtain 

over Eastern Europe and isolate the entire region.  

“So, now they pulled both the iron and the virus curtain over 

all of us!” Vladimir exclaimed in anger when he heard the 

motivation behind the show that the reporter and her cameraman 

had come to make. “Now they only need to lower the mental 

curtain too and no more viruses will be necessary to get rid of all 

of us for good!”  
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“Dear Ms. Marija,” Jovan interceded, trying to prevent the 

conversation from going in the wrong direction, “are you 

absolutely positive that your viewers will care about how five 

men live in this place, beautiful as it is, but away from any signs 

of civilization?”  

“Absolutely! We do want to also show the surrounding 

natural beauty of the place, as well as the monastery and its 

treasures.”  

“If I may, I’d suggest that you get footage of our precious 

frescoes and relicts with the assistance of our Brother Isailo,” 

Jovan said as if he was sketching out a tour schedule. “You know, 

he studied art. His knowledge will be of great value to you.”  

Isailo’s face turned redder than the wine that Jovan had 

brought up from the cellar.  

“And this is the wine that we make here at the monastery, a 

recipe of our own Brother Aleksej. It would be our pleasure if you 

tried it before you start with your work,” Jovan added, still trying 

to calm down the initial tension. 

“Wonderful! We couldn’t refuse a glass of homemade wine,” 

said the young woman with a smile, “and then Isailo can show us 

what he knows,” she added enigmatically. Staring him straight in 

the eyes, she ran her fingers through her wheat-colored hair.  

“Isailo was right when he said that she’s exquisitely 

beautiful,” Jovan thought. In the face of that beauty, the stones 

themselves seemed to be melting beneath her high heel shoes. 

Though celibate, the doctor, the war reporter, and the war 

criminal could not possibly remain indifferent to the young 

woman’s charms. Already in his eighties, Abbot Pavle on the 

other hand, saw in her only one of God’s creatures who had come 

to visit them. Isailo, however… Isailo saw an angel.  
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“Perhaps it’s the evil one, or the spirits of evil that are testing 

me,” he thought for a moment, but another glance at her lips and 

pearly teeth as she smiled at him chased those thoughts away.  

 

# 

 

“It’s already quite late, and the frequent rains at this time of 

year make the road even harder than usual, I think that it is be 

prudent for you to spend the night,” Isailo said after they finished 

filming the footage the TV crew needed.  

They had already gotten acquainted and had found that they 

had many things in common. Marija was fascinated by old 

civilizations and art, and she enjoyed the company of such an 

intelligent and educated young man. And although she couldn’t 

help but wonder the whole time what he could be possibly doing 

stuck in a monastery with all those elderly monks, she didn’t dare 

ask him. Moreover, she did notice that he was really pleasantly fit, 

and his broad shoulders and firm arms distracted her quite a bit 

from her work as he was showing her the wall paintings in the 

church.  

“Oh, thank you for the invitation, but I should check with my 

colleague. I’d love to stay — I’ve never spent the night in a 

monastery,” she said as if that had always been on her bucket list 

and now she finally had the opportunity to check it off once and 

for all.  

Only after they spent the night together, she revealed to him 

the true reason of her visit: she was searching for a man who had 

raped her mother during the war in Kosovo. Her mother had 

known that man well. She was a nurse and had treated him when 

he was wounded. But then, one time when they happened to be 

alone in the hospital room and he had recovered, he pounced on 
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her like an animal. She couldn’t even scream and call for help or 

report him because he was a hero who had fought to save 

Kosovo’s sacred places. And Bosnia’s before that.  

Heartbroken for having had been with a woman and having 

ignored his oath, Isailo listened to her story and thought for a 

moment that it was very possible that Vladimir was indeed 

Marija’s father.  

“We’re all sinners. We’re already burning in hell. All of us. 

And this is His retribution,” Isailo thought, but never said a word 

to Marija.  

He knew that Vladimir had a scar on his right calf that 

matched exactly what Marija had told him about the rapist patient. 

And it became clear to him why Vladimir was so distraught when 

he saw Marija. His blood was boiling with anger.  

 

# 

 

The blood was also boiling in Jovan’s veins. He couldn’t fall 

asleep again, even though he didn’t know for sure that the two 

young people were spending the night together.  

The young girl’s long legs, the scent of her hair, her overall 

beauty made him question his decision to abandon regular life. 

How did he find himself in this place? Why had he survived? 

How could he survive without Olga? How was it possible that he 

had lost her? How did he lose his own life? And, why didn’t the 

Lord help him now? 

“We’re all sinners and we come before You, Lord, just as we 

are. Forgive us, Almighty One, our known and unknown sins,” 

Jovan wrote in his diary, just after he jotted down that a television 

crew visited them, two months after the start of the isolation of 

the entire Balkan region.  
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Three days later he’d write that Isailo is showing the first 

symptoms of the virus infection, even though he doesn’t eat meat.  

 

Translated by Vuk Tošić Belgrade, Serbia 
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Business As Usual 

by Miloš Petrik (Serbia) 

 

 

 

The video has been on a loop for over an hour, but each time 

the flash comes, Zlata issues a girlish giggle. The video was shot 

at the airport using a phone camera. It‘s blurry and shaky, but the 

action is clearly visible. A man is advancing towards a line of 

police officers in riot gear holding a purple passport high and 

shouting unintelligibly at first, but as the camera person 

approaches, his words are more clearly heard: “Britain is 

sovereign! I do not accept the EU mandate! Let me board my 

plane, or...” At which point there is a flash, a bang, and a lot of 

shouting and smoke. Once the confusion clears a little, the camera 

zooms in on the hapless Brit wrapped up in nanoplastic 

micronetting, invisible in the video’s low resolution, struggling 

vainly to get out, each movement of his tightening the filaments. 

A riot cop approaches, raising her visor, but leaving the air 

filtration mask in place, and says: “We hope you enjoy your 

extended stay.” A gloved hand appears on screen and the video 

ends, before beginning again.  

“I need the computer”, I say, and Zlata reluctantly moves 

over. There’s something wrong with the thumb drive: I have to 

plug it in again and again before I hear the ping and the drive’s 

icon appears on my desktop. I dig into the libraries. My collection 

of graphic novels failed to fetch a price the last time I took it to 
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market, but maybe some sitcoms might. I start the transfer of 

several seasons of Seinfeld (with hard-coded Ukrainian subtitles) 

and Friends (with poor sound quality), as well as some niche porn 

for good measure, hoping the thumb drive doesn’t die on me 

before the transfer’s finished.  

Zlata walks back into the room, dressed for the outdoors. Not 

much difference now that the heating‘s mostly useless, but I 

notice she‘s wearing her favourite hoodie. “I‘m going out.” 

“Out where”, I ask, pretending to check my phone.  

“Just out.” I look up, but she‘s avoiding my gaze.  

“Are you seeing him again?” 

“What if I am?” 

I point to a badge pinned to her chest. It reads ACAB. “You 

boyfriend‘s not going to like that.” 

Suddenly flustered, she rips it off and throws it at me. “Fuck 

you. He‘s not my boyfriend.” 

“Fine, your fuck buddy. Just be back before curfew.” 

I don‘t look up as she flips me the bird and slams the door 

behind her. 

As I watch the progress bar crawl towards 100%, I start 

getting ready, or as ready as I can, for the market. Jeans and jacket 

go on first, then scarf, fur hat, air filtration mask and goggles. 

Boots, with trousers tucked in, and then gloves. If Zlata were 

here, she‘d pull off my goggles and mask to rub some bear garlic 

ointment around my nose. Her grandmother swears it repels 

viruses. It does repel me, so maybe there is some truth to it. Who 

even knows? The thumb drive fully laden, I moved out to the 

Supermarket.  

I suppose you can call it a supermarket. In the beginning, 

before all the supply chains broke down, that‘s what it was. Now 

it looks like an impossible concrete whale beached at a 
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crossroads, an overturned soup bowl dropped by a careless giant. 

Its vaguely mushroomoid bulk looms in the morning mist as I 

approach it, a short queue of traders snaking across the parking lot 

all the way to the garage entrance.  

As I wait, I mentally go through my shopping list. A futile 

endeavour. The supply chains across the continent were disrupted, 

and the only currency is either the euro, which has become 

notoriously hard to come by, or Supermarket credit, which is 

determined by how much whoever‘s in charge of the market today 

values whatever you‘ve brought in to trade.  

My friends used to laugh at me for being a kind of digital 

hoarder: I had hard drives crammed with films, TV shows, and 

comic books. But that was in the Before Times, back before the 

Year of the Plague, before the mobs up and burnt all the 5G 

towers down. Now you were lucky if you could go online for long 

enough to hear the latest emergency broadcast on your phone, 

instead of waiting for the municipal crier to come to your street.  

The upside of it was that I evolved from being a hoarder of 

useless data to the owner of a collection of rare objets d‘art. The 

downside? Not a lot of people cared a great deal about rare objets 

d‘art. Everybody likes a laugh, so I went with sitcoms this time, 

the lo-fi versions, panic-downloaded while we still had net access 

in the early hours of the morning and the firewalls still hadn‘t 

blocked off Central Asian servers.  

Of course, I‘ve never seen the kind of money that buys Zlata‘s 

meds. But if I can score her some weed, maybe we‘ll both get a 

bit of sleep for a few days. At least that‘s something. Maybe 

somebody‘s brought some proper food, too. All we had recently 

was organic and free range: pigeon eggs collected from gutter 

nests, potatoes grown in flowerbeds, cellar rats, roof rabbit. I‘d 

murder for a glass of OJAY.  
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Delicious, neon-yellow, chalky-brick OJAY. If it was ever so 

much as shown the picture of an orange, it wasn’t looking very 

hard, but dissolve a crumb of it in water, and you get a… 

something. A something that can ferment if you leave it alone, 

and if it doesn’t get you drunker than you thought was possible, 

it’ll give you the mother of all hangovers.  

A big, bald guy wearing a black bomber jacker and an 

armband made out of a reusable supermarket bag cut off the line.  

“That’s enough people inside. You wait until a spot clears.” 

There was a collective groan behind me, and a solitary sigh in 

front: I was second in line. I settled for a short wait, and then 

somebody shouted: “Hey, you! You, in front! I know you!” 

I froze. I didn’t recognize the voice, but it couldn’t have 

meant anything good. I mean, I guess some people who know me 

could theoretically mean good, but it didn‘t sound like it. The 

shouty guy rushed towards the front of the queue. Indeed, he 

didn‘t mean anything good, but he didn‘t mean me, either. He 

meant the man in front.  

“I know him”, he said, pointing at the fellow in front of me, 

“He works in the hospital! He‘s been up to his elbows in blood 

and shit all week! You can‘t just let him in with the rest of us!”  

Nearly everybody, myself included, took a step back. Most of 

the rest took more than one.  

“Right”, said the bald guy, drawing up his mask from his chin 

and sealing it across his fleshy face, “you‘re out. Shove off.” 

There was a tacit stand-off. Hospital Guy, indignant and 

outraged, raised his head and pushed his chin out, as if to say, I 

have a right to be here, same as anyone. Supermarket Thug‘s 

stance said he was a rock on which the tide of hospital-working 

germ-carriers who just wish to trade is going to break no matter 
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what. Hospital Guy relented and retreated, muttering in impotent 

anger.  

And I was up. Supermarket Thug whipped out a laser 

thermometer from the pocket of his bomber jacket and zapped my 

forehead with it. He glanced at the screen, frowned, eyed me 

suspiciuosly, and let me pass.  

I went in and approached a valuator‘s station, declaring my 

goods. The valuator took suspiciously long checking it out on a 

beat-up laptop. I assume he used the extra time to download an 

episode or two for himself, but I didn‘t bring it up. I hoped to 

make a trade. He issued me with a plastic credit token and gave 

me a key for their mobile app. With a bit of luck, I‘ll make a 

profit and exchange the extra credit for some euro. It‘s been a 

while since I had a bit of luck. 

The day‘s trading went okay, for the most part. I exchanged 

most of my sitcom content for credit, then went around the stalls 

looking for clean, processed foods and hygyiene products. I made 

a couple of swaps at my station, before I reached my transfer 

capacity limit (you can‘t risk devaluing your own goods). A 

differetnt supermarket attendant, this one a hatchet-faced lady, 

approached me and gave me a firm tap on the shoulder; the kind 

of tap that threatened to turn into a boot in the arse if I dawdled, 

so I made room at the data transfer station for a guy with 1980s 

Russian punk music and rare video games. Just as well. My face 

mask was beginning to chafe. 

I ended the day with a more than decent haul. A brick and a 

half of OJAY, some recycled bog roll, labelless tins of surprise 

veg and a baggie of diazepines cut with clay, chalk, and God 

knows what else. At least Zlata will be calmer for a while. Or 

possibly catatonic. There are advantages to either.  
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I got back to the valuator‘s station to return my token and 

count my earnings. As per usual, there‘s no euro to be had, but I 

can log some store credit for next time. The Supermarket will take 

a cut, but the supermarket always takes a cut.  

On my way out, i notice a line of police officers. Double-

masked and bevisored, they have come to enforce emergency 

restrictions and disperse an unlawful gathering. They will leave 

with a goody-bag each, courtesy of the Supermarket staff, and 

turn a blind eye, a triumphant vindication of the lessaiz-faire 

principle. I pass them by, trying to hide the bulk of my tote bag 

from sight, lest I be searched for contraband in case a cop‘s goody 

bag is judged too meagre.  

I shiver as I feel a hand on my shoulder. A small, feminine 

hand. I turn to face its owner, a woman about my age with a Hello 

Kitty face mask on. She smells of homemade floral soap, and I am 

gratefully reminded that I omitted my ointment today. 

“Can I help you?” 

“I heard you had some rare comic books for sale.” 

My hand snaps instinctively towards my pocket and the 

thumb drive inside it. It’s still there, although my comic book 

collection isn‘t on it.  

“Sure. But the day’s trading is done. I can bring some for you 

tomorrow.” 

She fidgets nervously. “I don’t know if I can make tomorrow. 

It’s not my day.” 

The authorities have, in their wisdom, decreed that certain 

groups of at-risk populations were only allowed out of their 

homes on certain days, to curtail the infection rates. The exact 

rules vary by the week, and nobody can make heads or tails of it. 

Except this conscientious citizen, apparently.  

I try to brush her off. “I don’t have anything with me.” 
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“Please. It’s for a gift.” Her eyes smile with mischief. “I can 

be very, very grateful.” She unbuttons her coat and flashes me a 

red-capped plastic bottle she has in her inside pocket. “See? Real 

coke. From the Before Times.” 

Tempting, I have to say. “For a gift, you say?” 

“Yeah, it’s for my brother. He loves all the weird artsy stuff, 

and all the Supermarket ever gets is superheroes.” 

Finally, I relent. “Fine. Come with me, my collection is at 

home.” 

“How far is that?” she ass. “Only, I don’t want to miss 

curfew...” 

She might not even have be bullshitting me, depending on 

where in town she lived. I shrug. “Okay. I suppose you can follow 

me home.” 

“I thought you‘d never ask”, says she, with a flirtatious smile.  

We start legging it down winding streets into the crumbling 

residential block, past bored kids sharing a cigarette stuffed with 

Lord knows what, the independent corner store which now houses 

two families of Middle Easterners, and up the stairs to my 

apartment door. I tap the code into the keyboard, and the lock 

buzzes.  

“Wait here”, I say, and she look a little hurt.  

“I was hoping you‘d invite me in.” 

“Not looking for company.” 

In the Before Times, I never thought so much could be 

communicated with a set of the shoulders, a motion of the 

eyebrows, a change of stance.  

“Come on, don‘t just leave a girl in the street in a strange part 

of town.. At least let me inside the building.” 

Again, I relent.  
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The door closes behind us, and I turn towards my and Zlata‘s 

flat. And then all I can see is floor.  

“Sorry, man”, I hear here voice, “but I need my meds.” 

Taser, I think, and my world spasms as I try to move. I can 

hear her rummaging through my bag, shoving tins into her coat 

pockets. My jaw wants to laugh, but it hurts.  

And then, a flash, a crack, a thud. I see her face beside mine, 

contorted, neatly subdivided into quarters by livid razor cuts, eyes 

wild with anger and pain.  

“Get up, big brother”, says Zlata, and I feel her small hand 

under my left arm. I can almost keep my head up now. I sit up 

against a wall. 

She is brandishing a handheld micronet launcher. “How d‘you 

feel about my boyfriend now?” 

“I thought he wasn‘t your boyfriend.” 

“Fuck you.” 

“We can sort out your love life later. For now… You like her 

coat?” 

 

*** 
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The Last Day Of A Lost 

Decade 
by Meelis Kraft (Estonia) 

 

 

 

Morning, December 31, 2029, Kõpu peninsula, Hiiumaa 

island, Estonia 

 

Jan set his shoulder against the rusty back end of the container 

and swore silently. Until today, the brushcutter-harvester rebuilt 

as a tow tractor had chewed through any terrain on its half-a-

meter-long steel pike wheels. Now it seemed they would be in 

trouble for the first time. Jan had never seen snow so deep. Even 

the highest drifts had been half as big during the last winter. 

The wind seemed to pick up too. Stepping out from behind the 

container's shielding bulk, he had to lean forward a fair bit to stay 

upright. 

“Gemma!” he shouted over the howling wind, wiping the 

snow from his face with a stiff frozen mitten. “Honey, can you 

lend me a hand? We need to push together. The fucker got stuck 

on its belly again. I can't get it loose on my own.” 

A woman, about nine months pregnant, appeared at the wind-

torn door. She yelled something into the trailer, but Jan couldn't 
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hear it. The woman hurried to pull on a coat made of the skins of 

baby seals, got down on her knees and plopped down to sit on the 

doorstep, holding her huge belly. Reaching painstakingly across 

her tummy, she pulled on large black leather boots reaching above 

the knee. 

“I'm coming!” she shouted, leaned back and forth to pick up 

momentum and jumped down, as if she wasn't as pregnant as 

could be. 

After two meters of flying through the air, she landed in a 

fluffy snowdrift, got to her feet with a great effort and waded 

through drifts almost as high as her towards the trailer. A deep 

trench formed behind her, only to collapse on both sides moments 

later. Reaching the back end of the sleigh carrying the giant 

container, she gently tapped the man's shoulder with her thick 

mitten and pressed both hjands against the rusty hatch. Their feet 

sunk deeper and deeper into the snow as they pushed with all their 

might. The tow tractor's spiky wheels turned a few times, then 

unexpectedly caught a deeper, harder mass of snow and the trailer 

slowly shuddered into motion.  

Through the howling of the snowstorm they could hear a 

small hatch in the front of the tractor opening with a quiet hiss. A 

buzzsaw blade mounted on a robotic arm stretched forward and 

dug screaming into the winter-dry pine trunk. Yellow sawdust and 

brown bark mixed with the blizzard and for a moment, the wall of 

snow rushing past them took on a beautiful striped pattern. 

Gemma stopped, admiring the sight. Sometimes all three of them 

would come out to see how the robotic saw blazed a path through 

the thick woods. It was their only break from the monotony of a 

two-month snowstorm. 

They couldn't admire this beauty for long. In a few moments, 

the trunk cracked and, dragging along branches and snow from 
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the surrounding trees, crashed right next to the container. The 

tractor's drive wheels found extra purchase on the fallen tree. Jan 

and Gemma looked on for a while in silence, seeing the sleigh 

with the giant container slide over the stump, tilting slightly to the 

right. 

“The forest grows faster and faster, although the weather is 

colder and colder every year,” observed Jan, spitting downwind. 

The glob flew parallel to the ground like a bullet and disappeared 

quickly into the thick cloud of snow. 

“Right now we can still get through the wood,” Gemma said, 

sliding her hand around the man's waist, about twice as thick as 

usual due to three thick coats stacked on top of one another. 

“Can't we?” 

Jan's muscled arm landed gently on Gemma's shoulders. 

“For now,” he agreed. Gemma couldn't hear him, but read the 

answer from his lips. They were used to communicating in the 

storm. You just needed to remember that the other had to see your 

mouth moving. 

“The storms worry me more than the forest,” the man 

continued. “As long as the wind doesn't carry one of our 

containers away, we'll manage.” 

Still clutching each other, they waded towards the container 

rebuilt as living quarters, where two curious wide eyes stared at 

the mother and the father from the black depths behind the 

clanging sheet metal door. 

 

October 6, 2027, Väinameri strait, Estonia 

 

Jan hunted seals for the sixth day. The fall of 2027 was the 

first time ice covered the sea already in mid-autumn. The 

population of seals had increased rapidly and Jan had learned to 
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hunt them efficiently. He wanted to add to their supplies before 

the heart of winter. In addition to the blood disease, something 

was up with the climate. Jan couldn't say how cold it would get 

during the next months and whether he would be able to get any 

food during the second half of winter. 

He carefully cut open the hole that had frozen shut overnight. 

He had to be careful in case prey was caught in the net. Twice the 

escaping seal had dragged Jan into the ice hole. The first time he 

almost drowned. He had woven the cord around his hand to 

strengthen his grip but couldn't predict how hard it was to unwind 

it in the freezing water. Especially while the seal kept dragging 

him into the depths. 

The second time he almost froze to death. That time he 

couldn't get out of the water. It was a stormy morning and every 

time he managed to roll himself onto the ice, the wind blew him 

back in. It was a miracle he could finally crawl to the tractor, 

soaking wet. 

Jan had just finished cutting and was hooking the ice chunk 

up to the tow tractor to pull it out of the hole when he heard the 

shot. 

A gunshot put everything else on hold until he found out 

what's going on. 

He grabbed the sniper rifle and the binoculars from the sleigh 

and crawled behind a large boulder of ice pushed up by the storm. 

It concealed him from the direction the shot seemed to have come 

from. 

The ice field seemed completely empty at first, but Jan wasn't 

deterred. He knew that noticing moving objects on the frozen sea 

took some time. He observed the rough blue and white speckled 

landscape calmly. 
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A new shot sounded. Now that Jan was expecting it, he could 

fix the shooter's position pretty clearly. He took the binoculars 

and started combing through the ice methodically. 

In a few minutes he saw an ant-sized person heading toward 

him. He zoomed the image digitally and saw that they wore some 

kind of equipment. It didn't seem like a rifle. 

Jan felt like the person was escaping. Switching the focal 

length, he noticed a second figure with a gun. The rangefinder 

gave their position as 214 meters behind the first. The pursuer 

stopped, dropped to one knee and fired. The binocular had 

automatically switched to general focus so Jan could see both 

figures at the same time. The escapee pulled their head between 

their shoulders but kept moving. Then they stumbled and fell. Jan 

saw that the burden was more important for them than injuries. 

“Fuck, that's not normal,” he said aloud, reached for his rifle 

and checked the magazine. The fleeing person was clearly blood-

diseased. An infected. But even they had the right to end their life 

on their terms. And Jan didn't understand the pursuer. Moving in 

someone's tracks was dangerous. A panting blood disease victim 

would leave the virus hanging in the air and anyone who followed 

them risked breathing it in. 

Jan cleaned the sight at both ends, raised the rifle to his cheek 

and waited for the moment. The pursuer moved about ten more 

meters and dropped onto one knee again. This time he didn't have 

time to fire, Jan was two seconds faster. 

The pursuer fell like an empty bag. Jan waited, still aiming at 

the figure lying on the ice. He was ready to shoot again if the first 

hit didn't seem fatal. Seeing no movement, he set the rifle aside. 

Through the binocular, Jan investigated the escapee who 

seemed confused. He now saw it was a woman as she turned 

around and took a couple of steps back toward her pursuer lying 
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on the ground, while trying to determine where the shot had come 

from. 

Jan wasn't surprised by that. A sniper rifle could kill from 

such a range that it was impossible to determine the direction of 

the shot. But the woman raised her free hand and waved, 

Was she looking for help? 

Some blood-diseased begged for aid. They often weren't 

aware of their condition as the illness destroyed brain cells at a 

frightening speed. The infected developed problems with balance 

and movement. Could it be that she wasn't blood-diseased? 

He decided to investigate. 

As he approached on his snowmobile, he understood that the 

valuable burden the woman was clutching against her right 

shoulder was a child. 

That's how Gemma and Põnnu came into his life. 

Gemma had been chased by Põnnu's father who lost his mind 

seeing the frostbite on the kid's cheeks. 

“Blood disease, blood disease,” the man shouted hysterically, 

tearing the boy out of Gemma's arms. The crazed guy threw his 

own six-month-old into a snowdrift and started looking for a 

chunk of ice to crush the baby. The woman didn't remember what 

she grabbed to strike the father to the back of his head, but they 

got away. 

Gemma ran so frantically that she didn't have time to fasten 

her coat properly. Her left breast was severely frostbitten, swelled 

up and never gave milk again. 

 

mid-day, December 31, 2029, Kõpu peninsula, Hiiumaa 

island, Estonia 
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“Stay here?” asked Jan, looking at Gemma. The woman 

glanced around critically. The campsite was deep in the forest, but 

the landscape was rough. Several thousand years ago the land had 

met the sea here, ancient waves carving the ground full of criss-

crossing hollows and trenches. If they were emptied of snow, they 

could offer shelter from the merciless wind. 

Lately they didn't agonize too much over the choice of 

campsite: deep impenetrable thickets surrounded them anyway. 

Being close to the sea was the only condition. 

Gemma picked up Põnnu, who had crawled to the door of the 

trailer, and nodded. 

“All right. We'll stay here,” decided Jan. 

Ten minutes later he went to the last wagon and pulled the 

sliding door open with a rumble. 

He dragged out rotor blades taller than a man and spread them 

out on the snow in a specific order. At noon the storm was the 

calmest, the only chance to spray the campsite. 

Gemma appeared next to him, holding the child, swaddled in 

a thick coat, on her hip. Põnnu babbled and Jan thought he could 

hear the word “papa” a few times. 

“Põnnu likes to see you bustle about,” Gemma observed. “But 

I don't have time to stand here with him. I have to get the shield 

tents up. And the six baby seals we caught yesterday need to be 

skinned, the skins tanned and the meat cooked. Can you watch the 

boy?” 

“Put him down. He can be here. He has to manage all that 

himself one day.” 

“You think? Straight into the snow? He'll sink in.” 

“No he won't, he's a big lad already. And if he does, he'll dig 

his way out. Also a useful skill.” 
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Gemma set the kid down. The boy crawled toward Jan and 

forgot his mother immediately. Gemma sent them another glance, 

then turned and went to her tasks. 

“Pay attention, Põnnu,” said Jan. “When you grow up, you 

have to assemble the drone yourself.” 

Põnnu laughed with joy. 

Assembling the drone took Jan two hours. He built the hull 

out of pipes, pushed the heavy engines into their sockets, attached 

the rotor blades. When everything was ready, he pumped the 

tanks full. First the fuel that would lift the drone up. Then he 

dragged the hose to a canister sloshing with red liquid. 

“Look, Põnnu. This red liquid is why we launch the drone. 

That's to protect the campsite.” 

Jan pressed a button, the diesel generator came alive and 

pumped half a ton of enchanced molecular glyphosate into the 

tanks of the giant agricultural drone. 

Jan threw the kid onto his left arm with playful ease and 

grabbed a yellow remote control with his right. The drone's six 

rotors swung about half a circle in reverse and then started 

spinning in the right direction rapidly. This created a headwind 

against the snowstorm and everything was dead silent for a 

moment. Põnn's mouth hung open: he was so young he didn't 

remember what a windless day looked like. 

Father and son looked on as the drone navigated deftly 

between tree branches, rising higher and higher, hovering over the 

campsite. The pumps activated and sprinklers spread a thin mist 

of rain. The fluid was mixed with antifreeze so drops fell to the 

ground, instead of snowflakes. 

Father and son watched from under a plastic sheet as the 

whole campsite was evenly drenched. 

Põnnu played with Jan's ravaged ear. 
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“That's superherbicide,” Jan said, although Põnnu didn't seem 

to care much. “That's how we can set up camp quickly, without 

wasting time cutting down the trees. Before the blood disease they 

used it to clear fields of weeds... Põnnu! Aren't you listening? 

Who am I telling this for?” 

Põnnu grabbed Jan's ear, or the upper arch of it that remained, 

and laughed. Jan smiled back at him. 

 

August 12, 2026, Matsalu bay 

 

Before the explosion of the blood disease panic, Jan's father 

Priit was a middle manager in an average size wholesale 

company. As he played tennis twice a week with the company's 

sole owner and executive director Renee, he could use the 

company's boat for one week each summer. Priit had passed the 

boatmaster's exam for that purpose. 

On the evening of August 11th, Priit and the executive director 

went to the latter's office to calm their nerves after a crisis 

meeting. Their company had nothing but crisis meetings since 

spring, while sales were maintained only by a few orders of spare 

parts. 

“We're bankrupt,” Renee said, filling the glasses to the brim 

with Irish whiskey. “I'm telling you this as an old friend. The 

others will read it tomorrow, but I won't be here any more.” 

The news, hanging over their heads as it was for several 

months, didn't surprise Priit. 

“That's not a big deal,” he said, his speech so slurred that 

some words were hard to understand. “The government's giving 

out food stamps, they declared a moratorium for banks, public 

transport's running for free and people are sent to the tribunal for 

demanding utility payments.” 
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Renee grinned. 

“I won't stay here. The blood disease hasn't reached Sweden 

yet. I'll get ouf of here tomorrow morning.” 

“Whaddayamean, here?” asked Priit, glancing around Renee's 

office and having difficulty focusing. 

“Estonia. I'll get on the boat tomorrow and leave for Sweden 

with my family, leave it all behind.” 

“You're fleeing, like my great-uncle in 1944 from the NKVD 

assassins?” 

Renee was still grinning. 

“Exactly.” 

Priit raised his glass and emptied it in one gulp. 

“You think your boat's still there?” he asked. “I think most 

harbors are cleared out. Even all the old barely seaworthy fishing 

boats are gone.” 

Renee shook his head weakly. 

“The boat's hidden. My wife's brother is a bird watcher. I took 

the boat to his observation post in the Matsalu reserve. I couldn't 

find the way myself if he hadn't marked out the route.” 

Renee slided a finger over his phone and showed Priit the 

map. 

“So this is the last evening?” 

“Last one, yeah.” 

Priit scratched his beard and got up. He stepped behind Renee 

to the showcase with a single trophy. They won it in doubles 

during the business owners' tournament, more a drinking fest with 

escorts to add some spice than a true sports competition. Renee 

glanced over his shoulder and winked. 

“I'm glad I've done everything in life,” he said, turning his 

back, reaching for the whiskey glass. 
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Priit raised the trophy above his head and smashed it into 

Renee's head with all his might. 

The top of the trophy was thick glass, hitting the balding pate 

like an ancient battleaxe. Renee's skull shattered unambiguously 

and the force of the blow showered Priit's face with tiny chunks of 

brain matter. Priit blew a piece from his lower lip and stood over 

Renee's corpse, staring up at him from the floor in surprise. He 

pushed his suit open and picked the wallet and the phone from his 

pockets. It had happened so fast that the screen didn't have time to 

lock. Although the small buttons were hard to hit, he managed to 

transfer the map to his phone after some fumbling. 

 

That same day, Jan had seen a blood-diseased person in their 

town for the first time. It was a young woman sitting on a bench, 

scrolling on her smartphone. She didn't notice the blood starting 

to seep from her pores. As the weather was hot, the woman 

mistook it for sweat. She smeared blood on her forhead with the 

back of her hand, typing a message with perfect calm. A mother 

with a baby carriage walked past, noticed the blood, but her fist 

and ran. That caught the attention of everyone else in the park. It 

was as if a bomb had detonated. People jumped away from the 

diseased. The girl, now almost entirely red, sensed that something 

was happening. She glanced around, confused, then looked at her 

dripping hands. She was still for a second, eyes wide with horror, 

a soundless cry of fear frozen on her lips. Then she started tearing 

her clothes off. In a few seconds, she was standing naked, 

scrubbing frantically at the blood flowing faster and faster from 

her pores. Jan didn't see any more as he joined the dispersing 

crowd. 
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Now, in the evening, Jan was on his phone watching the news 

that grew scarier every time. His mom was also on her phone. 

They didn't say a word. Suddenly a four-litre V8 roared in front of 

the house, breaks squealing. Jan glanced out and saw a fiery red 

Aston Martin DBX truck. He only had a moment to wonder why 

Renee had driven to their house before the door swung open and 

his dad fell onto the driveway. He got up and stumbled to the 

front door. 

“Hohohohooooo!” shouted dad from the door and he could 

smell from a distance that the main topic of the crisis meeting had 

been alcohol. “Quick! Before they smell something fishy.” 

“Who? What's fishy?” asked mom, alarmed. 

“Never mind. We've got to go. Now! Quickly!” 

“Where?” 

“Sweden.” 

 

Two hours later, the Aston Martin got stuck in the swampy 

ground. As his father was still relatively drunk, Jan had been 

driving. They grabbed their backpacks and continued on foot 

through the bog speckled with shrivelled pines. They soon 

reached a birdwatching platform made of large wooden beams. 

The platform was quite large, a shelter with cots in the middle, its 

other edge stretching over Matsalu bay. That's where the boat was 

moored. Dad took the boat owner's wallet from his pocket and 

kept throwing out credit cards until he found the starter card. 

They heard roaring and the sloshing of liquid into a tank. 

The boat turned on at the push of a button. 

 

They spent the night sheltering behind Hiiumaa. Although the 

navigation suite allowed sailing in the dark, none of them felt 

comfortable doing so. 
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“One night won't make a difference. We'll move on at four in 

the morning,” said dad, speech still slurred, and the next moment 

he was sleeping. Jan and his mother climbed into the other beds. 

 

They had sailed the open sea for half an hour in strong waves 

before the first corpse drifted by, cut in half. Jan was at the wheel 

and saw something glistening on the crest of a wave. He slowed 

the engine and called for dad. Mom got up as well, but Jan said 

casually that he had a question about steering the boat. They 

climbed up to the bow and dad threw up. Not because of the torso 

floating in the water or sea sickness, but a heavy hangover. 

 

“Keep going and don't mention it to mom,” his father 

growled, climbing back down to the cabin with great difficulty. 

After a while, an arm floated by, grasping a life ring. 

Ten minutes later came a leg with half a buttock flapping in 

the waves. 

And then a part of the intestines that Jan couldn't quite place. 

He slowed the engine again and climbed into the cabin. 

“I wouldn't want to bother you but pieces of people are 

drifting in the sea,” he said, sitting on the bed. 

Mom looked at him in alarm, dad with anger. 

“So what?” he barked. 

“Do we have to keep going?” asked Jan. 

“Of course,” his father spouted. “There's only death for us in 

Estonia.” 

“Can you see the future? Why haven't you said anything about 

your predictive powers before?” Jan retorted. 

Dad's eyes were already bloodshot so they couldn't get any 

redder. 
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“Is this the thanks I get for risking my life trying to save my 

family?” 

“Are you trying?” 

“Stop it!” shouted mom. 

Jan glanced around aimlessly. He didn't want to look at either 

of them. His eyes happened to fall on the radar screen and a speck 

that had appeared at its upper edge. 

“Look!” he exclaimed. “A boat is coming towards us from 

Sweden.” 

That's all he needed to say. 

 

The radio wasn't working. All three of them climbed onto the 

deck and stayed there, staring forward. Pretty soon, a pontoon 

boat with a rear engine appeared from behind a meter-high wave. 

As it approached, they saw an old couple and two pre-school 

children on board. The boat turned towards them. 

“Turn around!” a grey-bearded man shouted. “There's trouble 

ahead.” 

Jan steered their boat closer to the rubber dinghy. 

“What's over there?” dad yelled. 

“We don't know, but there's lots of bodies in the water. Or 

pieces of bodies. Turn around if you value your life.” 

“I'm going to Sweden,” dad said. 

“I'm not,” decided Jan. 

They both looked at his mother, tears streaming down her 

face. 

“Can you pick me up?” shouted Jan. 

The gray-bearded man raised his fists above his head, thumbs 

up. 

Jan turned to his mother. 

“Mom?” 
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“You're a grown-up. You make your own decisions. That's 

how we raised you...” The tears drowned her last words. 

“Mom, come with me.” 

“No, I'll stay with dad. Through thick and thin, come what 

may.” 

“Dad...” 

Jan saw his father was crying too, though he tried to hide it. 

“Go back, son, if you think that's best. I don't know what's the 

right call. They'll probably both end in death. If we can get 

through, I'll come back for you...” 

Jan didn't hug anyone or set a meeting point. He swung his 

legs over the railing and dove into the waves. 

On the way back, the bearded guy told him the kids were their 

grandchildren and their parents were shot for marauding, although 

they just wanted to get a few canned goods and macaroni. Jan 

gladly accepted a bottle of rum – the old fellow seemed to have a 

whole sack full of them – and asked to be let ashore in Hiiumaa, 

in Kalana harbor. 

 

Evening, December 31, 2029, Kõpu peninsula, Hiiumaa 

island, Estonia 

 

Three hours after Jan had sprayed the future campsite with 

glyphosate, he went out again. This time he strapped Põnnu on his 

back. In a radius of about thirty meters, the larger trees were 

reduced to stumps, smaller ones gone entirely. Jan kicked down 

the few trunks that still remained standing and stepped on them a 

few times. The wood disintegrated into ash. 

“See, Põnnu, that's how you clear a campsite of trees. We get 

glyphosate from the farms in the area. Supply is good for now. 
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You'll learn. Now we can set up the generators and protect the 

camp from random blood-diseased who might wander in.” 

The child still strapped to his back, Jan installed two mid-

sized wind generators, a power bank and a nuclear battery. He 

used a pneumatic nail gun to fire braces into the trees surrounding 

the clearing and hung barbed wire. Jan had done it so many times 

that surrounding the camp with an impenetrable fence took only 

an hour. 

Jan let Põnnu pull the lever and the wire sizzled. A wide smile 

graced the child's round face. If anyone attempted to get through 

the fence, the high voltage would immediately induce an 

uncontrolled and deadly fibrillation in the heart. On six occasions 

in the last three years, Jan had to clean the wire of charred human 

remains. This precaution worked and the effort paid off. 

“Right, Põnnu, job's done. Now we can finally go to sea.” 

 

Jan moved on skis through the sparser trees on the coast. 

Põnnu followed on a sleigh. From time to time he had to cut down 

a twisted juniper with his small chainsaw. Although they had a 

week's supply of food, Jan wanted to hunt every chance he got. 

You never knew when luck might run out. They had been on the 

verge of starvation once before and Jan didn't want to tempt fate. 

They wouldn't have needed to eat so much if the temperature 

were a bit warmer. With this frost they needed an enormous 

amount of food. Even Põnnu had half a kilo of seal's fat per day in 

addition to everything else. 

The sky had grown dark when the forest ended and they 

reached the shore of the frozen sea. Yellow light fell on Jan and 

Põnnu's faces. They stood for a moment, enjoying this view, 

although Jan had mixed emotions about the distant light show. 
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It could only be seen in the dark. The laser curtain was made 

of thousands of yellow beams, streaming down from the sky and 

into the sea. Each beam moved rapidly and randomly. Jan didn't 

know how wide the killzone was, but he believed it impossible to 

get to the other side alive. 

At first, before Gemma and Põnnu, when the radio was still 

working, he had chatted with a man. It didn't matter who he was, 

or where. 

“The laser curtain technology is part of Ronald Reagan's star 

wars program,” the man would say. “They just got it working 

during the Bill Clinton administration. Laser curtains surrounding 

the whole of Eastern Europe. The lasers are installed on satellites, 

guided by software. At first it was meant against the aggression of 

the Soviet Union, but now they're using it to isolate Easten 

Europe...” 

“But Sweden isn't a NATO member and Estonia is,” Jan 

argued. 

“That doesn't count. Sweden has a contract. The satellites are 

in position. They're using it how they can, not how they should.” 

Põnnu was bewitched by the laser curtain and Jan decided to 

never tell him that this beautiful light killed his grandmother and 

grandfather. 

Jan had just pulled two fat seals onto the ice with his boathook 

when everything went dark. The curtain seemed to vanish. Jan 

considered whether to light the torches. The break in the laser 

curtain usually lasted around ten minutes. Enough time to check 

one net. Jan was still looking for the gas burner on the sleigh 

when the laser beams blazed into life and continued their chaotic 

pattern. Undisturbed, Jan checked his nets, glancing toward the 

sea from time to time. In a few minutes, six bright dots appeared 

in the glowing dusk of the sky. 
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He picked Põnnu up and sat on the sleigh, having covered his 

hunting hole with a white fabric. He pulled another white sheet 

over himself and Põnnu. 

The roar grew louder and half a minute later, six military jets 

flew by overhead. 

“No need to be afraid,” Jan said. “There's no people inside, 

they fly on their own.” He climbed out from under the fabric with 

Põnnu and looked after the planes, heading inland. Although it 

was already very dark, he saw a box fall from a plane's rear hatch 

and float down under a giant parachute. A giant red cross shone 

on all its sides. 

 

March 27, 2028, Vormsi island, Estonia 

 

In the spring of 2028, all three of them nearly died of hunger. 

Jan went hunting every day, but all the larger game was gone and 

he couldn't explain it. The little he could find he gave to Gemma 

and Põnnu. Põnnu was happy to suck on a deer's intestine or wolf 

down shrew's paws grilled on the campfire. 

But Jan had shot his last deer more than a month ago. The 

animals seemed to have disappeared. He couldn't find any tracks 

or excrement. 

Gemma stopped lactating, which meant that Põnnu needed 

more solid food. 

Jan didn't have the strength for his normal route any more, 

energy was running out and his hands shook. 

Together they decided to leave Hiiumaa and try to find food 

elsewhere. They travelled for two days and nights across the ice to 

Vormsi island. 

It was even worse there. 
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That day, Jan was scouring the woods as usual. Trying to snag 

a squirrel or at least a bird. Suddenly he noticed tracks in the 

snow. That was odd. Who would leave their tracks so visible? It 

was dangerous and he certainly never did it. 

Jan dropped to one knee to investigate the footprints. They 

didn't belong to any hunter or a healthy person. The one who left 

the tracks had to really drag their feet. 

The path finally led him to the one who left it. 

The old man was lying in a snowdrift, arms and legs loosely 

spread out. Jan thought he was dead, but then he saw a bit of 

steam rising from the man's nostrils. 

First he checked on the man's limbs. They were bad. The 

hands had turned black, covered by a light layer of frost. He was 

condemned to death. No matter how Jan might try to save him, 

the gangrene would spread fast and there would be no escaping it. 

Jan pulled a small flat vodka bottle from his breast pocket and 

poured half of it into the man's mouth. 

After half a minute, the man's eyes flickered. 

“Who are you?” he asked laboriously. 

“Doesn't make much of a difference. What's important is that I 

won't hurt you. But unfortunately I can't save you either,” Jan 

replied.  

The man closed his eyes slowly and opened them again. 

“I know that much. It's good that I stayed alive for so long, 

you'll get a nice fresh liver.” 

The man's stiff hand patted his stomach. So the freezing hadn't 

reached his shoulder muscles – that was bad. Pretty soon his arms 

and legs would start to hurt terribly. 

“What happened?” Jan asked. 

The man paused for a bit. 
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“Our whole group is dead. Four, other than me. They passed 

in the night.” 

“In the night? Of what? Hunger? All together?” 

“Not hunger. I think they froze. I survived, through some 

miracle. I think some kind of ice age is approaching. Maybe you 

can move south, although the laser curtain surrounds the whole of 

Eastern Europe. I think you might be clear if you can reach 

Bulgaria or Romania. Are you alone?” 

Jan shook his head. 

“Go south. Rays of frost are reaching down to Estonia from 

the north. Or rivers of frost. Our camp was hit by one of them 

during the night. The temperature fell below minus sixty in a 

couple of minutes. We weren't ready.” 

“Why do you think the ice age started now?” 

The man coughed for a whole minute before he could 

continue, his voice hoarse. 

“It's not certain, but everyone in Asia is probably dead. The 

industry has stopped. Before the blood disease explosion, ten 

million plants worked worldwide every day. They don't emit any 

more CO2 into the atmosphere. The problem was never global 

warming. A huge quantity of greenhouse gases kept the Earth 

from cooling. Now this process has reversed. The whole planet 

might be covered in ice.” 

“I prefer cooling to overheating,” Jan said. 

“Yes, it's easier to keep yourself warm than to cool yourself. 

You know, my dead toes are already pricking. You'll have to 

shoot me soon. Will you do me that favor?” 

“Of course. Right now?” Jan asked, pulling the sniper rifle 

from his back onto his chest. 

“Wait, one more thing. Listen carefully. Robot planes 

sometimes come from Sweden, throwing down packages of food 
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and medicine. Never open them. Don't even go close. It's a trap. 

They are luring estonians out of the woods.” 

Jan had seen the drones from far away, flying above 

Saaremaa. He hadn't noticed any supply drops. 

“Go northeast, two kilometers. You'll reach our camp. Four 

more frozen livers. And there's something else. Eight rectangular 

boxes. You'll find them for sure. Take them, protect your family.” 

The man's face contorted in a grimace of pain and half a 

minute passed before he was able to continue. 

“You'll need them sooner or later. The planes aren't the only 

things coming from Sweden...” 

That was all the man could say. 

Jan remembered that day as if it had been yesterday. He 

remembered how happy Gemma was, crushing fresh liver 

between two stones and feeding it to Põnnu, who was sluggish 

with hunger. 

 

Evening, December 31, 2029, Kõpu peninsula, Hiiumaa 

island, Estonia 

 

Jan was back at the seaside. He left Põnnu at the campsite, 

under Gemma's care. Behind him on the sleigh he dragged a 

rectangular green plastic box with the markings EDCI and SI5. 

Jan carefully picked a position on the edge of the forest. He 

couldn't be seen from the sea, but had a clear view of the entire 

beach. The constantly falling snow made the shore easily visible 

and he was used to working with little light. He felt prepared for 

the visitors' arrival. 

About two hours later, a searchlight's beam suddenly shone 

through the blizzard. The wind had picked up as the night 
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approached and he couldn't hear the roar yet. But he knew that in 

about a minute, it would all be over. 

The military hovercraft appeared from the snowstorm like a 

ghost and slid quickly across the ice, its momentum carrying it to 

the first trees. While Jan aimed, three figures managed to jump 

into the snow. Jan sensed more than saw that the ghostly figures 

were dressed in protective suits, their faces covered by old-

fashioned gas masks. 

The shoulder-mounted rocket rushed under the hovercraft, 

trailing white smoke, and an explosion shattered the vehicle into 

five large pieces. Although at first glance it might have seemed 

possible that some passengers survived, it wasn't really possible. 

Excess pressure killed all living things aboard. Jan's only problem 

was the three swedes who had got out of the hovercraft. 

He set the rocket launcher aside and took his rifle. A look 

throgh the night vision sight assured him that he didn't need to 

worry about two of them. Half of one was stuck on the nearest 

pine and the other's body parts, head and something else, where 

strewn across the ice. But the third was missing. 

Jan got a bit uneasy. He had to make sure the last surviving 

swede wouldn't call for help. It wasn't safe, but he had to go 

looking for him. 

He approached carefully, observing the surroundings through 

his night vision scope. He suddenly heard a sound, resembling a 

child's babbling and a grown man's whisper. 

The swede was sitting with his back to the largest piece of the 

hovercraft. He had pulled off his gas mask and was staring at the 

stump where his left leg had been. 

Jan got a bit closer and realized that staring at the missing leg 

was just symbolic. The swede, who wore a red cross armband, 
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had his eyes pressed into his skull by the explosion. Jan was a bit 

surprised that the man was still conscious. 

“When will you understand we don't need your help?” 

shouted Jan, raising his rifle. “But in this situation I'll do you a 

favor, although you haven't earned it.” 

 

Night, December 31, 2029, Kõpu peninsula, Hiiumaa island, 

Estonia 

 

The wind had died down. Jan, Gemma and Põnnu didn't even 

remember a day without piercing gales. There might have been 

one two months ago. Or three. 

They sat around the campfire. Jan drank vodka from the 

bottle. Gemma was just sitting and stroking her large belly. Põnnu 

had learned to use a spoon last week and was scraping the last 

vestiges of seal fat from his bowl. The laser curtain shone through 

the woods. 

“It's strange to think how the twenties started,” Gemma said. 

“Some kind of light virus, no one even remembers the name, was 

supposed to be the wake-up call for humanity. But did they 

learn?” 

“No one learned anything. At first they thought EbolaX would 

be so deadly that it wouldn't spread from the villages of Chad,” 

Jan mused. “That if the whole village died at once, there would be 

no one to bring it to the next. But there was something wrong 

about that logic from the start.” 

He took a big swig and accidentally passed the bottle to 

Gemma. 

“No-no,” Gemma laughed. “I'll have to give birth to our first 

child in the new year and I'd rather not do it drunk.” 
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“Gemma...” said Jan quietly. A dangerous light sparked in the 

woman's eyes. 

“Yes, I know I've been pregnant for over a year,” she said, so 

loudly that Põnnu forgot scraping his bowl and looked at them. 

He clearly couldn't decide whether he should cry or keep playing 

with the spoon and the bowl. 

“That doesn't mean anything,” Gemma continued, more 

quietly. “I feel it moving every day. The child inside me is alive.” 

Jan's thick mitten gently patted Gemma's. 

“Sorry, dear. Of course. I just can't wait for the day the kid is 

born.” 

Põnnu decided he wouldn't cry. 
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